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liquor question the committee appointed prethree propositions, as follows:
“The first proposition is a bill to authorize
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same political party as that from which
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of a Seafarer. .Letter official so removed was elected. No provision
thoma. .Deaths in Sears-I is made for referring this to the people.
“The second proposition is to submit a conAn Experiment Farm, j
stitutional amendment authorizing the goverMotor Boats.
nor to remove delinquent sheriffs and
to ap>ln ..Stockton Springs,
successors from the same
political party
the Granges. ...The News point
as that from which the sheriff so removed
was
elected. This is to be submitted to the
people
if Belfast.
at a special election in September. 1909.
“The third proposition is the
Schools... .Masters and
repeal of the
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Secret Societies.
Maine, A. O. U. W., will
n Bangor February 17th
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Sturgis enforcement law. so called, to take
effect upon the ratification of the proposed
constitutional amendment.”
It is pointed out that the first
proposition,
requiring but a majority vote and having the

unanimous approval of the caucus, is
likely to
As to-the other two, there is doubt.
pass.
At the last caucus it was the recommendation of the committee to put the whole matter
up to the people, but Rep. Bigelow of Portland
put a stumbling block in the way by declaring
that such an action would be cowardice and
that the legislature ought to take the
responsibility. This resulted in an amended proposition as the Republican members will take the
resnonsibilitv of nassinrr
moval of county attorneys.
The question as
to whether the action of the caucus will result
in the banishment of the Sturgis law from the
books is an open question. The
passage of the

Agricultural Society.

1

\

New

constitutional amendment removing sheriffs
will carry with it an automatic repeal of the
Sturgis law. but this will not come about withf the brothers is request- out Democratic help in the house.
Whether
Democratic members through dislike of the
law
will
be
Sturgis
willing to stand for the
Palestine Commandery, proposition to remove sheriffs is
yet to*be
seen.
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Elizabeth I,. Brackett, its secretary, appeared
before the committee on appropriations February 2nd in behalf of the Children’s Aid Society of Maine, which maintains a home for
homeless and friendless girls in Belfast. The
amount asked for by the institution is $1500
for two years for maintenance and $5000 as a
special appropriation for an addition to the
building and for repairs. Mr. Vaughan gave a
general description of the home accompanied
by plans and emphasized the need of repairs.
Mr. Dunton explained to the committee that
the building of an addition to the Home would
not materially increase the cost of maintenance.
The secretary, Mrs. Brackett, explained that the Home was the first of its kind to
be established in the State and said that it now
cared for 18 children in ages from 5 to 15 from
all parts of the State and that there is a wait-
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members, Jan. 1, 1909, ;
the committee on railroads February 3rd, at
members during the year,
ctions. 66; number of past
torney for the road. Mr. Chaplin explained
of brothers relieved, briefly that the bill had met with serious
oppoowed families relieved, 39; sition and that this opposition had taken such
form that even if the legislature should pass
r.
buried, 328; number of I the bill the
proposed efforts of the road to get
which benefits were paid, financial
backing for this extension would have
or relief of brothers, $69,been seriously injured. For that reason he
relief of widowed fanii- asked the committee to indefinitely postpone
the hili. Speaking on the matter to a newspaper representative, Mr. Chaplin said that
$1,575.25; amount paid the extension of the road through the Ailegash
He also
$1! .597.78; total amount country is a question for the future
stated that no other hill would be introduced
■5, amount of annual reto take the place of that indefinitely postponed,
•*nt expenses, separate
answering the suggestion that has been made
ties. $86,218.27; invested in some quarters that a bill would be introduced contemplating a rebate of taxes on the new
tate and hall property,
system of the road in case one was built. In
the Senate, February 5th. the report of the
!"N.
The event of the railroad committee recommending that the
Bangor & Aroostook rebate bill be indefinitely
rcles occurred Thursday
postponed was read and accepted without re’ih. when the officers of mark.
STATE BOARD OF CHARITIES.
No. 12C, were publicly
■

>f

The committee on judiciary reported February 4th that the bill creating a State board
of charities and corrections ought to pass.
The hearing on this bill was held January LSth.
when a number of people appeared before the
committee in favor of it. The bill provides that
the board shall consist of five members, of
which one shall be a
oman. and that its members serve without pay. It will have the asof
sistance
a secretary trained in scientific
charity. Its duties will be to supervise the
management of all State institutions, all charitable institutions and hospitals receiving aid
from the State, all county jails and alms houses.
When the bill came up in the Senate February
5th it was tabled by Senator Gowell of York,
who gave no explanation. It is thought the
bill will not pass.
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mittee on taxation February 4th. if the Legislature passes the tax commission bill imposing
a tax of one-half of one per cent on savings
deposits in national banks there won’t be a
national bank left in Maine in ten years. By
that time, according to the national bank men,
every national bank will have surrendered its
charter and asked the State for a charter as a
trust and banking company. They say that
their institutions are so restricted in their investments and so hampered by being obliged to
carry a large surplus that it would be wrong
to impose such a tax. And, beside, which
would seem to settle the question anyway, if
they are correct, tt ey say that the State has no
right to impose such a tax anywhere— that the
State must keep hands off the deposits of an
institution chartered by the federal govern
ment.
Hon. C. S. Hichborn, president of the First
National bank of Augusta, opened the case for
the banks, and in expressing what he styled his
personal opinion he said: “My opposition is
broad, comprehensive and all-embracing. I say
that at this time when the State of Maine is
practically out of debt and there is no occasion
for any great outlay the State is not called
upon to renew fealty to the policy of putting a
penalty on thrift, and that is what this bill
would mean if applied to the deposits in national banks.” He declared that the money put
out in loans to encourage business pays a tax
and that in this way everything in a nationai
bank pays a tax except the great reserve
which the federal government requires to be
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58-HOUR LAW.

As is usual when a labor matter is up for
consideration, the hearing on the two 58-hour
laws before the committee on labor Wednesday
afternoon was an interesting, and at times exciting one. The statement was made that all
the States but Maine have a 58-hour law, but
the agent for the York mills at Saco said that
throughout the South they have a 66-hour law.
An advocate of the measure gave figures relative to the cost of manufacturing cotton in
Maine and elsewhere. He said that one of the
claims of the manufacturers was that they
could not afford to have a 58-hour law because
it cost them so much for freight for their raw
material as well as their manufactured product.
This he thought was offset by the low cost of
power. It cost a New Bedford cotton mill
about $26,000 a year for coal, while the average
for the Maine mills was about $3000. The
range in Massachusetts wTas from $20,000 to

$30,000 a year.
Miss Eva L. Shorey of Bridgton, who during
the past few years has been employed by the
Maine bureau of labor in the investigation of
women’s work, said that the passage of this
law would affect 20,000 women and children in
the State of Maine.
“I wish,” said she, “that a moving picture
could be shown to this legislature depicting
the workday life of these mill workers. You
would see what this law means to them.”
Miss Shorey graphically described some of
the conditions which she had found during her
investigations and said that a number of women workers in the factories had told her that
midnight frequently found them at work washing the floors in their homes.
In the city of Biddeford, she declared, the
statistics showed that 311 out of every thousand, white childreh born died.

NORTH WALDO POMONA.
Despite

j

A. R. R.

The proposed extension of the Bangor &
Aroostook railroad through the Allegash country will not be built at the present as the bill
asking for an extension of the rebate of taxes
on the system was indefinitely
postponed by

NUMBER 6

C. C. Clements: Over to the State
Grange I
met Prof E. F. Hitch:ngs, State Entoi
ologist
and he spoke about the canker blight,
saying it
is the worst thing we have to contend with and

Churches.

Friday, evening, Feb.
in the Initiatory De-

w.

There was no home life for the children of
these mill workers. This was one of the most
deplorable features. She referred to the congested conditions in the tenement district of
Lewiston and of its mill workers.

1909.

the bad travelling and extremely
cold weather a goodly number of patrons
REPORTS OF COMMITTEES.
assembled in Northern Light Grange hall at we mjist exterminate it or our orchards will be
Mr. Hall from the committee on legal affairs, White’s Corner, Winterport, Wednesday, Feb- worthless.”
I to which was referred, bill, An Act to protect ruary 3d, and held a
D. M. Kimball: “I think by my experience
profitable and interesting
i benevolent, humane, fraternal or charitable
that sheep are the best things there is for an
i corporations in the use of their names and em- meeting. The pomona was formally called to
blems and providing penalties for the violation order by the master, J. B. Nealley, with all old orchard. But I think that the more you cultij thereof, reported that the same be placed on the officers present with the exception of vate your orchard the quicker the apples will
file as the subject matter of this Act is cover- three.
After the preliminary exercises a decay. My orchard is small, but I have apples
ed by an Act under the same title already recordial address of welcome was given by Mrs. that used to keep all right until May, but now,
ported by this committee to the Senate.
Mr. Morse from the same committee, to Edna Harquail, to which a pleasant response in in February, they are all gone.”
which was referred bill, An Act to amend behalf of
Mr. York thought it was better not to keep
the pomona was given by Mrs. Eda
Chapter 198 of the Private and Special Laws of E.
Clements. Owing to conditions above re- apples, but to sell them early, but Mr. Kimball
1907 of relating to records of real estate in the
county of Waldo, reported that the same be re- corded but four granges in the jurisdiction said he would like to have a few to eat a little
ferred to the Waldo county delegation.
were represented, and these were reported to
later than January.
The reports were accepted.
be in excellent condition. Northern Light,
After a few more pertinent remarks by difThe finance committee reported “leave to
withdraw” for the petitioners who asked an ap- Winterport, the oldest in Waldo county, by ferent members the question was dropped and
propriation of $500 to aid the Grand Lodge of its master, C. H. Libby; Morning Light, Mon- the program of Northern Light presented as
Good Templars of Maine in entertaining the nafollows: song, Fred Whitney; reading,
Margational grand lodge at Portland in the summer
Sunrise, by G. H. York, and 0. Gardner, West. ret Whitney; song, Fred Clark; song, Quartette.
of 1909.
No more business appearing a rising vote of |
Winterport, the youngest in the county, by D.
CONCERNING SHORE FISHERIES.
L. Dyer. Remarks by I. F. Cook, former of thanks was extended to Northern
Light
Bv Mr. Harrington of South Thomaston:
secretary, Leonard Clark and Mrs. Mary B. grange for hospitality, the minutes were read,
renuon oi n. n. xiuiu uuu i*± umers ox xvnox
lecturer
of
Penobscot
comAiken,
and
the
Pomona,
the
that
in
law
closed
with
present
usual formalities.
Grange
County asking
regard
to seining herring east of White Head and on pleted the exercises of the morning session.
the Penobscot river remain as it is.
After the recess for dinner and a song by the
The
RemonBy Mr. Harmon of Stonington;
choir of Northern Light Grange, the master
strance of H. A. Small and 54 others of Sedgwick and Brooklin against any legislation in re- introduced Prof. W. D. Hurd, dean of the
Castle Lincoln, K. O. K. A., was organized at I
lation to the flow of mill waste into Salt Pond,
University of Maine, who addressed the pat- at the Universalist
church Wednesday afterso-called; remonstrance of G. M. Allen and 23 rons on the
of
“Potato
Culture."
The
subject
others of Sedgwick against same; remonstrance
noon.
lecturer had charts and diagrams showing the
of F. P. Allen and 60 others of Sedgwick and
There will be preaching at the Woods school- !
Bluehill against same.
growth and formation of the potato, its enemies
By Mr. Harmon of Stonington. Remonhouse, Nort’iport, next Sunday afternoon at 2
strance of J. E. Wooster and 109 others against methods of culture and formulas for fertilizers
o’clock.
act to prohibit the shipping of scallops out of and spraying, which latter were copied by
the State and asking for a close time on scalThe Ladies’ Social Union of the First I
many present for next summer’s use. He
lops in West Penobscot Bay; also An Act to referred to Aroostook county as the
greatest Parish, Unitarian, church will meet with Miss [
prohibit the swelling of scallops by artificial
potato producing country in the world of its Ida Spencer next Monday evening.
means.
By Mr. Harmon of Stonington: An Act to size; but said that in the past few years a very
The Guild of
the North Congregational
prohibit the taking of scallops in West Penob- noticeable increased acreage was found in ! church will meet
Monday evening, February
scot Bay from April 1 to October 1 of each
other counties and that the best methods of 15th, with Miss Margaret A. Dunton.
year.
culture are to imitate those of the Aroostook
There will be services in the Chapel at East
PETITIONS, ACTS AND RESOLVES.
potato grower. A chart taken from a bulletin North port Sunday,
February 14, at 10:45, conPetition
of
Charles
By Mr. Morse of Belfast:
issued by the U. S. Department of Agriculture ducted
by the pastor, Rev. G. G. Winslow, of
F. Shaw and 11 others of Belfast in favor of
showed
the
values
of
certain
comparative
An Act to encourage building of railroads in
Belfast. Sunday school will follow the preachnorthern Maine; petition of C. F. Files and 10 leading crops in fche State of Maine for the
service.
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At the
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wen
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others for same; petition of Herbert L. Field year 1908 per acre, corn yielding $23.68;
wheat,
of Belfast and 45 railroad men of Belfast, j
$25.05; oats, $15.75; hay, $12.30; while the value
Brooks, Thorndike and Unity for same.
By Mr. Packard of Rockport: Remonstrance i of the average potato crop per acre last year
of Josiah H. Hobbs and 42 others, citizens of ! was $105. He continued:
Camden, against the passage of Senate bill No. j “The potato is one of the three native Amer17 relating to the assessment and taxation of i ican
products, corn and tobacco being the
light, heat, power and water companies, located i others, and in selecting soil for its production
in more than one town; remonstrance of J. A. i it is
necessary that natural conditions prevail.
Havener and 246 others, citizens of Rockport, Do not
expect a good crop on a wet soil, for it
against same.
is working against nature. A good loam is the
By Mr. Jones of Bucksport: Remonstrance i best soil and the rotation of crops a money
of S. F. Nickerson and 16 others against chang- : saver. Clover is
hardly realized yet, by the
ing present county lines of Hancock county; of i farmers, to be of the value it is in increasing
H. P. Burrill and 14 others against same.
the fertility of the soil, and as a feed. Being
By Mr. Drake of Frankfort: An Act author- rich in protein it is of great value. Potatoes
izing the construction of a wharf into tide i do especially well in following a clover crop.
water at Sandypoint in the town of Stockton
Experiment stations have found that it inSprings, Waldo county.
creases the yield from 40 per cent in some
By Mr. Jones of Bucksport: Remonstrance cases down perhaps to 28 or 25 per cent more
of A. E. Varnum and 51 others against chang- than if the soil is not rotated.
ing present county lines of Hancock county.
“In selecting seed you will find it as necesBy Mr. Miller of Lincolnville: An Act to i sary to have good seed as it is to have good
amend Chapter 510 of the Private and Special j animals from which to breed. Do not take
poLaws of 1874 being An Act t incorporate the tatoes for seed after the women folks have
Lincolnville Railroad Company.
and
over
culled
out
the
them
ones
picked
good
By Mr. Jones of Bucksport: Remonstrance ! all winter. Go in the fall and take those that
oi b. K. Page and 22 others against changing
| produce the largest and best yield in a hill and
present county lines of Hancock county.
j 1 xnt therr, and so on, each year repeating this,
By Mr. Drake of Frankfort: Resolve in favor and better potatoes and larger yields can not
of the town of Frankfort in Waldo county.
fail to result. Use clean seed that is not afBy Mr. Colcord of Waldo: Resolve in favor fected with scab. Scabby ones will produce
of Town of Searsport. with statement of facts. ;
scabby ones, which cannot be sold in the marBy Mr. Cook of Unity: Remonstrance of F. ket for as good price as clean smooth potatoes.
L. Cunningham and 30 others of Thorndike This is
the hardest disease to control.
It
against bill for abatement of taxes on the B. results from bacteria that get into the soil and
& A. railroad; remonstrance of J. A. Adams
also
be
carried
seed
if
so
it
by
may
potatoes;
and 2b others of Unity against same; remonmay be treated as a disease; if in the soil it
strance of L. H. Mosher and 50 others against will have to be
to corn, oats, hay or
planted
same.
other crops until the disease L eradicated. If
By Mr. Miller of Lincolnville: Remonstrance on^the seed, get formaly'dehyde, take one pint
of J. R. Bradstreet and 22 others of Palermo in 30
gallons of water and soak potatoes for 24
against further rebate of taxes on Bangor & hours.This will kill all germs of the disease.
Aroostook Railroad.
This disease also thrives where lime or wood
ashes have been used; they grow freer from
CONCERNING DRAINS AND SEWERS.
this in soil that, is slia-ht.lv arid
Senator Boynton of Lincoln has put in a bill
Dean Hurd then spoke at some length about
giving municipal officers power to lay out
planting and cultivation, the implements used
drains and sewers across

property belonging

to people who are unable or unwilling to provide for suitable drainage themselves. Then
they can go ahead and collect whatever the
work cost. Under the present law everything
is up to the owner. If he declines to build a
The
sewer or drain, nothing can be done.
public health is frequently endangered in conthinks
his
meassequence. Senator Boynton
ure is a good one. and so does Dr. Young of the

State Board of Health.

and how operated; and gave formulas for fertilizers and the spraying form also used at Experiment Stations. He also gave results the
stations have arrived at in regard to spraying
or not. Bordeaux is the preparation that gives
best results, as per following table:
Bordeaux used when needed 288 bushel per

READ AND ASSIGNED.

Kesoive accepting the benefits of the Carnegie Foundation for the advancement of
teaching for the University of Maine.
Resolve in favor of a special appropriation
for the Eastern State Normal School.
Resolve in aid of the Maine School for the

acre.

112
130
173
191
132

Unsprayed
Blight Dust
Sal Bordeaux

\ Boxal Paste
Dry Boxal

shows conclusively that spraying with
Bordeaux mixture is the best preparation for exterminating the pests that infect the
Deaf.
potato plant.
At the close of his address Dean Hurd told
those present that he would be glad to answer
Bells.
any questions they might ask. and several
Clark-Newhai.l. January
26th, at the availed themselves of the opportunity to get
home of Mr. and Mrs. 0. W. Newhall in East more light on the potato question. Among
Liberty their oldest daughter. Ora Mae, was ; them were C. C. Clements, E. N. Bartlett, Isaac
united in marriage to Leonard F. Clark. The i Perkins, D. M. Kimball, C. H. Libby. S. Ritchie,
ceremony was performed by Rev. E. A. Dins- j H. J. Ide and others, and satisfactory and exlow in the presence of the bride’s relatives. J planatory answers were given their questions
The bride looked very pretty in her dress of
j by the Professor and all were much pleased
white batiste with lace and silk trimmings, j with the information gained in this way.
Mrs. Clark has many friends in Liberty and
Another song by the choir was enjoyed, and
is sure to make them wherever she may be. ; the
topic, “How to Care For an Orchard,” was
It is with feelings of regret that her old friends ; then
opened by E. C. Clement, who spoke of
give her over to new- ones. Congratulations the value of pruning in the spring, plowing in
are extended to Mr. Clark in his choice of a
the fall, harrowing in the spring; but pruning
companion and Mrs. Clark's many friends is most necessary if good fruit is to be raised.
unite in showering her with best wishes for a
Leonard Clark: “Cultivate it as much a posprosperous and happy wedded life. The bride sible and do your pruning in June when the
was well remembered with both nice and usedays are the longest. An old orchardist told
ful presents. Mr. and Mrs. Clark will reside me to
always prune in the longest days of the
in Meredith, N. H., the home of the grcom.
But cultivation is more necessary, I
year.
think, than pruning.”
R. L. Clements: “I plow in the fall after
(ling occurred at the home of the bride n East spreading on a light coat of dressing, plow
Belfast last Saturday evening, when Miss very shoal so not to disturb or injure the roots,
Lydia E. Dickey, daughter of Mrs. Abbie and sow it to oats in the spring and prune
Dickey, was married to Charles E. Henderson. heavily all the trees that blossom. I believe
This

the wet

Wedding

Rev. William Vaughan of the Trinity Reformed
church officiated, using the impressive ring
The bride, who was becomingly
ceremony.
gowned in white, was attended by her sister.
Mr. and Mrs. Henderson, who are to make
their home in East Belfast, have the best
wishes of many friends.

spraying lu ue important, it cvci^uiie snuuiu
spray, all insects could be exterminated.”
G. H. York: “I believe in plowing in the
fall, but should cultivate all through the seasor, and think if we should do this there would
be

no

off

perience

I

years

in

apple

crops.

By

my

ex-

have found thorough cultivation the

main idea."

The following transfers in real estate were
recorded in Waldo County Registry of Deeds
for the week ending February 7, 1909:
Ralph O. Critchett, Dorchester, Mass., to
Albert C. Wells, Belfast; land in Searsmont.
Emma L. Elwell, Brooks, to Harold E.
Moody, Monroe; land and buildings in Monroe.
Benjamin S. Grant, Boston, to Jennie C.
Grant, WTinterport; land in Prospect.
Oscar Hills, Northport, to Chester E. Perkins, do.; land in Northport.
C. G. and Annette G. Hemenway, Searsmont, to Harriet K. Morrill, Belmont; land in
Belmont. (2deeds.)
Jennie Hoxie, Burnham, to S. L. Burrill,

Hermon; land in Searsport.
Belle E. Loring, Unity, to
nolds, Troy; land in Troy.
Louville J.

Nettie M.

Sanderson, Troy,

to

Rey-

John

L.

Bagley, do.; land and buildings in Troy.
Clarence Whitney and Georgia L. Woods,
Troy, to Louville J. Sanderson, Pittsfield; land
and buildings in Troy.
Ernest B. Weeks, Jefferson, to J. Wilder
Haggett, Portland; land in Liberty.
Marlboro P. Woodcock, Belfast, to Julia M.
Richardson, do.; land and buildings in Belfast.

Bartlett:

“Enough

has

pomonella) the greatest menace to good fruit
against which we have to contend. Now in
the fall pick up from the ground all the rotten
apples, cores, soft apples and pulp, and then
the worm would not have a chance to mature.
If everybody should do this we could get rid of
the pest. I believe in cultivation and pruning,
but spraying would not be practicable for a
man with a large orchard like mine."
(The

largest

in

Winterport, reporter.)

Ritchie: “When I have cultivated up to
the first of July I have got good results but in
cultivating late I did not, as it injured the tree
more than it benefitted.it, as it causes the sap
to flow too much and they have a tendency to
winterkill."
W. S. Parker: “I have learned that all the
way to get good apples is by pruning the trees
and cultivating the ground."
H. J. Ide: “I have a young orchard and try
to observe and see the methods of others and
I am benefitting by that experience.
One
brother said today to plow in a light coat of
dressing and sow it to oats. I think this is
not right, for the oats to take too much of the
benefit and too little goes into the trees."
S.

Hon. L. C. Morse of

ye

then be risen,”

Quartette.
Hymn, Rockingham.
“The Mount of Olives,"

_^r-

and Mrs. Newell Stevens of
Newport
visiting friends in Plymouth and Troy.
Mr. and Mrs. Levi Clay will return to Portland this morning after a short visit at
Gitypoint.
p. S. Staples was called to
Winterport last
week to attend the funeral of his
mother, Mrs.
Nancy Stinson.

Miss Carrie M. Cutter left
Tuesday for a
weeks’ visit with her sister, Mrs
Maria
in
Peirce,
Bangor.

two

—Mr- F- W. Burns of Fort Fairfield made a
brief visit last week to the home of his
riaugh
ter, Mrs. D. L. Wilson.
Mr. and Mrs. L. S. Gray, Jr., are in Lincoln
ville visiting Mrs.
Gray’s parents, Mr. and
Mrs. George Heal.
1

Christian Scientists hold services in
their hall, 127 Main street, Sunday morning at
11 o’clock; subject, “Soul;’’ and Wednesday
evening at 7.30 o’clock, to which all are cordially welcome.

Rodney

point.

Holden

Miss Amy E. Stoddard, who was in
Water
ville Friday for her piano
lesson, was the gues s,
during the day, of Miss Leona Achorn, GolbcTO, at Foss Hall.

Rathburn

j

ing Thursday evening

at 7.30 o’clock.

At the First Parish (Linitarianlchurch, service next Sunday at 10.45 a. m.; subject of ser;
mon, “Missions.” Sunday school at noon.
!
Bible Class study, “Jesus and the Money! Changers.” Castle Channing, Knights of King
Arthur, Friday at 7 p. m.

was

commanded

41IIIVIIIU,
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announces

Basil Newell, Western Union
operator, at the
State House, returned to
Augusta Monday
after spending
Sunday at his home ‘in City,

Clark

“Calvary,”

regiment

nugu.sia nas

t The many friends „f A. K. P. Stephenson are
pleased to see his familiar figure on the street
again after his recent severe illness.

Parker

Miss Caroline Hatch.
“The Resurrection,”
Mr. Harry Coombs.

company

Wj

H. Hilton, in
Chicago.
Harry Albee and Harvey Stinson of Rockland were in Belfast
Sunday visiting their
grandmother, Mrs. G. M. Hart.

Miss Charlotte

Cunningham is at home from
where she has been
teaching, for
vacation before
resuming her studies at the
Eastern State Normal School.
Cherryfield,

a

Miss Celia Sargent of
Searsport is the
her sister, Mrs. Cecil E. Paine of guest
North
street, having accompanied her on her return
from a visit at her old
home.-Bath Independent.
of

Orrin J. Dickey returned on last
Friday
night’s train from Augusta, where he attended
the meetings of the Maine Press
Association
was the guest of William F.
Leavitt.
Miss Sarah E. Brown of Old
Town, University of Maine, 1908, who is teaching m the
Searsport High school, was the guest of Miss
Marguerite IJ. Pilsbury tor the week-end
Misses Frances Jones and Hattie
Hayfordare
among the young lady delegates for Oak GroveSeminary, Vassalboro, who arc to attend the
State Y. M. C. A. convention at Bates
Col-

and

assigned to the New England
by Col. Ransom of Portland, who subsequently was killed at Chapultepec. The regiment was sent to Vera Cruz
on the bark Antelope and
ship Maid of Orleans, where it joined Scott’s army and started
for the City of Mexico. Jackson took part in
the battles of Cherebusco, Contreras, Molino

There will be a service at Trinity Reformed
church next Sunday at 2.30 p. m., with sermon
by the Rev. William Vaughan. Sunday school
immediately after the sermon. Prayer meet-

r.

Henry

Adams

He saw two years service in the Mexican war.
and in 1863 enlisted in the Union Army and
served until the close of the Civil War.
Mr.
Jackson was born in Hope, Maine, March 3,
1825. His earlier years were spent upon his
father’s farm. At the outbreak of the Mexican war he enlisted at Rockland under Lieut.
Tracy and was sent with others to Belfast,
where he joined Capt. i aimer s company,
going from there to Fort Adams, R. I. The

The

n

Mrs. Edward Sibley returned
Monday from
months’visit with her daughter. Mrs.

Isaac Jackson, who died at his home in this
city February 3rd, was a veteran of two wars.

The Seaside Spiritual church will hold meetings in their rooms on High street every
Thursday evening at 7.30 o’clock and Sunday
afternoon at 2.30, to which the public are cordially invited.

«
-*•

his candidacy
for^department commander of
the Maine Grand
Army.

obituary'”

Some members of the Epworth League and
friends gathered at the home of Mrs Eliza
Hunnewell Sunday afternoon for a service of
prayer and song.

brief trip to

a

several

Mr. John Parker.
‘There’s a Green Hill Far Away,”
Misses Quimby and Hatch.
‘Offertory, “Chorus of Angels,”
Miss Stoddard.

Hymn,

in the city

are

Mendelssohn

Benediction.
Postlude.

was

Miss Margaret L. Keene made
Boston this week.

Responsive Reading.

Gloria (congregation standing).
Scripture Lesson.
“The Holy City,”
Miss Katherine C. Ouimby.

Prayer.
Response, “If

Liberty

Monday.

lege.
Mr. and Mrs. Williston Grinnell and
Mrs
Helen Martin of Camden left
recently for
New York City, where they will he the
guests
of Mr. and Mrs.
George Martin for a few
weeks. Before returning home
they will visit
in Boston.

<WIU UU1CIS.

At Chapultepec he saw 27 of Col. Riley’s men
executed for desertion. He served to the close
of the war, when his regiment was sent from
Vera Cruz to New Orleans, thence by ship to
Fort Adams, R. I., where it was mustered out.

Queen Esther Circle met at the home of Mrs.
E. Luce Friday evening February 5th.
After his discharge he came to Belfast, where
Herman Coombs, formerly of
Papers were read by Mrs. Luce, Miss Lena
Belfast, hasSanborn and Miss Abbie Poor, followed by a he engaged in farming and soap manufactur- been promoted from assistant in the
Houltor.
and was married to Miss Carrie Wood of
ing,
office of tlie American
question box and roll call answered byr current
Express Co. to the
Belfast. He enlisted for the Civil War as a
events. After the program the guests were
position of agent in Caribou, taking the place
recruit for the 8th Regiment, Maine Volunteer
served with dainty refreshments. The next
vacated by agent ;Hazeitine, who was trans
Infantry, and was assigned to Company I. He ferred to Belfast.
will
be
held
with
Miss Ethel Frost.
meeting
was in the engagements of Bermuda Hundred.
Mrs. Hugh F. Dolan of Islesboro. wh..
Next Sunday, at the Universalist church, Fort Harrison. Cold Harbor,
Petersburg and visiting her father. C. B. Di.nworth.
Esq.. ,.av.
the second in the series of Centennial Sermons Fair Oaks, and served until the close of the a sleighing nartv
Friday t,> »
will be given by the pastor, Rev. Ashley A. war and was mustered
Mrs.
A.
]>.
including:
McFaui.
Mrs.
K.
C. |i..n
out at Augusta.
He
Smith; subject; “The Poetry of Oliver Wen- had typhoid fever during his service in Mexi- worth, Mrs. F. W. Bowker, Mrs. Frederick
Marsh of Woburn, Mass., and Mrs I M M,.
dell Holmes.” 'I he musical program will be
co, but. was not in the hospital during his term
Gouldrick.--Machias Republican
as follows:
of service in the Union Army.
At Molino del
Invitations have been received by friends ii
Voluntary,
Chopin, Op. 0, No. 2 i Rey he was slightly wounded, and he received this
city from Capt. and Mrs. Fiei is Coombs
Gibson.
Anthem, Tarry With Me,
a slight shell wound at Fair Oaks.
He retained Pendleton of New York m.d
Soprano Solo, My Shepherd.
Lynes
Isleshoro to the
the rifle he carried in the war of the Rebellion
Mrs E. P. Frost.
wedding reception of tluir daughter. Miss
Postlude,
and it was one of his most prized possessions. Effie Brown
Pendleton, to Henrv Augustus
Grand Chour Maestoseo,
Richardson
After the war he again engaged in
farming Cliakunbroomei in Brooklyn, N. Y.. on the
The services for the week at the First Meth- and
soap making, in which he was very suc- 2drd of
February, at 253 74th street. Brooklyn
odist Episcopal church will be as follows: Sun- cessful, and continued until
failing health com-Mrs. G. E. Evans writes The Journal fr. m
day at 10:45 a. m., preaching by the pastor,Rev. pelled his retirement. He had been blind for
her home in Stamford, Conn., that
Albert E. Luce; at noon, Bible school, F. P. several
they art
years and in feeble health. He was a
real winter weather and are
enjoying
Blodgett, Supt.; at 3:00 p. m., Junior Epworth member of Thomas H. Marshall Post, G. A. R., having
rides. She speaks of the pleasure Rev
League,Miss Lillian Spinney, Supt.; at 7:30 p. m. of Belfast and a great favorite with his com- sleigh
and Mrs. Ashley A. Smith’s, recent visit
service in the auditorium with special music, rades. He is survived
gave
by his wife and one
them, and says that Mr. Ev ans will sail at the
“A Night with the Great Emancipator;” Tuesday
daughter, Mrs. James Burgin of this city. The end
of the month for his usual
at 7:30 p. m., the Epworth League. Thursday funeral was held at the home last
European trip.
Saturday at
at 7:30 p.m.,the general church prayer meeting. 2
Representative Lucius H. i,uncan came home
p. m., Rev. Albert E. Luce, pastor of the
from Augusta, last week,
suffering from a seEpworth League entertainment Monday, Feb- Methodist church, officiating. The bearers vere attack of
rheumatism which has pretty
ruary 15th, at 8:00 p. m.
were members of Thomas H. Marshall Post.
much disabled one arm.
He was unable ti

A.

without assistance, and. as he lias m
valet this winter, he concluded to remain at
home this week and recu) erate. He
expects

dress

Appointments of the Baptist Church: This,
Thursday, evening, prayer service; subject.
Promises which have helped me. Friday
evening, teachers’ meeting; subject of discussion, Early Adolescence and its significance
for Religion.
This is a most important subject and all are invited to attend, especially
parents. The services on Sunday will be as
follows: at 10.45, a. m., morning worship with
sermon: at noon, Sunday school; at 3.30 p. m.,
men’s devotional meeting; at 6.30 p. m., young
peoples’ devotional meeting; at 7.30 p. m., a
service will be held commemorating Abraham
Lincoln, anfl regarding Home Missions.

Hon. William H. Sargent died February 6th
at his home in Castine after an illness of sev-

weeks, aged 91 years. He lived
gentville in early life and was actively
eral

in

|

Sar-

to be able to return to

Augusta M,-relay

nex*

—Rockland Opinion.
engagThe Maine Press Associate ,;i at the annual
in
ed
business there and prominent in town
in Augusta last week re-elected V. H.
meeting
affairs. He came to Castine in the late 60’s
1
j Jones of Rockland as president,
according to
and was collector of customs there for 16
the usual custom.
It n.ude no mistake ir
;
years and was also engaged in business and in- j
electing him in the first place, as he is an exj terested in
building several vessels. He was a cellent
presiding officer as well as a good felmaster
of
Eggemoggin Lodge and was low. The other officers were re-elected
1 past
with
also a chapter Mason. He was a generous
the exception of treasurer, John Clair Minot
giver to church and to benevolent enterprises. of
i He leaves a
Augusta taking the place of George S.
son, William George Sargent of
Rowell of Portland, who declined to serve
Castine, and a daughter, Mrs. H. R. Sargent
longer.
g
The special feature of the Methodist Epis- j of Portland, Me.
Miss Carrie Piper, the Lynn, Mass., woman
copal church service last Sunday wras the 1
Alvah Stimpson died February 7th from the
who is making such a luror in that
presence of the order of the Knights of King
city by adeffects of a shock with which he was stricken
Arthur, who, with George Langil] as their
vertising for a husband, is well known in Belon Thursday.
A widow, formerly Miss Fannie
fast, where her girlhood was passed. She is
king, marched into the church in a body and
a
greatly assisted in the service. The lads were Stephenson, daughter and a son, Miss Alice the granddaughtei of the late Israel Cox, who
all dressed in their regalia and made a fine Stimpson and Elmer B. Stimpson; three sisters, lived on Congress street. He and Boham P
Mrs. Robert Patterson of Belfast, Mrs.
Lucy Field were the original insurance agents in
appearance. Any pastor would feel proud to
Drake of Auburn, Mrs. Eliza A. Sprague of
see such a body of young men at church.
Belfast. Miss Piper was last in Belfast about
The
Deer Isle, and a brother, Orrin
Stimpson of eight years ago, when she 'visited her aunt,
pastor, Rev. A. E. Luce, gave a patriotic adsurvive.
The
deceased
had been Mrs. Martha
dress upon the subject “A manly question of a Lynn, Mass.,
Keating, bhe has several relaa foreman in the shoe
factory of Critchett & tives here.
mighty man, ‘Lord what wilt thou have me
The young men are much interested in Sibley and also held a like position in an
do?’
Preparations are going on apace fur one of
Ellsworth factory.
For the past ten years he
their order and are very loyal to all its inthe most important weddings of the late winhad
been
unable
to
to
illness.
work,
owing
terests.
—

been said under the head of cultiuation.! ^*'il lstart on a new
tack. I will take the
wire worm (trypeta
E. N.
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The evening service continued the
thought of
the morning, and included, beside an address
the
by
pastor, the reading of Edwin Markham’s
poe: on Lincoln by Thomas E. Bowker, Lincoln s address at tbe dedication of the
Gettysburg cemetery by Linwood Jones, a letter from
Lincoln to a mother whose five sons had died
on the field of
battle, by Ray Lindgren, Lincoln’s second inaugural address by H. M. Prentiss, Lowell’s “Harvard Ode,” by Houston
Small, and a solo by John Parker. At the Universalist church Rev. A. A. Smith preached to
a large
congregation on “The Religion of
Abraham Lincoln,” and there was special music.
The first of a series of Vesper services of
music will be held at the North church next
Sunday afternoon at 4 o’clock. The theme will
be “Calvary.” All the music will center in the
thought of the crucifixion. The quartette is
composed of Miss Katherine C. Quimby, soprano; Miss Caro Hatch, contralto; Mr. Harry
Coombs, tenor; Mr. John Parker, baritone.
Miss Amy C. Stoddard is the organist. An
offering will be received and the public is
heartily invited to the service. The program
is as follows:
Voluntary, From “The Crucifixion,”
Stainer
Miss Amy E. Stoddard.
Anthem, “The Palms,”
Faure

Jane R., wife of Harvey H. Smalley, died
services for the week at the North Congregational church will be as follows: meeting February 7th, at her home in this city, aged 75
of the Junior C. E. Society, this, Thursday, : years. She was born in Belfast, the daughter
afternoon at 3.30 o’clock; prayer meeting this ! of Robert and Elizabeth (Patterson) Holt. Her
evening at 7.30: topic, The Church and the father came here from England and was a ship
Social Question. Matt. 25: 34-46. Morning 1 calker. She is survived by her husband, two
worship Sunday at 10.45 a. m., with sermon on sons and daughter, Fred and Horace of this
“The Passing and the Permanent in Religion” j city and Mrs. Clarence F. Wyman of Canton,
Mass. The funeral was held Tuesday at her
by the pastor, Rev. D. L. Wilson; Sunday school ! late home, Rev. Ashley A. Smith, pastor of the
at noon; musical vesper aervice at 4 p. m., fol- Universalist Church, officiating.
lowed by the meeting of the C. E. Society at
Mrs. Penelope Page, widow of James Page,
5.00 p. m., topic, Life lessons from the book of
died February 9th at the home of her daughter,
Job. Job 42: 1-6,-10-17. (Consecration meetMrs. Stephen Perkins, in Orono, aged 78 years.
ing.) A cordial welome is extended to all to
She is survived by four sons and four daughtattend these services.
ers, as follows: Alvin Page of Eddington,
Sunday was observed as “Lincoln Day” in Melvin of Bangor: Nathan of Newburg and
several of the Belfast churches. At the First Parker of Portland, Mrs. Stephen Perkins of
Parish, Unitarian, church the pastor, Rev. I Orono, Mrs. A. Larr of Etna, Mrs. W. R. Delano of Lowell, Mass,, and Mrs. Charles Marr of
Adolph Rossbach, preached on Lincoln. Castle Belfast.
Waldo, K. O. K. A., attended morning worship
The Shoe Situation.
at the Methodist church in full regalia.

j

Owing

Mr. Luce’s absence from the city last week
he was unable to present the address on Lincoln he had planned for the evening service,
and it will be given next Sunday.
At the
North Congregational church the paster, Rev.
D. L. Wilson, gave an address on Lincoln from
the pulpit, which was decorated with a picture of
“The First American” draped with the flag.

to

Prices for footwear are firm at the advanced
demanded by manafacturers owing to
high cost of leather, but purchases by visiting
buyers in aggregate continue disappointing.
This will delay fall business
somewhat,although
it is believed that jobbers will eventually enter
the market at advanced rates.
Shipments of
over 91,000 cases from Boston are the
largest
weekly movement of the kind for over alyear.
—Dun’s Review.
rates
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The

;

ai

iva,

secona

the Rev. Dr. Leighton Parks, for
many years rector of Emmanuel church, to
Mr. Charles Renold, which will take
place in
St. Bartholomews’ church, New York,
Monday,
February 15th. Mr. and Mrs. Renold will
make their home in England, where the bride’s
sister, Lady Barran, has resided since her
marriage. Miss Parks is pretty and vivacious,
and is a great favorite in the Jslesboro
colony.
of

The Boston Post has the following
regarding
Knight, a former resident of Lincolnville. For 44 years a bank official and 60
years a Mason is the good record of Austin l).
Knight, formerly of Lincolnville, but now a
resident of Hallowell, Maine. One of the oldest in the councils of the Masonic craft in
Maine, he takes yet a deep and active interest
in its workings. The descendant of one of the
oldest New England families, one which were
first among the settlers in Maine, the
Knight
family which settled the valleys of Waldo
county,he was born in Lincolnville. Of a family
of eight children,only one besides himself is now
living, Mrs. Ephraim Perry, also a resident of
Gardiner. For 12 years he has held the position of judge of the Municipal Court of Hallowell, serving his first term in 1876. He has
served in the city government for a term of
eleven years, chiefly as an Alderman.
Visiting
every State in the union but two he has been
an
extensive traveller. Travelling le surely
through England, Ireland and Scotland, he has
visited seven nations of the earth and leamedl
much of its people.
Austin D.

Frank W. Gowen

the Tem-

on

Question.

perance

while on

business

a

western part of the

trip

Verj

State, I met a promi
legislature on th<
a

greeted each
chatting about

other

to

our

cordially

numbe

and fel

present legislatur
he said: “You radical temperance men
if you keep on, will kill the Republicai ]
party in Maine; and I predict,” said he
with some heat, “that unless this Sturgi 5
commission, which is un-American, is re
pealed at the present session of our as
serobly that Maine will have a Democrati
governor, and perhaps a Democratic leg
kslature. two years hence.” Now, as thi 3

!

gentleman carries a good deal of influenc 3
in the Republican party I listened ver f
carefully to what he said, and I remarke ^
to him that it seemed to

pretty sweeping assertion. “That ma f
be true.” he replied, “but I know wha t
I am talking about.” He also said tha 1
while he believed in reasonable tempei
a

legislation, yet he thought more c f
the success of the Republican party tha
he did of radical prohibition, and then h 3
accused me of thinking more of the prir
■iples of prohibition than for the succes s j

-ance

manse
nepuoncan party, ana.
:
him for the compliment. Thus it will b e
seen that my friend, whom I like in a:

oi

trie

|

social way exceedingly well, places part
I
first and principle afterwards, and ther
are many other respectable men in th 5
I
State of Maine
boat.

same

today who

Sumner

once

are

in

th 3

said, “wher

!
I

there is my party.” Woul 1
had more Sumners today in pol

principle is.
that

we

tics
Demosthenes, the greatest of orf
rors, said, ‘‘all law in politics is the ir
vention and gift of heaven.” Would ths t
had

we

a

little

divine law in'huma

more

1

government today. “What is neede 3
pew." I said to my friend, “is to teac
oung men to place principle above part}
•and they ought, not to be Republican s
lust because their fathers are Republ
>

Democrats because their granc
fathers were Democrats, but they ough f
to be men and think for themselves upo 1
•ar.s. or

moral and political issues and the 1
ready to support only those candidate 3

urecT
oe

tb'.ie office who will carry forwar 3
for
As our train sped o 1
their principles.
its way through the magnificent winte r
scenery in western Maine we
other phases of the temperance

discusse *

question
outside of the Sturgis commission, not
before our general assembly, and he ask
cd my views in regard to Senator Hast
ing's bill in relation

to

;

the State.

Waterville, February 1,

Nathan Haskell Dole contributes to the
number of The North American Review an ode entitled “Banner
Memories: A Lincoln’s Birthday Poem.”
Mr. Dole apostrophizes the flag of the
United States which symbolizes the Union
for the preservation of which Lincoln
strove, and he pays a tribute to Lincoln
as the God-commissioned leader sent to
guide his people through the wilderness.
He writes:
“When in the seeming fatal ambush pent,
His courage bade him, victory-haloed, onward

nal liquor cases, and I told him I wa 3
heartiiv in favor of this bill and earnestl; ;
our legislature would pass it, o
-ather adopt the same. In fact, I told hin 1
that was the very thing we temperanc ;
men have been working for for a gooi 1

hoped

place the imprisonment
in our prohibitory law back where it be
press.
longs. When the original Maine law wa 3 His heart
was firm, his arms were stayed;
passed imprisonment was made the pen Discouragement in vain assailed:
undismayed;
alty for rum selling and it should be to Defeat still left him hard
And thus the long
passage to the Promday. Now. let our legislature hasten t ,
ised Land,
claus

while—to

nass

the Hastings bill, and matters wil 1

then be

so

fixed that

discretion in liquor
and
tore

judges

will have

n< ,

at present
will again be obliga
cases,

as

a

law. “Well,’
while, “what do yoi

Sturgi: !
bil':. -o as to see whether the people wan
to retain it or not.” 1 laughed heartili
and said: “My friend, I think this
chink of taking

a

plebiscite

on

the

Was made

as

prophecies
_

his great heart and mind had

planned.

1

imprisonment
under our prohibitory

said he, after

In spite of cruel and malicious
And traitors' evil offices,

“Yet, like the earlier Moses, he was not allowed,
With those he rescued from the foe, to stand
i\\r:*l. .....if*

fomntofion

Ko rtrmiH \

Upon the sacred soil.
His was the burden and the toil;
And when the grapes of Eshcol

purple

clus-

tering,

1

rained

as

young

nurses

night

....

me

vv/

ten

tary Stanton.”

its work in many sections of the
ountry. From the training school of
he institution at which these
girls have
j ust been graduated a hundred such negro
I urses have in the last ten
years been

make

arry

cui.

but the

on

iu

give

cue

dered
their

it iu

U11C

against

the

loaded,

t

more

honorable

am

1

boy

1 >eople throughout the country the benef t of their experience. With scores of

■

■
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CASTOR IA

Always Bought [

1
J

the

Senate

chamDer

recently tnat

a

His roots

deep

in the earth.

engineered by the Republi- Earth’s is he yet. When from the hill
The warm gold flows, and hollows fill,
can legislature on the Sturgis bill would TVi#» cnnliarht chinou Viic -fotno
be ‘resubmission of the rum question,’ The winds blaze Lincoln’s name.
■and 1 believe the people would so con- Ay, Earth's he is; not hers alone.
sider it; or at any rate, as a dodge on the I Blood of our blood, bone of our bone,
Love folded him to rest
part of the Republicans on the rum ques- | Upon a people’s breast.

Gj fers

tion.

Our governor has taken a noble j —John Vance Cheney, in the Atlantic
| February.
great issue of prohibition,

3tand on the

and his courageous utterances on this
question should be backed up by the legislature, as I trust they will be, for this
is
poor time for any dodging on the
temperance question in the State oi
Maine, either by the Republican party
Since the
-or any other political party.
the
new year State-wide proof
opening
a

hibition has gone into effect in three
great Southern States as follows: Mississippi, North Carolina and Alabama,
and very recently the General Assembly
•of Tennessee has passed the prohibition
bill over the governor’s veto and anothei
great Southern State has outlawed the
saloon. Not since the Civil War have the

might read.
legislators at Washing^ on may decide upon as a fitting memora so necessary to say that none of these
publi- 1 il to
Lincoln, whatever magnificent eloci tions are mailed with The Journal or from
( [uence
it, the simplymay sanctify
is office. We have to pay for these publicaof Lincoln at Gettys>ns one year in advance, and
they are then 1 ihrased address
8< nt from their respective offices to our sub1 mrg, sanctifying a memorial to all sol8< ribers.
Our
v;

for

Pimples, Blackheads, Blotches
and all forms of Skin eruptions, is, according
to a well known Physician, a very easy matremove

,nd your friends
Whatever the

ince; and

f< r

clubbing offers are as follows
year’s subscription paid in advance:
Journal and Farm & Home.$2.00
Journal and Tribune Farmer. 2.26
Journal and McCall’s Magazine. 2.10
Journal and New Idea Magazine.2.10
Journal and Tri-Weekly Tribune.2.60

one

_T
le
WORTH KNOWING.
T le

To

apply only

to subscriptions paid in adwhen payment is made it should be
8\ ated what premium, if any, is desired. It is

referendum

»e

ij« le
le

PNEUMONIA FOLLOWS LA GRIPPE.
ter; he says that many are afflicted with some
one of the above ailments, and are subject to a
Pneumonia often follows la grippe but never
deal
of
embarassment
on
account of the f< Hows the use of
great
Foley’s Honey and Tar, for
unsightly appearance which they present, and j£ grippe coughs and deep seated colds. Rerecommends the following simple harmless fi ise any but the
genuine in the yellow packand inexpensive treatment. Go to your DrugSold by all druggists.
je.
gist and get this prescription filled: Clearola
one-half ounce, Ether one ounce, Alcohol seven
The Maine and New Hampshire Granounces; mix, shake well and apply to the parts
affected night and morning, allowing it to re- if e Company has shut down its works at
main for at least ten minutes, then wipe off fs orth
Jay on account of lack of orders,
the powder fnftn the skin. Use a soft cloth or r
nly a few apprentices are now at work.
sponge in applying the mixture and in from
ten days to two weeks your face will be smooth
Baby won’t suffer five minutes with croup if
and clear as a marriage bell. Get the Pure
Clearola, which is only put up in one-half ? >u apply Dr. Thomas Eclectric Oil at once,
ounce packages.
Ask to see it.
11 acts like magic.

liers as well as those of Gettysburg, has
1 lecome one of the best known tributes

(

;

the English language.
As a fulfilment of his life purpose, his
s ublime trust in God, his devotion to the
icople, and for the people. I repeat the
iddress entire.
n

Four score and seven years ago our
athers brought forth upon this conti, lent a new nation, conceived in liberty
ind dedicated to the proposition that all
j

1 nen are created
Now we are

equal.

engaged in a great civil
var, testing whether that nation,or any
i lation so conceived and so dedicated, can
1 ong endure. We are met on a great
>attlefield of that war. We are met to
( ledicate a portion of it as the final restj ng place of those who here gave their
] ives that that nation might live. It is

j
1

a
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ALWAYS

I

In Use For Over 30 Years.

The Granite

Morawetz,

the

Beautiful!!

THE EMERALD BLACK
is without

exception

the

beautiful black

most

It is pure, clean stone, without
or stains of any kind and
always looks clean „■
and for showing letters has no equal. I take
the ledge and set it in your cemetery lot i i
and lettered in first-class shape.

produced.

Will

use

any other

granite that you

If it is not convenient for
line and I will respond.

S.

A.

you to

|
!

mav

cal!,

at

HEAL,

Bridge Street,

Belfast

Maine

distinguished

and authority on corporation law,
has written a book which the Messrs.
Harper, acting for The North American
Review Publishing Company, have published, on The Banking andUurrency Problem in the United States.' Mr. Morawetz
is clearly of the opinion that extraordinarv financial Histnrhanrps r>nnlrl ho ni-u.

Cut this year about

vented by permanent safeguards against

ivood lot, good

Elmbrook Farm Sale
Formerly

known as the GILBERT ELLIS

sixty (60)

bearing

of

place.

Land and buildin

tons of hay, fifteen (15) acres pastu

young orchard.
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•The Kind You Have Always Bought

In the February number of The North
American Review, Mayo W. Hazeltine
■eviews the work recently published (33'
Victor Morawetz upon “The Banking and
Currency in the United States.’’ Mr.
Hazeltine expresses the confident opinion
:hat nothing on this subject has yet been
forthcoming which can be compared with I
fins work as regards breadth of knowledge
tnd depth of insight.
A special danger
n our situation is touched
upon:
“How is an increased reserve of legal- 1
tender money to be secured when it is
leeded? That is the crux of the whole
Mr. Morawetz recalls the
juestion.
Dortentous fact that, according to the
•eport of the Comptroller of the Curren:y, the collective individual deposits of
?
til the (twenty thousand odd) banks and
:rust companies in the United States
tmounted on or about June 30th, 1907, to
: >13,099,600,000, which their
aggregate re:erves of cash of all kinds (including
j tank-notes) amounted to only $1,113,742,- ?
I 100.
In other words, the collective cash
1 •eserves of all of the banks and trust
1
(ompanies amounted at the date named
o only about 8.5 per cent, of their collec, ive
deposit liabilities to individuals. How
langerous this situation was will be obrious when we point out that the Bank of
England generally holds a reserve of
oout mty per cent, or its deposit natnities, and a larger separate reserve for
i ts notes; the Bank of France, a reserve
f about
per cent, of its deposit
f abilities eighty
and notes; and the Imperial
j lank of Germany, a reserve of about
f 01-ty per cent, of its deposit liabilities I
£ nd notes.
!;

and

I

a
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General Assortment of War m
Winter Goods.

MEN’S SOCKS AND MITTENS DIRECT FROM FORT KENT

(

PINE TREE SUITS FU«

\

Suesine

Silk, Ribbons, Veilings,

L

Gloves and Neckwear.

J

j

SMALL WARES

IN ABUNDANCE
z^ir 5 *!*■

:LMER E. BROWN. M. D..

oastorxa.
The Kind You Have Always Bough!
Bean the

imn

in

genuine

|

_

\

p

by people

His own
money stringencies and panics.
plan is for co-operation between the
banks and the Treasury—the establishment of a note-redemption fund, to be
“lastic with reference to the uncovered
notes outstanding.
This the author believes would give stability to financial institutions generally. Mr. Morawetz until
last autumn was chairman of the board
if directors of the Atchison. Topeka,
ind Santa Fe Railroad.

wall,

streaming down his face which was
white as chalk, the overgrown country
; hese Lincoln
graduates being spread boy stuck to his text; “Father told me to
worthy on your part, as members of ou
( ver the
country year after year, the tell it to no one but Secretary Stanton.”
legislature, to stand up like men ant
r ledical authorities
here believe great
The order to fire was not given, and
.•ith<-r hay-- the courage to repeal th<
k ■ood will result in helping solve the the next day the boy delivered his mesSturgis hill or retain it.” “Well,” sait
1 roblem of national health.
sage.”
he. with a good deal of heat, “I favo:
now.
Many of the former patients and poorThat boy was a hero in the strife, whyjn\ d ing the referendum on this matter.
£ r friends of this
If you have a kind word—say it;
work, which it is pro- should not his name be known?
I am indeed sorry to hear you say so,
Throbbing hearts soon sink to rest;
osed to make live in Lincoln’s
My heart goes out in sympathy' to those
I ret lied, “because if the plebiscite is or
If you owe a kindness—pay it,
J1 ave to-day volunteered to aid thename,
Life’s sun hurries to the west.
New households in which the coming celebraiered by the legislature, which is strong
rork women who have undertaken the tion will stir
Can you do a kind deed?—do it,
feelings of sadness. Those
lv Republican, it will simply show thi
C irection of the national memorial moveFrom despair some soul to save;
were not Spartan
mothers, who gave
cowardice on the part of the Republicai
Bless each day as you pass through it,
r lent.
Graduate nurses, working in the their sons for their
country!
Marching onward to the grave.
party and work great injury to the party,
reat winter resorts and among the
“I own my natural weakness; I have
The idea of putting the State to the extrc
If some grand thing for tomorrow.
c olored people of the
You are dreaming, do it now;
south, are this week cot yet learned to think of indiscriminate
expense of holding a special election nexl
From the future do not borrow,
c irculating dime coin cases to be
filled, murder without some sense of shudderFrost soon gathers on the brow.
September,” 1 said, “to simply see
c ach with a dollar in silver, and returned
ing.”
whether the people w'ant to retain the
for
deeds
are
Days
few, my brother;
^ 3 swell the half million dollar fund on
As a child, there comes to me my first
Then, today, fulfil your vow,
Sturgis commission or not. I am opposec
I .incoln’s birthday. Substantial checks
If you mean to help another,
to any such w’ork on the part of the
realization of the National struggle,
Do not dream it—do it now.
a nd bills of all denominations are
already when one bright morning, a squad of
members of our legislature and yot
This poem, author unknown, was sent to The
^ eginning to be received by Samuel
Is
it
all
that
to
be.
soldiers from Searsport passed my Belyou Republi- Journal by Mrs. George R.
ought
Sleeper of this city, c loan, who has been
placed in charge of fast home on their way to
cans are going to do this winter at Auwho has had it in her possession for many
join the Bel^ le memorial fund at 475 Fifth Avenue
fast company, formed soon after Pres,
gusta, to wrangle over the liquor question years.
11 1 this
city. The committee who have Lincoln’s draft of 500,000
and try to hide behind the people through
men, early in
ndertaken to accomplish this national
1864. They were without fife or drum,
plebiscites? 1 tell you that the result oi
incoln
are:
Miss Mary W. Booth,
project
such action on the part of the Republicar
ind were not soldierly; but they seemed
Irs. Arthur C. James, Mrs. A. D. Juilparty w ill result in a great mistake and
lappy, and good-naturedly chaffed pasPer Infants and Children.
li ard, Mrs. Henry
L. Stimson, Mrs.
will In- regretted by the Christian and
iers-by, who received their squibs with
rank
H. Platt, Mrs. Samuel C. Van
moral people of the State of Maine. My The Kind You Have
■qual good nature, for were they not gousen and Mrs. Samuel
Sloan, Jr.
advice is to drop this plebiscite matter
ng to the war, to save the Union from
and retain the Sturgis commission, at
< lishonor and
possible destruction? The
H EXAM EX I] ILESETETKAMINE.
least until something better can be denc.ident caused no sadness on my part,
The above is the name of a German chemivisee to take its place, for the paltry
or the pretty blue
uniforms and the
lI, which is one of the many valuable ingredidollars spent in the maintenance of this
« its of Foley’s
LINCOLN.
Kidney Remedy. Hexamethyle- l might buttons, so dear to the childish
n itetramine is
recognized by medical text
enforcement commission are not to he
ieart, compensated for all attending
>oks and authorities as a uric acid solvent
Earth held to him. The rough hewn form,
•or.:-; iered in comparison with the great
id
for
the urine.
Take Foley’s ] irivations.
antiseptic
Looming through that unnatural storm,
^
^ idney Remedy as soon as you notice
benefits derived from enforcement of Hinted the rude, mixed mould
any ir*** gularities, and avoid a serious
Well, not all of them came back.
malady. Sold
“Then again,” I said, Ere chaos loosed her hold;
our liquor laws.”
b;
‘Soldiers in arms! Defenders of our :
A
wind-beaten
lone,
hilltop tree.
“Senator Hamilton of York county was
T
WnulH T
pniilri Hnlir rnmioo
His that pathetic majesty;
Clubbing Offers. The following clubbing
right when he stated at the caucus held Forlorn even in his mirth,
t hat each deed your foes might honor,
that

would look

Victor

lawyer

gave the order to aim
and then told the boy it was his last
chance to tell his business; but with tears

proiession ana tneir own

Oil

Friend.

paper that makes its seven hundred pages
no burden to the hand.
In his dedication Mr. Knight refers to his wife, “without whose help and encouragement this
task would never have been completed.”
It is interesting in this connection to note
that these Maine women are true helpmeets, for in the next most recent contribution on the subject of birds, of the
general district, the author, Walter H.
Rich of Portland, writes:
“To my wife,
most patient of readers and gentlest of
critics.”

would

stood the

'-/.iv,

script says: Excellent reproductions from
photographs enhance the merit of the
volume, rare nests and eggs among them,
notably those of the hermit and Bieknell's thrush.
In typography and makeup the book is excellent, being on a light

other answer. The officer orsquad of six men to line up with

muskets

\;asror

....,'i"1
regular'.!, !',“

neighbors and acquaintances in Springfield knew Mr. Lincoln personally.
Naturally lie heard a great deal about him
from people who had their information
at first hand.
In one of the principle
characters in “A Captain of Industry'.”
Elisha Gangdon, the attorney for "the
for the steel mill employees—Mr. John
son has
sought to portray Lincoln according to his conception of him as a young
lawyer at the Springfield bar.—The C.M.
Clark Publishing Co., Boston, Mass.

no
a

tur

Enoch Johnson, the author of “A CapIndustry,” spent a part of his
boyhood in Springfield, Illinois—the home
of
Abraham
Lincoln.
Some of Mr.
city
Johnson’s own people and many of his

UUl

boy, badly frightened,

-m

nuunuiuie

tain of

commanding offic- !

IIU

1._1_

Colic. It relieves Teething
Troubles, cures
and Flatulency. It assimilates the
Food,
Stomach and Bowels, giving
healthy and natural
The Children’s Panacea-The Mother’s

In a review of theJ“Birds of Maine”
by Ora Willis Knight, the Poston Tran-

The officer threatened,

n

goric, Drops and Soothing Syrups. It is
Pleasant , '*
coutains neither Opium, Morphine nor
other
substance. Its age is its guarantee. It dcstrovs u ''
"*
and allays Feverishness. It cures
Diarrhoea an.) a'

of
Representatives, an autographed
copy of Mr. Hinds’ famous parliamentary work, the “Digest and Manual of
the Rules and Practice of the House of
Representatives of the United States.”
The book is bound in full levant with
flexible covers, marginal indices and
bears Mr. Round’s name in gold lettering on the cover.

u

wiu

1 irofessional standards, are to-day leavj es the Lincoln Hospital and Home to

..v- .. uu-uivjo.

J

in

----

Representative Rounds of Portland has
received from Asher C. Hinds, clerk to
the speaker’s table in the national House

The officer demanded the boy’s business and was met with the
reply, “Fath-

women,
to the best

oaiv

and all of them were made
who have “been there.”

arrested a seventeen

took him before their

colored

according

one

What is CASTORIA

ItlatAllin

need not be a specialist in any branch of
sport to enjoy and profit by the seasonable articles and stories in this issue, but
February Recreation takes care of all
classes of sportsmen.
Every one of its
many photographs is unusual, different,

er.

nemory.

Twenty-one

patrol

Experim^

The February number of Recreation,
which contains many notable articles of
to all outdoor enthusiasts, is

year old boy whom they found riding an
old mule on Pennsylvania avenue, and

ree treatment have been
given to the
reedy patients of this institution, which
i t is proposed to endow to Lincoln’s

s

The smiling pastures of the violet hills,
The fertile plains, the shade-dispersing trees,
The cooling waters of the sweet fresh rills,
The fragrance of the blossom-sweeping breeze,
The sleepy murmur of the honey-storing bees,
After the desert storms blustering,
Offered their riches and he might find rest,
The assassin’s weapon smote his friendly
breast!"

a

ral 8itpervi8io“sin*«*ts intuE'

interest

iui

*

Allow no one to deceive youh,
Counterfeits, Imitations and “ Just-as-gooil ;iro r18.
Experiments that trifle with and endanger the j,f4i^
Infhnts and Children—Experience against

Day.

“w

signahu*'lf
his"

and has been made under

All

Harper & Bros, have published a new
edition of “King Spruce,’’ by Holman

certain hour at

10th races alike. In the last ten
years
nore than a million and a half
days of

—

Literary News and Notes.

who was found on the streets after a
night, and Dr. Rice with

if expert treatment have been furnished
ree to poor and friendless members of

The Kind You Have Always
Bought, and which has.
m use for over 30
years, has borne the

Annie L. McKeen
1909.

emancipated, they declar- gentle, winsome, but most cruelly misto-day that the measure of the guided youth of twenty-six, a fact which
.•ountry’s offering should only be limit- the exigencies of the times did not perid
by the extent to which their mit us to know. To us he was the villain
incarnate.
ample story became known.
Dr. Geo. L. Rice of North Adams,
Forty-four hundred white and colored
latients have in the last 3'ear alone oc- Mass., one of Lincoln’s bodyguard, tells
cupied the beds of this second largest the following story to the Boston Herald;
lospitai institution in Greater New “The city of Washington was in a state
fork, the records show to-day, while al- of turmoil, and orders were given to arnost a hundred and fifty thousand
days rest any one of a suspicious character

February

they

Waltham, Mass., February 1,

ed

1909.

what

earth.

the race he

and drive every saloon from
Frank W. Gowen.

forget

■

—

prohibition

but it can never

did here. It is for us, the living, rather
to be dedicated here to the unfinished I
: work that they have thus far so nobly
! carried on. It is rather for us to be here
: dedicated to the
great task remaining
before us—that from these honored dead
we take increased devotion to the cause
for which they gave the last full measure
of devotion; that we here highly resolve
that the dead shall not have died in vain;
! that the nation shall, under God, have a
new birth of
freedom, and that the
government of the people, by the people
i for the people shall not perish from the

$25,000.00

A Lincoln Birthday Poem.

sentences in crimi

here,

The approaching centenary anniversary of the birth of Abraham Lincoln,
and
calls to mind the fact that the present
Story
year is also the centenary anniversary of
the birth of Tennyson, Darwin, GladFull of
Everyone
stone, Mendelssohn, Poe,-Elizabeth Barrett
Browning and Oliver Wendell
Human
Should
Holmes, and no doubt of others whom the
collaborator of dates might suggest.
interest
Of the three Americans in the
Read
group
mentioned Poe’s centenary has already
been noticed by those friends who were
noble enough to separate his art from
his career.
The Lincoln centenary is already the
Half a century ago, Rev. Fr. John came known as “Father John’s Medi- theme of the press and the pulpit, the
the peo- topic of the orator and the
essayist.
O’Brien of Lowell, Mass., through over- cine,” having been so named by
ple, and was advertised, ali with apThe custom, now so general, of prize
work and exposure, became seriously run proval of Father John.
down. A cold and stubborn cough and
It will cure all throat and lung troubles, essays in the schools, is to be specially
lung trouble threatened his life. An prevent pneumonia and consumption and commended, in the present case it opens
as
Father
John,
eminent specialist gave
make flesh and strength if taken faith- out a career not too difficult to be followhe was fondly called, a prescription to
fully. It is not a patent medicine and ed by the
average healthy boy or girl.
cure the cold and remove the lung trouble
does not contain alcohol or poisonous
The advantages of wealth and position,
as well as to build up and strengthen the
Read guarantee which follows:
drugs.
body. The clergyman began to improve
of influence ahead and energy (translatat once, the cough disappeared and his j
ed
into push) behind the man, had no
I
his
digestion,
lungs healed. It corrected
part in the history of the man whose
made new tissue, and Father John was i
soon restored to his former health and
birthday we celebrate. In this respect
I As a guarantee that the story of Father he stands unique.
strength.
Father John recommended the medi- John’s Medicine is absolutely true, the
One advantage of the essayist of tocine to his parishioners and his friends,
sum of $25,000 will be given to any charitand because of its merits it became the able institution if it can be shown other- day is that he will find prepared for him
remedy in thousands of homes, and be- wise.
in print, and the accounts will agree,—
Lincoln’s honest purposes, under God, to
T
7
WOMEN WORK FOR LINCOLN
simeu ao
to preserve the union of states freed
people OI lennessee ueen so
they are today over this great victory | Huge Humane Plant May Live Forever In from human slavery, and his implicit
for prohibition and the recent assassinafaith in a guiding and upholding power
His Name. $93,000 Already Raised Totion of ex-United States Senator Carmuch greater than his own; else how
ward Half Million Fund.
mack by the whiskey ring. The rum
could he have directed the war? We
New York, February 8th.
Solely who
element may shoot down in cold blood
passed through the double period of
the efforts of a dozen earnest
through
j his
our great leaders, but the liquor business
had these things to learn
presidency
!
more
than $93,000 has since
women,
remains one of the greatest questions to
Christmas time been received toward for ourselves.
be met and to be settled, not only in the
When
the
expenses of graduation
making the Lincoln Hospital and Home
South but throughout our nation today. n this
shall have been applied toward a visit to
a perpetual
monument to
city
the
Any weakening on our part in Maine,
ibraham Lincoln on the hundredth an- the National capitol, a sane and sensible
“Home of Prohibition,” on this great
liversaryof his birth. With more than innovation, the essayist will see at the
question would only react against pro- Yllir timtpa that dim ctill tr»
White House the venerable Tom Pendel,
orlrlorl
hibition in other States, which would be
the half million fund needed for this Mr. Lincoln’s doorkeeper, a living link
deplorable and a source of deep sorrow iving memorial, these woman mana- connecting the past and the present,
whose term of service numbers fortyamong the Christian and moral people
gers of the institution are now hoping
five years.
throughout the civilized world. Away that their
will
succeed. Relying
project
with your plebiscite nonsense on the temIf he is interested he may learn that
m a ready
from the women of
response
perance question, the God-fearing people die
land, as well as from each admirer Lincoln’s assassin, John Wilkes Booth,
want
don’t
our
commonwealth
of
any
if the martyred president and friend of was loved and humored; that he was a
Maine must stand firm for
such thing.

j

that he mad 5

me

True

A

of years and with whom I have had mos
pleasant business relations. After wi
had

altogether fitting and proper that we
should do this.
But in a larger sense we cannot dedicate, we cannot consecrate, we cannot
a
man
maketh
to
young
be
“History
hallow this ground. The brave men,old, without either wrinkles or grey living and dead, whb struggled here have
hairs, privileging him with the experi- consecrated it far above our power to
add or detract. The world will little
ence of age, without either the infirmiti note, nor long remember, what we say
ies or inconveniences thereof.”

Anniversary Reminiscences.
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to th<

nent member of the

train whom 1 have known for
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To the Editor of The Journal:

recently,
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183 HAMMOND ST., BANGOR.
Practice limited to Eye, Ear, Nose and Throat
icluding the fitting of Glasses.
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Send 2c for free book •‘The Care of the Skin.’*
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direct
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in mill

remnant

Write for

samples.

F. A. PACKARD,
3ml

Box B, Camden, Maine.

FOR SALE

Send 2c for free book The Care of the Hair.
Philo Hay Spec. Co., Newark, N. J.

Hay’s HarHna Soap cures Pimpvs,
chapped hands, and all skin disrough andskin
fine an-t soft. 25c.
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No matter how long it has been gray
orfaded. Promotes a luxuriant growth
of healthy hair. Stops its falling out,
■nd positively removes Dandrnfl. Keeps hair soft and glossy. Refuse all substitutes. 2}i times as much
in $1.00 as SOc. size. Is Not a Dye.
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Magazine
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Color and
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The Batchelder homestead at Brown’s Cor| mile from Northport Campground, will
sold at a bargain. Apply to
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A

Passing of

“The

Journal,

0I- interest to the old-timer.
often more interesting
matters of the day—
which the young have
fuil-rigged brig that I
hailing from Belfast was

Ren

The last

Marshall.
..

..

lost to the American
trade; as also wa
lost her further
history to us.
It is perhaps not common that a maste
and his two one-time mates
are all living
after so many years
since, through win(
and spray,
they sailed o’er troubled seal
together.
Richardson.
Port Arthur, Texas,
January 20, 1909

SAVED
FROM AN
OPERATION

Square-Riggers. Some
Rig- A Prophecy Ful-

the

,,i

Scafarer-

a

the John C. Noyes, at
t ailing from Newburyhat rig had been launched

Cannot
Be Cured Unless
Uric-0 is Used.

matic Acids.
The Rheumatic person is skeptical regarding
the claims of almost any remedy advertised as
a cure for Rheumatism and one can scarcely
blame him for being so. All the plasters and
liniments combined never actually cured a case
of Rheumatism. They may relieve it in one
quarter but it is sure to break out some-

fast Friends.

[Correspondence of The Journal.]
Oklahoma City, Okla., January 27,

1909. Perhaps some of my friends would
like to hear about this beautiful country.
rhaps fifteen or twenty
It is clear and warm here and the sun
.1 the Noyes was conE.
PinkLouisville,
shines
Kv.—“Lydia
almost every day. When we have
She had
e-date freak.
ham’s Vegetable Compound has cerone bad day you in Maine have ten.
I
masts and a black ball
done
me
a
tainly
saw an article in H-'s
world of good and
paper and it
as a deck bucket.
is a slur on the southwest.
I cannot praise it
He don’t
phrodite brig built in
enough. I suffered know any more about this Oklahoma
It
3 the Telos, in 1883.
from irregularities,
country than a last year’s hen, as it is
or small vessels in the
dizziness, nervousness, and a severe ; one thousand miles south of Chicago.
-id very popular during
female trouble.
I see by The Journal that you have
I up to the seventies.
LydiaE.Pinkham's been breaking roads in Maine. We
id profitably engaged j
ComVegetable
haven’t such a thing as a sled or sleigh
Mediterranean trades,
pound has restored
in this State; at least, I have never seen
me
to perfect
wore
silk
hats.
I
ally
health and kept me one, and don’t want to see one. I shovelever built was
in

1
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Belfast, in 1869.
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years of unparalleled success confirms the power of Lydia E.

that 1 have command-
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square sails for runtlian any other in all
fore and aft canvas
or for laying to.
anything afloat so
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the barkentine

is

aman

readily
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female diseases.

The great volof unsolicited testimony constantly pouring in proves conclusively that
Lydia E. 1'inkham’s Vegetable'Compound is a remarkable remedy for those
cure
ume

distressing femir.im- ills from v.liivi

or

many

so

women

suffer.

id

In smooth

may be tacked with
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though these
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no

my first dark, disgraceful exwith a full-rigged brig in stays.

At one time when anchored off

She had very
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then rolled over and
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to the wealth of the State and be
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while the chronometei

fastenings ant
rolled off on a lounge without injury
of somi
j These small incidents might be
on the hull
strain
of
the
proof
general
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though the vessel leaked no more that
j before and no serious damage had beet

was Capt. Wm.
Y. j
considerably older than
■••ore a white “fur hat,”
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That cold evening the mate mentionet !
his sympathy for Dr. Ferguson, at home
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Incorporated

Livery, Sale,

Parlor Stoves

per-

First-class Teams furnished night and
day.
Hacks to and from all boats and trains.

Telephone Connection.
V. A. SIMMONS, President.
RALPH D.

Specialty.

STREET,

HAVE

EGGS

YOU

BELFAST.

Dream
Ely’squickly

For

TRIED

Balm

is
absorbed.
Gives Relief at Or.ce.

that all
a life premotor
server for each passenger carried, under
a penalty of a §10 fine forevery violation,
also has a flaw in it. Many small yacht
tenders not over 10 or 12 feet in length
are equipped with miniature gasoline engines. They frequently carry off from a
yacht club float to the owner’s yacht,
say, half a dozen people. The distance
is generally but a few hundred yards and
every available inch of room is taken up.
Must this little craft be provided with a
life preserver for each passenger, the
same as the big cabin cruiser to which it
belongs? And if so will the lawmakers
tell the yachtsmen where they can put
them? Put some limit on the sizeof the
craft, say the boatmen, else the life
preserver law becomes an injustice and
an
absurdity. And it looks as if they

It cleanses, soothes,
heals and protects
the diseased memCatarrh and drives
brane resulting fr
iwuy a Cold in the Head quickly. Restores
the Senses of Ta-te and Smell. Full size
50 ets. at D niggists or by mail. Liquid
Cream Balm f- r u.-e in atomizers 75 cts.
Ely Brothers, pC Warren Street, New York.

CITY FARM

Hatching.

offer eggs for hatching from thoroughbred
Barred Plymouth Rock Yearling Hens that
layed 200 eggs or over during the first laying
year. They are descendant: of the Hawkins
Koyal Blue family mated t cockerels from the
Registered 200 egg stock, bred l>y the late Prof.
Gowell, at Orono, Me.
We offer eggs from Pure Bred Single Comb
Rhode Island lied Yearling lit us that layed 200
eggs or more their first h ying year, mated to
thoroughbred cockerels free the If ay View
Farm, New Haven, 200 egg strain.
Our stock is large, health and vigorous,
raised on free range and carefully bred in this
climate for winter layers.
We

FOR

before the

j

I

.V,

Price $2.00 per setting of 15 eggs $3.00
for 30. $7.00 per hundred.
Carefullypacked and shipped by express the day they
are

layed.

We shall have for sale in April an.i
day old chicks from both strains.

FOR SALE

PINELAND POULTRY
Situated on Swan Lake Avenue, 1& miles !
from Belfast postoffice;30 acres of fine hay and j
CARRIED IN STOCK BY
crop land; house and barn comparatively new I
and in good condition; house contain* six good
large rooms, cistern in cellar; cuts 20 tons of ; Swan &
hay; has wood enough for home use and timIce
ber enough for repairs and additions.
&
privilege and two never-failing springs of
water. This place has all the advantages of
schools
100
rods j
a city home; good
(one within
A. A.
&
of the house), churches, library, mail delivery j
Must be seen to
twice daily, telephone, etc.
Price
reasonable.
For
full
be appreciated.
j
Horace
particulars call on or address
N. S. PIPER,

April 21, Llewellyn Lincoln, aged 66
years and 17 days.
July 15, Jacob P. Davis, aged 90 years,
2 months and 11 days.
have some grounds for complaint.—PortJuly 20, Maggie B. Hall, aged 47 years, land Express.
10 months and 20 days.
August 9, Orren’ W. Berry, aged 65
Foley’s Honey and Tar clears the air passages, stops the irritation in the throat, soothes
years and 23 days.
the most obstithe
Edward
R.
August 28,
Packard, aged nate inflamed membranes, and
Sore and inflamed
cough disappears.
76 years, 4 months and 15 days.
are
healed
and
strengthened, and the
lungs
September 1. Myrtle E. Ricnards, aged cold
is expelled from the system. Refuse any
17 days.
hut
aoniiino in
vpllow narkapp. Sold
September 16, Abial Gov.?, aged 79 ; by all druggists.
years, 1 month and 8 days.
September 18, Cora A. Marriner, aged
Death of Capt. Thompson.

W. M.
S. E.

Hall,

Howes

Co.,

Chenery.

Swan Lake Avenue, Belfast.

D

T?

r»

1

FARM, Belfast,

Me-

RANDALL, Prop.
BOWEN, Supt.

LIVE STOCK

FURS!!
FURS!!!
Reduction Sale
Of Furs has commenced at

MILLER’S,

___

Commission Merctiam
F. L. LIBBY,

May 3000

FURS!

Sibley Co.,

Jackson

1

Treasurer.

MAINE.

\ Raiiabls R^msdv

Legislature providing
boats be equipped with

SOUTHWORI//,

BELFAST,

Mitchell & Trussell,
HIGH

# #

On and after January 1, 1909, we shall
be found at
the Phoenix House Stable, which we have
leased for
a term of years and where we
have excellent facilities
for continuing our business. In our new
location we
hope to merit and receive a continuance of the patronage we have had for so many years.

Stoves and Ranges!
a

Hack and

Transient Stable.

Kitchen Furnishings
Plumbing

1899.

Livery Co.,

IN SECOND-HAND

midnight ti 1
OA
AA+f
mce of a United States visit Stinson’s
Neck, through snow
I
iignity of a judge. He blocked roads and over icy bars, and hi
52 years and 16 days.
Springfield Fire and Marine Insurance Comfor many years, until thought our surroundings were so mucl
November 1, Stephen Ellis
Young,
Portland, Me., February 4. Capt. I
mU r of the firm of Par- better of the two. At midnight, how
pany, Springfield, Massachusetts.
aged 67 years.
James F. Thompson, one of the best
!
a wish tha
: New York, and
mate
did
the
November
in
30,
ever,
express
Assets December 31, 1908.
they
Appleton, Frances B. known employes of the Eastern Steam$300,000 00
agents in that port, he was on top of his father’s barn, si > Counce. aged 89 years, 3 months and 18 ship Company and commander of the Real estate,
935,620 00
steamer Calvin Austin, died today in New Mortgage loans.
relation came about that he could slip down and go into tin days.
j
December 16, in Concord, Mass.,
Collateral loans.
6,000 00
York following an operation for a carthe acquaintance formed house.
Stocks and bonds,
Martha Hemenway, aged 88
5,713,787 00 i
years.
buncle at the base of his brain, in a Cash in office and bank,
74 j
believe
640,653
who
How haDDV is the man
Brooklyn hospital. He was taken sick Agents’ balances,
876,415 93 j
,r>m
Boston on a trading that his lot is never the worst!
He
resided
here,
in
C.
and
D.
rents,
47,457 29 |
ECZE\H LODGES IN THE SKIN.
Washington,
j Interest
"
The widow survives.
|
After many trials and drawbacks w
fortune Island for the
j
Gross assets,
$8,519,933 96
1
afterwards cruised through reached soundings off the coast and wit] 1 Not a Blood Disease—Cured by Oil oi
96
Admitted
assets,
8,519,933
Hoarse coughs and stuffy colds that may de- j
"here not one American a steady moderate gale from the nor
Liabilities December 31, 1908.
Wintergreen Compound.
velop into pneumonia over night are quickly
1
with
and
and
it
a
smooth
Net
losses,
to’gan'
and
Tar,
cured by Foley’s Honey
soothes
thousand has ever sailed, west
sea,
$313,427 59
l or many years eczema was
unpaid
supposed to be
4,032,019 86
membranes, heals the lungs, and ex- Unearned premiums,
made the most interest- sails set over single reefed topsails a blood disease and was erroneously treated a£ inflamed
270,585 88
such, but now the best authorities agree thal pels the cold from the system. Sold by all All other liabilities,
v
" at I
Cash capital,
have ever been con- reached along comfortably and made th
2,000,000 00
eczema is only a skin disease and must be curec
druggists.
63
over all liabilities,
1,903,900
r
Surplus
fo
the
skin.
The eminent skin specialist
through
coast of Montauk; then kept away
l^r- 1-h D. Dennis, first discovered the eczemi
"
Clinton Fanner Burned Out.
'tight out from Boston it was the Vineyard, with all hands pounding ic
and
96
liabilities
Total
surplus,
$8,519,933
] germ and his discovery was quickly taken uj
Thomas Atwood, Agent, Winterport, Me.
in both Germany and France,
bout ship!” The main to clear the windlass, chains and anchors
4.
The
farm
February
Clinton, Me.,
To kill the eczema germ and at the same tim«
;
led aft and the upper ones
Our safe arrival followed closely upo
heal the skin, Dr. Dennis compounded oil ol
buildings of George Hunter, about one
I he master
had
entirel
a half miles from this village were
friends
and
our
when
that
the
days
wintergreen, thymol, glycerine, etc. The rem
explained
edy is a liquid, not a mere salve, hence it sinki burned this afternoon with all the constood by the main given us up for lost. The homeward pas
always
41
right into the pores of the skin. Washing witl tents, including 500 bushels of potatoes,
’hat I should attend to the sage had not been so over-long, but w
this oil of wintergreen compound seem to tak< The
family were away at the time. The
* was
the itch away at once; soon the scales droj
1 am prepared to do home cooking. Bread,
in
been
receiving
and
I
had
not
had
cargc
dark
loss will be about $1500, with no insuvery
delayed
away and the disease disappears. Wm. O. Poo;
rolls, doughnuts, cookies, pies, etc., always on
personally acquainted with with no mails to tell of it, so that it ha j & Son, druggists. The prescription has nov ranee.
hand. Beans baked if desired.
All orders
"f ropes at the fore
promptly filled at my home.
rigging. been supposed that we sailed for home l been used so long as to have proven its abso
in case he should be called at

VgV;

$2.25.

BARGAINS!) Belfast

Yesterday
Express commented on
the bills before the State and National
Legislatures, the object of which is to

The bill

FOR

VUgl

$1.00

Republican Journal, One Year,

the

Oklahoma

#100

arrearages’ and

Established 1857.

MUFFLING MOTOR BOATS.

The

is

|

aa

W

i

gists.

Kittie B. Warren, aged 33
years. 5 months and 29 days.
February 20, Roxanna Fitzgerald,
aged 78 years and 3 months.
March 4, Enoch M. Fowler, aged 90
years. 3 months and 21 days.
April 3, Margaret A. Bryant, aged 78
years.
April 14, Ellen A. Hart, aged 76 years,
11 months and 11 days.
April 17. Etta Marriner, aged 17 days.
April 17, Christie V. Tenney, aged 9
months and 28 days.

int<

W’

IKp?-

BELFAST, MAINE.

my
backache and the irregularities disappeared,
and I can now attend to business every day,
and recommend Foley’s Kidney Remedy to all
sufferers, as it cured me after the doctors and
Sold by all drugother remedies had failed.”

all boat owners.

February 8.

practical, helpful, up-to-date lllustrat.
Cattle, Sheep, etc., and most elaborate

THE TRIBUNE
price
FARMER alone
new subscribers -an" all old
subscribers who will pay up
year in advance we make this liberal offer

The Tribune

S|

periment farm situated, for instance,
in some of the fertile valleys and on the
hillsides of Franklin county will help add

day. They

Recorded by the Clerk of SearsMaine

77 years and 1

HI

To
one

l

of the west.

February 1,

done.

I

The

W&J

of red ink and of

mont

captain’s

broke from the

use

Deaths

solid wall

interrogation points

spirit

libtral

i
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•"•S.me*d’t"ebe*'
JHK

Cm

approval of motor boat owners, judging
They make a from the numerous communications and
illustrations, telephone messages of congratulation
and are vigorous in the promotion of local received here today. One of the leading
industries and enterprises. We also re- local gasoline engine dealers stated tha
he considered under water exhausts as
ceived a finely colored post card giving a
impractible on any engine having less
bird’s-eye view of Oklahoma City. In a than three cylinders and that it would be
note Mr. Clements says: ‘T am in my absolutely impossible to make them work
75t.h year, but 1 added ten years to my on the average small launch equipped
with
a single
cylinder engine. The
life by coming out here.
1 am fat and methods of
doing away with objection170
able
noise
and
odor
as set forth in yesterweigh
pounds.”
day’s editorial are heartily endorsed by

eyes and saw the same
marks reflected in his, but neither spoke
The first sea had so shocked the vesse
that a heavy leaden flush tank had beer
wrenched from its casings and shot ou

was

retired master,
He also might well be a
now

came

I looked witn
the

genial,
ignity than a president,
'.g sea-yarns he might
validate for the presi■

next two

across

Oklahoman

ahead

Sjp

PAPER,

kn°wn 'e*erinary surgeon in
America, writes regularly
f"r
T1!IBUfili FARMER, thoroughly
covering the breeding, care and feeding of
a" don,eetic animals, and his articles meet the
needs of ever, practical
working farm.
*r a"d interest every man or woman in
city or town who owns a horse or

ISa/

News: and if the term is admissible suitably muffle the noisy exhaust on
when applied to newspapers they are motor boats. The views expressed in
picturesque journals, and full of the go- our editorial evidently met the hearty

creature.

in his

he is most

w.

a

the best of luck to all of you,
Your friend.

With this letter came

ly worry to the surface, catch her breati
and shake off the water like a living

was

be lost

now

be beaten in the

Ed. F. Clements.

the stricken craft settled deeply un
der the burden.
For some minutes she
laid still and buried; then seemed to slow^

:'rom his curls, and all
wars was made up in

ity belonging

I

and M. P. Woodcock.

tempest, and when she valiantly

a

's

while his creed

can

send you the papers.
Give my best regards to R.

for receiving cargo,
“slipped” in the first part
coast

1

rad

THE TRIBUNE FARMER Is a
thoroughly
ed national weekly. Special pages for
Horses,
an<* re**a*,*e market reports.

'wBI

the sand, when the water flows in and in

naesacrp

martinet.

The

a square down about four feet, then
bore from 30 to 75 feet until they strike

As “the

a

stop

mile ride.

It takes about half

the

of

to

days.

dig

boy” I gathered headway under small soil and
seven
preference dragged along by coral reefs, the boiling
-t most lofty sail, and white breakers seemed in the darkness
ruble climb to the sky- to be hut a ship’s length under the lee.
TVip hnmpwnrfl
was in
mirlt'lrt
that is born today
•r
have to roost on winter and the weather was bad, though
with the carelessness of youth we
>ped as second mate of thought little of it then, but as I have
rigged brig Protege. seen nothing quite like it in the years
nor since,
been in a that have since passed, no doubt v.e
She was something should thank the staunch craft for bringmade fast runs—once ing us home in safety.
At one time while lying to in a eleai
to Galway in eleven
what old British fash- nor’-west gale under only a close reefer
main topsail and making general gooci
re were hemp topsail
weather of it, there came along three
wheel ropes,
ed, now a well-known seas together, which were no doubt
ngton, was the youth- something far more than common. The
itied co^nmander, and first one struck along the broadside anc

-lives.

REPUBLICAN

ing Express.
We heartily endorse the foregoing,
goes the pump, and you pump up the
water and get dinner. Nothing can get with one
exception. We would suggest
sea
ends, firing deep
orders, epithets and into your well and the water is
We are offering some good
quite the location of this experiment farm in
sarcastic questions regarding my desires
good.
Waldo county, where all the requireand intentions. There is always more
bargains in second-hand Parlor
Wow about work,
inert seems to be
ments may be met.
dignity in the atmosphere when outward plenty of it, but a man must be strong
Stoves.
hound than when hurrying homeward. and not afraid of dirt.
C. R. Kluger, the Jeweler, 1060 Virginia
A volume might easily be written of
writes:
“I
was so weak
In twenty years more this will be the Ave., Indianapolis. Ind.,
from kidney trouble that I could hardly walk a
that voyage and some chapters of it
richest State in the Union. We are going
We carry full lines of
hundred feet. Four bottles of Foley's Kidney
would be interesting.
i
to have a big time Lincoln Day and I will
Remedy cleared my complexion, cured

would pass away—
becoming too true

luding

so as

world.
Now,'

Later on, however, I sometimes tacked
the same vessel with my watch alone—
no master or mate on deck, at opposite

arge
for the coal trade,

V

for

THE

/i^n

giving publicity to the summer playground attractions of the State, and the
returns are well worth while. Our game
interests are fostered by the State, and
there is no doubt that everything of that
nature that has been done has been an
advantage to us in a material way. But
while we have been advancing along
other lines there has been too little
thought for the back bone of all our interests, the farming communities of
Maine.
The farmers of Maine have
made great advancement in the last
quarter of a century, both as to material
wealth and the comforts of life, and in
their methods of conducting their business, but it has been done with too little
aid from the State as a whole. This
proposition is one that promises substantial aid to these interests in a manner
that is bound to be helpful. A fine ex-

door and the fare is

our

don’t think this fair

was

perience

..

in

past

five cents

and haul.”

mg out and the barkenir
along towards the

wals.

home about September 23d.

with me and rest for three
run

AND YOUR FAVORITE HOME

are

some of you Journal folks will
out to our State fair, which begins
October 1st and lasts ten days. Leave

cars

f

New-York Tribune Fanner

JwP
imk-

only.

pnmp

the fly-wheel pumps caught me amidsome of my friends may like to
ships with great force and I reached the know what I am doing in the junk line.
braces in a damaged and windless state,
Well, just a little to keep from rusting.
barely in time to obey the order of “Go
I wish you could see them make wells

was

possible profitable
flag, while the

tn

man

come

bation to meet this order the crank of

Hence,
lost, the
elected coasting trade
trade

vnnmr

the sun will not rise.

morning
1 hope

entirely down to the cap and
the main yards were hauled after a
moment’s delay.
“Stand by the head
braces!” and when fleeing aft in pertur-

.■•h in

a

shops. The day when a
get a drop in a State, that

man cannot

not come

nothing more
as being the

! here is

years I

in blacksmith

brace. The mate bellowed from the
forecastle deck and the captain howled
from the quarter.
(The devil and the
deep sea!) The fore topsail yard did

much about the

so

fifty

§

to

cow.

fnr

no nsp

in the

SUBSCRIPTION

For only $2.25.

Uric-0 is sold by Wm. 0. Poor & Son at 75c.
and $1.00 the bottle. A liberal sample may be
procured by writing to the Smith Drug Co., I
245 Smith Bldg., Syracuse, N. Y.
2w5

found in barber shops, in shoe shops and

see

though it may be the fore topsail halyard, which belayed
neral conception of close along side of the main topsail
schooner.

snow

9

1

AN EXPERIMENT FARM.
here and think he can begin at the top of
the ladder. He will have to start at the
me committee oil Agriculture oi tne
State Legislature has decided to recombottom and work up.
mend an appropriation for the purchase
It looks nice to see the front yard all
of a farm to be turned over to the Nagreen: and the temperature is about 60 tional Government Experiment Station,
to 75 in the shade.
for the purpose of demonstrating for the
Now a word about junk. There is but benefit of the farmers of Maine, improved methods of orcharding,
dairying,
one concern in the city and it employs
sheep raising, and other forms of agriten men. They have ten thousand tons cultural business. The idea is an excelof iron on hand and tons of copper and lent one, and we hope the appropriation
brass. They ship about 250,000 beer and will be granted by a unanimous vote of
both houses of the Legislature.
The
whiskey bottles a year. Now who drinks agricultural interests of Maine must reit all? It must be the sheriff and his main paramount.
We are developing
deputies in this dry state, where every along other lines. Our industrial facilities are being exploited, and rightly. We
dog-hole is a boot-leg and the stuff is

—

built.

were

It is

■Another Operation Avoided.
“I
suffered untold
Adrian, Ga.
misery from female troubles, and my
doctor said an operation was my only
chance, and I dreaded it almost as
much as death. Lydia E. Pinkham's
Vegetable Compound completely cured
me without an operation.’'
Lena V.
Henry, R. F. 1). 3.

was

Ephraim

the

ed my share of
lived in Maine.

er be without this
medicine in the house.”—Mrs.-Sam’i.
3523
Fourth
Lee,
St., Louisville, Ky.

vessels ceased to

w

operating

matism

A YEAR’S

m

The only true way to cure Rheumatism is to drive it from the system, for as
long as the Uric and Rheumatic Acid remains
in the blood, one is never entirely free from
the trouble. Uric-0 seeks out the Rheumatic
poison in the blood, muscles and kidneys, renders it inert and harmless and drives it out of
the system. It is composed of perfect antidotes far the rheumatic acid poison in the system. and the secret of its wonderful success
lies in the fact that it is designed to cure Rheu-

§

1

2

where else.

■

gest

r

Sudden Deaths, Heart Failure and Paralysis
Are Caused by Poisonous Uric and Rheu-

Ed. F. Clements Pleased With HU Nev
Home, and Sends Regards to Hls Bel

By Lydia E. Pinkham’s
Vegetable Compound

is

---3

Rheumatism
>

Letter from Oklahoma.

built

one

y-—

109 Main Street

A great opportunity to secure bargains
for this season or next. Certainly Furs
will be high another year. Call and see
my inducements to purchasers.
Thankful for past favors.

Burnham, Maine.

1

I. V.

MILLFR, Furrier,

109 Main Street, Belfast, Maine.

-ANl)-

--

"

Home

9
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shouted the master, month earlier than was the case.
main brace I let go
The Protege was sold in London

an i

lute merit and we do not hesitate to exprea
our confidence in D. D. D.
Prescription as usei
with D. D. D. Soap.

foimnoNirocffi
for vhlldroni oaf*, torm. Mmmptmtee

3tf

Weekly shipments of live slock to Brighton
Market. Cars leave Belfast every Monday morning and Burnham Monday noon. Dover and Foxcroft every Saturday morning.
I solicit your
consignment, promising you prompt and satisfactory returns with the party ’s name and address I sell your stock

to.

Write for

shipping

directions and my weekly market letter, free,

Cooking. Dressmaking.

1

(J*4® haul,
the

AMERICAN HOUSE, BOSTON, MASS.

MRS. L. B. JACKSON,
No. 8 Commercial Street, Belfast.
Side entrance.

I am

prepared to do dressmaking
fancy work. Children’s work
a specialty.
MRS. INEZ CHASE.
38 High Street, Spring Street Entrance
and

sell

postal card and you will receive

a

drop me a
prompt call.

WALTER H. COOMBS,
Corner Cross and Federal Streets, Belfast

FOR

SALE

One of the best hay farms in the county, containing about 100 acres of tin* best land; no
rocks, plenty of wood, also some timber, good
pasture, well watered. Abundance of fruit trees.
Good house, ell, shed and carriage house, also
large barn. Cuts 40 tons hay, which will be sold
with farm if wanted.
Also all fanning tools,
located l j miles from'postoftice. Inquire of
THOMAS GANNON.
35tf
Lower Congress St., Belfast, Me*

7w42

-I

»

Captain Richardson’s reminiscences
have brought to mind the changes of the
past twenty-five years in The Journal’s
BELFAST, THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 11, 1909 marine department. Until a few years
PUBLISHED EVERY THURSDAY BY THE
ago, five or possibly more, The Journal
had a standing list of vessels in the forRepublican Journal Publishing Co. eign trade, owned in this vicinity or commanded by Maine men, with Searsport
1
Editor and
CHARLES A. P1LSBURY,
in the majority. This list at
captains
\ Business Manager
one time occupied nearly a column and
Subscription Tkrms—In advance, $2.00 a included some thirty odd ships, a few
year; $1.00 for six months; 50 cents for three barks and brigantines and about a dozen
months.
First the barks and brigs
schooners.

THE REPUBLICAN JOURNAL

ABRAHAM

STOCKTON SPRINGS.

—-GOOD!—1

The Intermediate and Primary schools in th
a vacation the presen

village will close for
week.

The Ladies’ Aid Society will meet thif
Thursday, afternoon with Mrs. Willard M
Berry, West Main street, for sewing.
The whir and buzz of the Brewer gasolin
wood-sawing machine are heard in some par
of our village continually at present.

sold

February 12, 1909, is the one hundreth
anniversary of the birth of Abraham
Lincoln, and on that day, in all parts of
the world, homage will be paid to his
The life of Lincoln is, or
memory.
should be. familiar to every American,
and nothing can be said now in the way
of eulogy or appreciation that has not
been better said before. William McKinley, another martyred president, said of
him: “Lincoln was a man of moderation.
He was neither an autocrat nor a tyrant.
was the greatest man of his time,
approved of God for the work

He

especially

History abundantly
He gave him to do.
esproved his superiority as a leader and
tablished his constant reliance upon a
for guidance and support.”

This is the trade-mark of

Scott’s Emulsion
and ison every bottle of it sold
in the world—which amounts
to several millions

yearly.
Why-Because it has made
so many
sickly children

of

r»

literary qual-

common sense,

nr.

have
ity and his perfect democracy that
him second, if not first, place

mninlir

V olr Li

An

Winning nr

liict

own land
imong the great men of his
and won him the affection of all lands.”

Araham Lincoln’s wonderful sympathy
for the soldiers of the Civil War is
brought out by Ida M. Tarbell in a story
of Lincoln, called "Father Abraham,”

The great bulk of this catch was exported to the United States, consisting chiefly

American

pike, catfish and sturgeon exThe annual export of caviar is

of white fish, which

pickerel,
ported.
from $10,000

thing

everything.

and

the

in

mayoralty contest. Laborers
and capitalists alike are interested in
having an honest and economical city
into the

government, and if elected I shall

cer-

representative of
tainly
all good citizens, paying heed to nothing
whatever but to the general well being.”
These are the words of a true patriot
He was not elected,
and a good citizen.
but had he been his record before and
since give assurance that he would have
been governed by the letter and the spirit
of his letter of acceptance. He would
have scorned to seek office by arraying
strive to be the

heard any-

one

class

against

another and

by inciting

animosities that last for years to disturb
business and social relations. And that

would under

any circumstances have been a terrible
It is doubly terrible
blow to the North.

is

the difference

The program is as follows for the schoo i
exhibition to be given in Denslow Hall, 01

Lentenary/ rriaay evening, reu
of Lincoln’
ruary 12th, at 7.30: Unveiling
portrait, Walter Creamer; chorus, Intermedia^
and Primary schools; recitation, Donald San
born; reading, Hattie Closson; recitation
“Lincoln’s

Keith Weymouth; singing, pupils of Gramma
school; reading, Rev. H. E. Rouillard; Lincoln ;
Gettysburg address. Grade III; recitation
Estelle Monroe; reading, Miss Hatch (Gram
mar school
teacher;) recitation, five girls
Grades II and I; recitation, Mildred Thomas
recitation, Earl Foster; singing, Gramma
recitation. Primary school boys; reci

between

an

honest,

tation, Stanley Wardwell; recitation, Grade VI
recitation, Olive Foster; recitation, Fred:
Hendricks; singing, Grammar school; recita
tion, Kenneth Rouillard; recitation, Mary Mur
recitation
ray; recitation, Harold Monroe;
Grace Calkin; recitation, Beulah Nickerson
song, Whitman Rouillard and George Clarke
j
song, Mildred Berry; America, schools an<
audience. A small admission—15
adults and 5 cents for children—will be charg
ed. Home-made candies will be on sale during
the evening.
cents

fo

& A. M., at th»
Pownal Lodge,
119,
last meeting adopted the following resolution:
of respect on their late brother, Albert C
No.

F.

Colcord;
Whereas, Our esteemed Brother, Albert C
Colcord, has been called to lay down his earth
ly working-tools and bidden leave the fleshl;
house in which his spirit dwelt among us :
therefore, be it
Resolved, That in his going Pownal Lodge
No. 119, F. & A. M., of Stockton Springs
Maine, loses a faithful member, one learned ii 1
the lore of Masonry, one much respected anc
much loved.
Resolved, That we thus formally note ou:
loss and show to those who were nearest anc
dearest to him that we do heartily and sincere
ly sympathize and sorrow with them.
Resolved, That in respect to Brother Col
cord’s memory our jewels be draped for

straightforward public-spirited man, like
of thirty days.
Roosevelt, and the demagogue who seeks period
Resolved, That a copy of these resolutions
thej
only to attain his own personal ends at be sent to our late Brother’s family, that
Journal and the
and prosperity be printed in The Republican
and self-government, who desire to bring the expense of the peace
Bangor Daily Commercial, and that they be
spread upon "the records of this lodge.
both one cause and the other to confu- of a community.
now. when the soldier has almost finished his work, and that of the pacificator
Those who hate freedom
has to begin.

sion, could hardly have served their purFour
pose better than by killing him.
days later came this from Mr. Godkin’s
pen:

1

want of grace, of imagination, for instance, which sorely tried so many here,

forgotten. Everybody seems to feel
profoundly sensible that a great man has

are

And he grew up to the

fallen.

responsibilities with a rapidity perhaps never equalled. He knew
how defective his training and education
were, how little his previons course of
life had done to fit him for his position,
and to what a storm of hate and malignity he exposed himself from the day he
came out on the steps of the Capitol, to
take the oath of office, and yet he never
flinched.
He was never guilty of the
level of his

smallest

pretence of affectation.

He

attempted to conceal the fact that
learner; but he learned with a
rapidity and retained with a tenacity
which astounded those who thought they
had nothing but a backwoodsman to deal

never
he was a

with.

The Waldo county
delegation will hold a
public hearing in the Legal Affairs committee
room at the State
House, Augusta,

And now they are talking of starting a
boom for the Belgian hare. A revival of interest in the Keeley motor and
liquid air is likely to occur next.—The
Daily Oklahoman.

new

Haury Enos Rouillard,
R. P. Harriman,
Committee

The Current Events Club dinner at the
hotel last week proved exceedingly enjoyable

| The City

pleted

deeds are concerned, devolves
upon the county. The commissioner, H. P.
Farrow, is doing good work, but the question
Can the county afford to
go any farther in
this direction?

registry

notes, $4,000; total, $5,732.99. Resources: unpaid county taxes, $2,568.68; fees due clerk of
courts (estimated value) $200; cash in treasury, $1,659.13. Excess of liabilities over resources,

$1,305.18.

\

There will be

a

box supper at 6

Moon Grange, Thorndike, will have
a Lincoln program Saturday afternoon, Febru
ary 13th. Two candidates were accepted at
Harvest

meeting reuiuar^

ulii.

The nucleus for Union Harvest Grange library- -50 volumes—has arrived, and will be
placed on the shelves immediately. The
Grange sewing circle are to present ten volumes
more in a few days.
This is a move in the
right direction. May the library prosper. M.
M. Wentworth has fitted up a room for the
books, with a hard pine finish. The door has a
large glass panel on which T. H. Smith has
lettered “Grange Library" in his most artistic

style.
Granite Grange, North

Searsport, held

a

regular meeting February 6th. Some had to
swim to get there, but a goodly number were
One application for membership
present.
the first and second dewas received and
The Grange
grees were conferred on a class.
closed to give time for those who will present the drama “Valley Farm” a chance to
rehearse.
The third and fourth degrees will
be conferred at the next meeting.
Union Harvest Grange, Center Montville,
initiated three members last Saturday evening
in the first and second degrees—Gard Berry,
Cora Berry and Eva Davis. At the next meetingt there will be a class of five to take the
third and fourth degrees—Llewellyn Arey and
wife, Gard Berry and wife and Mrs. Eva Davis.
There will be a harvest feast after the initiation. Mrs. Annie Clement has been chosen
librarian. The Grange voted to purchase the
new piano which they have on trial.
The
Grange also voted to accept the resolutions
of
their
on
the
death
Horace
passed
brother,
P. Barker, and that the charter be draped for

thirty days.

MI-O-NA

We Manufacture

!]

$1.00 with

|

If the food you ate at your last mqal did not
digest, but laid for a long time like lead on
your stomach, then you have indigestion and
many other symptoms of
indigestion, such as belching up of sour food,
heartburn, dizziness, shortness of breath and
foul breath, and if you have any of them, your
stomach is out of order and should be correctare

ed.
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a

a.

j

Belfast.
w.

until 8 p.

Pair of Glasses

as

Pure Grain

s

m.

Low

the

j<

')

old test types hung on the
wall, and try on a lot of glasses, asking you, “Can you read this letter?" and “Does
this line look blacker?” until you are so confused that you cannot tell which

\

(

glasses

<

}

After your Optician does a lot of guessing and has your eyes all out of shape
you think you have been examined.

are

They

use

same

Think this over and you can readily see that you have been doing your own examand that is no doubt the reason you have had trouble to get glasses correct.
NO DROPS USED. Those who have been examined for glasses by men who claim
to examine eyes by the old. incorrect way, which is done by everyone who
supplies
glasses but us, will be agreeably surprised by our scientific and wonderful methods of

ining,

Jl

I>

fitting glasses.

)
>
)

^

We correct your eye defects by looking in the eyes, taking
measurements of the focus and shape of the eyes.
NO QUESTIONS ASKED, no trying glasses on your face until
your exact optical error.

)

This is absolutely the Highest Class Work Done in
Don’t Suffer with Headache.

J

from brain fag, nervous debility;
We have produced astonishing
insomnia,
dizziness, nausea, WATERY EYES, blurry vision and other troubles caused by EYE
STRAIN. We have corrected by the use of glasses cross eyes and Astigmatism by
2w6
our scientfic methods.

I)

the exact scientific
we

in America.

results

1)

THE EDWARD E. DAMMERS

|

)

RnilHinO

QOI

No

w^chinotnr.

Groceries,

S

Drugs

!'

CO.,

Gf

vt.

Miss Agnes Ellis is assisting Mrs. John H.
Gordon.
Charles James of China spoke at the
Friends chapel last Sunday.
Rev.

The pupils of the High school will observe
Lincoln Day, February 12th, with an entertainment both afternoon and evening.
L. A. Bachelder lost one of his team horses
week—a mare weighing about 1,200. He
wants to buy another weighing about 1,300.
last

Rev. Mrs. Winslow was not able to start
for Massachusetts last week by reason of illness and is still in Brooks with her friend,
Mrs. Phebe Reynolds.

There will be

an

illustrated lecture in the

church vestry next Sunday evening by Rev.
Mr. Wilson. Last Sunday evening he gave an
address upon the character of Lincoln.
firemen’s minstrel entertainment was a
last Friday evening. The seating
success
capacity of Union Hall was taxed to its utmost
The

and a pleasing program was presented. It
will be repeated next Friday evening, when
the admission fee will be 20 cents, with no
reserved seats.

(<>

V

Shore

1,

WANTED

[!»S

}

Small House f.

('

.<[

S

Central!)

\

j

ASK

ASTHMA,

4,
\

he

necessary for their material existence,
that she is looking for the refined and fascinating elements of his character; in short,
that it is the man she is after. Now
right
here is where our friend Leander can win the
game, hands down, so to speak.
He has alhad two devoted wives and is
past masin those little arts and attentions that are
so agreeable to the fair sex.
We have never
heard it intimated that they would not have
been most glad to live with him
longer. It
may be that his popularity with the ladies has
not been particularly with the
elderly ones, bi t
the years keep rolling on and now Leander is

T. A.

Indigestion,
Knrlnl For
Relieves sour stomach.
palpitation of the heart

;

Digests what you eat
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NOTICE OF FORECLOSURE

a

ter recovery.
She gr<
;ver, and died Friday a!
5 months and 16 days.

ter

Whereas, Edmund S. Hollis of Troy, in the
County of Waldo and State of Maine, by his
mortgage deed, dated the fifteenth day of November, A. D. 1888, and recorded in the Waldo
County Registry of Deeds, Book 216, Page 427,
conveyed to me, the undersigned, a certain parcel of real estate situate in Troy, in the County
of Waldo and State of Maine, and bounded as
follows: the same being three pieces of land
named in a mortgage deed from me to Nathan
Rogers of said Troy, now deceased, by my deed
dated October twentieth, 1877, and recorded in
Waldo Registry of Deeds, April 18, 1878, in
Volume 183, Page 284, to which reference may
be had for a more particular description, the
three lots containing thirty-five acres, more or
less; and whereas the condition of said mortgage has been broken, now therefore, by reason
of the breach of the condition thereof 1 claim
a foreclosure of said mortgage.
Dated this second day of December, A. D.
1908.
FRED W. BAGLEY,
Administrator of the estate of Arthur W.

sudden

house.

nuch

withs

not so young as he used to be. It
may be that
different game may not be objectionable to
him. He has good teeth, we do not know how
much they cost, and lives well and comfortably at York's Hotel. He can see to read the
daily paper, thanks to Doctor Hoynton, the occulist, and he takes pleasure in the affairs of
every day life, and in the current news of the
day. With the opportunity he would revel in
a life of luxuriousness and refinement.
Refinement, yes Sir, when it comes to that the elderly lady from Portland could get all she asked
for. He would take to those environments as
readily as a duck takes to water. Gaudy horse
trappings and heavy halters would be with him
but a pleasant dream of the past, and he would
absorb through all the pores of his intellectual,

r», 1.1

Jeagan January 29t:
community. She ha,; Iip to January 12 41}•
ter head feeling badly

and

3w6

j

MR. DICKE

C

the elderly, refined and
wealthy lady from
Portland has any particular interest in the
business ability of her prospective
partner.
We judge that she is well fixed in the where-

Bagley.
By his Attorney,

it

Reasonable Price Paid

pros run-

-...

tablets have cured thousands of
Mrs. Alvah Treat and Miss Alice Hichborn cases of
In a recent issue of some paper we noticed
indigestion and stomach trouble. If
“As good men have been in jail as any voted to make this mid-winter dinner an an
you have any stomach distress, Mi-o-na will an advertisement purporting to come from a
of the three of us,” says President nual affair. The bountifully spread table at relieve instantly.
I wealthy and refined elderly lady of Portland,
But Mi-o-na unlike most so-called
I
who is anxious to corresGompers of the American Federation of tested the proprietor’s knowledge of providing sia remedies, does more than relieve; dyspepit per- with a good home,
Labor in reference to the sentence of for such occasions, while the beautiful day manently cures dyspepsia or any stomach pond with some gentleman with a view to mathimself and Messrs. Mitchell and Morri- break pinks, furnished by two generous mem trouble by putting energy and strength into 1 rimony. Now we have just the man here in
the walls of the stomach.
Brooks to help her out of her trouble, in the
son for contempt of court.
Yes, and bers of the Club, added greatly to the attrac
A large box of Mi-o-na tablets costs but 50 j
tiveness of the board. They were placed on<
cents
at A. A. Howes & Co. and are guaran- I person of our social, agreeable, ingenious and
worse men, who ought to be in jail, are
at each plate and in clusters at intervals alonj
teed to cure or money back. When others resourceful friend, Leander Staples, of this
still at large.
fail, Mi-o-na cures. It is a producer of flesh
the center. The place cards, each containinj
He can make and trim a harness so
when the body is thin; it cleanses the stomach village.
an original rhyme, fi tted especially to each in
knrl
nuwilvao
and mnlmn maI.
finely that the old plow horse will put on the
We don’t know who the mayor of Los dividual,
opened the meal with unbounded goo< I red blood.
\ style of a circus acting poney, and evince the
Angeles is, but as 250 citizens have sign- humor, and the chocolate bonbons, each attach
equine energy of a war charger. It is claimed
him
to
he
must
ed a paper asking
resign,
ed to some humorous clipping* continued th
by interested friends that quite a percentage
be a man of positive character.—Boston
merriment in the dining-room,which in no wis
of the grain feed can be omitted when the
Globe.
abated when the ladies joined in the parlor, i: 1
{ Staples fine harnesses are used. But his disBut his response to the petition will no
the laughter producing game —“I’m a Million
tinguishing success as a business man and
doubt be a negative.
iare.” All in attendance pronounced the func
clever inventor is in the “Staples Halter,” sotion an unbounded success and hope futur 5
called, which is warranted-to cure the worst
An engineer and fireman have been arsimiliar occasions may be equally pleasant.
halter puller that lives, and that without inrested in Somerville, Mass., charged
CURES
jury to the horse. In fact, they are sold in
with larceny of onions from a freight
Regulates the bowels, promotes easy natun 1 Bronchitis, Croup, Cough* and Colds, or spots from the Atlantic to the Pacific coasts.
movements, cures constipation—Doan’s Regu
and
was
the
too
back.
Sold
car.
money
guaranteed by He recently shipped an order to Sacremento,
Probably
temptation
lets. Ask your druggist for them. 25 cento
box.
A. A. HOWES & CO.
California. But there, we do not suppose that
strong to be resisted.

Farm

(<>

reminded that
Speaking about cats,
Mrs. Ralph Ellis of this town has one from
which she has sold $5.50 worth of kittens.
Really what branch of small animal industry is
paying better than that? Waldo county evidently excels in the quality of her cats, for
they are sent all over the country. Mrs. Rose ; physical and spiritual being the all-pervading
benificent atmosphere surrounding that refinin several of the large cities, and has sent i ed
elderly lady from Portland. We do hope
them as far west as Nevada. There is a con- that the consumation of the so much to be
stant call for them and good prices are ob- desired union of affinities
may be effected.
l tained.
are

1
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The

The News of Brooks.

and

Med icines

V

have determined

Fitting Glasses

Products

A, A, HowesdCo,

5

correct.

Feed

Mixed with Genuine
New Orleans
Molasses

\

as

of

Always Wanted,

10-Year Gold-Filled Frame.

the 5 and 10.CENT STORES.

Mi-o-na

CATARRH,

I

You Have

If you have ever had your eyes tested for glasses, you know the methods used” ?
by people who claim to examine the eyes and fit glasses, and they all use the same
)
methods, no matter where you go. TO THE HIGH-PRICED SPECIALIST or to

we

RELIEVES STOMACH MISERY ALMOST
IMMEDIATELY.

must act quickly.
Of course there

Office Hours from 10

\

Kind

ONLY,

Phenlx Hotel,

(

Seaside Grange will observe Saturday evening, February 13th, with a special program on

Belfast

The

DAY

Tuesday, February 23, I

:•

Y

Granges.

Wednesday evening, February 10th, Honesty
Grange, Morrill, observed the Lincoln centenary with appropriate exercises.

tuen

ONE

;

News of the

Lincoln.
o’clock.

i

of

The annual reports of the county officers
have been printed in the usual pamphlet form.
Of the 1908 county tax, amounting to $11,148.69, there remains unpaid, $2,568.68. The
liabilities of the county are as follows: bills
allowed and unpaid, $1,732.99; outstanding

■

DAISY
DAIRY
feed,

der the act of 1907,
authorizing the copying of
such deeds recorded at Ellsworth
and elsewhere -as relate to real estate in that
portion
of the present county of Waldo
which was
formerly included in said county of Hancock
prior to the organization of said
county of
Waldo in 1827" two volumes have been
com-

the

I

I

National Bank of

Tuesday.
February 16th, at 2 p. m„ to consider a matter
much importance to the
county, involving
as it does a
large expenditure of money. Un-

at a cost of
nearly $2,000. It is estimated that there will be
eighteen volumes in
all, and if the later volumes cost as much as
the first two, the expense to the
county will be
almost $18,000. The amendment the Waldo
county delegation has to consider at this hearing extends this work to copying the records
in the registry of
probate office at EllswSrth
which relate to Waldo county. Without these
records at hand a Belfast or Waldo
county
lawyer employed to look up titles would have
to go to Ellsworth or
employ some one there
to do the work, and the
expense would of
course be borne by his client.
Under the act
of 1907 this expense, so far as the records of

$32.7nr

men

of

Respectfully submitted,

"One thing is certain, that no monarch
has ever had half as many tears shed over
Oh, no! There will be new schemes to ±ne laaies present, Mrs. CiVerett staples, ivirs
his bier as have fallen on Abraham Lin- take the
place of those suppressed by a C. S. Rendell, Mrs. Ralph Morse, Mrs. Charles
Mai’o
T ventiirp
snv
fraud
order or otherwise condemned, and C. Park, Mrs. Angie Mudgett, Mrs. Harry R
throbbed with genuine human grief and
Mrs. Everett Staples, Jr., Mrs
the catching of suckers will continue to Hichborn,
rage over the news of his fall on Friday
Lillias N. Staples, Mrs. Albert Crosby, Mrs
fisherthe
of
a
whole
be a profitable industry—to
last than the disappearance
Carrie A. Gardner, Miss Mary Hichborn, Miss
line of king6 has ever been able to rouse. man.
Leora Partridge, Mrs. Elmer E. Thompson
have
orators
and
journals
Opposition
since vied with each other in paying homage to his memory. None now venture
to deny his honesty, his integrity, his
single-minded loyalty to the country and
to freedom. All his little defects, the

1

L

school;

dore Roosevelt said, among other things:
“I very earnestly deprecate all attempts
to introduce any class or caste feeling

“The loss of

juncture

products

accepting
years ago
nomination of the Committee of One
Hundred for Mayor of New’ York Theo-

Under tne shock of Lincoln’s assassin-

Mr. Lincoln at this

forest

Twenty

feet, home-sick-

News:

the

mineral wealth.

ation E. I.. Godkin, whose life and letters were recently published, wrote to

Daily

$15,000. It goes to EuBut it is
to Hamburg.

has also valuable

like it.’

the London

to

quantities of

fisheries, that are attracting thousands
of Americans to Manitoba. This province

I remember Leonto cure 'em.
ard S-.vett was in here one day 'long back
in '• 1 and he says:
"Billy, Mr. Lincoln
knows more about how the soldiers in
the Army of the Potomac cook flapjacks
than you do about puttin’ up quinine.
There' ain’t a blamed thing they do in
that army that he ain’t interested in. I
down to camp with him one day
wer t
and 1 never see an old hunter in the
woods quicker to spot a rabbit’s track
than lie was every little kink about the
When we got back to
housekeepin'.
town he just sat and talked and talked
about the way the soldiers was livin’,
seemed to know all about ’em every
ways; where they were short of shoes,
where the rations was poor, where they
had camp fever worst; told me how hardtack was made, what a good thing quinine and onions are to have handy—best
ness,

in great demand.

rope, most of it
the rich wheat fields, rather than

get sick

sore
I never

are

There are also considerable

published in the February
Magazine. It is a story told to Miss
Tarbell by Billy Brown, a druggist, in
Springfield, 111., who knew Lincoln well.
Following is a brief extract:
“Seemed as if hardly anybody at the
start had any idea of how important
'twas to take good care of the boys and
keep 'em from gettin’ sick, or if they did

for diarrhcea,

Wash., where he expects to arrive sometim.
in April. He arrived here in early November

year’s catch amounting to 8,000,000
commands
pounds, making, at an average of 5 his first visit in nine years. He
on the Pacific coast.
cents a pound, a total value of $400,000. large passenger steamer

given

cure

w

WALDO COUNTY MATTERS.

and

tell us sales are good.
Traders are taking
hold
with courage and confidence in the future. 1909 promises to be
record breaker for this Bank and the County. We want you with
We are as much interested in your success as in our own

Traveling

•
•

Send this advertisement, together with
name of paper in which it
appears
address and four cents to cover
will send you a
postage, and weAtlas
of
the World.”
“Complete Handy
SCOTT & BOWNE, 409 Pearl St., N.Y.

$28,000

BUSINESS IS COMING.

Z

-.

—

homely

|

Consumption.

I

By $32,700.

This Bank increased its deposits in January
• when compared with January last year.

your

and

Spellbound and 1909 a Winner I

1908

•

strong and well—given
health and rosy cheeks to so
many pale, anaemic girls and
restored to health so many
thousands in the first stages

part of the business between the Atlantic stable wired throughout for electric lights—
Pacific ports and with China and eighteen bulbs in the buildings which are
I
Japan. The barges are eating into the j proving very satisfactory.
higher power
HichR.
Messrs. Albert M. Ames and Harry
“Abraham coastwise coal trade, and the lumber
John 3. Gough has said:
to attrade is about all that is leit to*ne sail- born were in Belfast Monday afternoon
umr '-'.i
Waldo
Hospithe
County
of
tend
the
I
meeting
the
As previously noticed
country or the world has ever produced. \ ing vessel.
of which they are members.
inflexible in his same conditions prevail with Canadian tal Association,
pure in life and motive,
in,- i-rt,,.,. Trim
fnrmerlv of Dark Harbor,
have
Their
disappeared,
as he understood it,
ships
shipping.
purpose to do right
in town for two years,
lived
L.
who
has
I.,
the driven out by tramp steamers, and tern
of undau ited courage in carrying out
recently bought a farm of 135 acres in Athens,
business
India
schooners
do
the
West
be
to
true,
largeFriprinciples he believed
Me., and intends moving there the coming
of brighearted and tender in his sympathies that once employed a large fleet
day.
antines and barks.
Steam or gasoline
with human suffering
The Current Events Club will meet socially
seems to be getting the best of sail everywith Mrs. Lillias N. Staples, Maple street,
Bold as a lion and gentle as a child—
must
world.
where, and even the fishermen
He lived to bless the
Wednesday afternoon, February l<th. Special
end.
He broke no promise, served no private
have power in his boat or be left behind. features are
friend.
expected to add zest to the pleasHe gained no title and he lost no
ures of the gathering.
Blaine:
This is the tribute of James G.
With a sample of caviar from Lake
Mrs. Everett Staples has been suffering from
■Whatever is remembered or whatever
came a dainty little souvenir an attack of neuralgia. Mrs. John Randell has
Winnipeg
j
Abrathat
to
forget
lost, we ought never
booklet from the Manitoba Free Press of been nursing her for a few days, and we arc
at
ham Lincoln, one of the mightiest masis
Winnipeg. Canada. The facts and figures glad to report that the patient improving
ters of state craft that history has ever
this
Monday.
writing,
both
will
Manitoba
it presents concerning
known, was also one of the most devotThe changeable weather continues. After
surprise and interest many. For example:
ed and faithful servants of Almighty
that
has
few
colder days, last Friday and Saturday
is
the
“It
only prairie province
i ;od who has ever sat in the high places
settled the
as large as Texas, the gave us thick fog, which rapidly
It
is
a sea coast.
fame
Sun
jf the world." U. S. Grant: "His
snow, threatening to ruin the sleighing.
the
in
State
Repubneighboring
will grow brighter as time passes and largest
was clear but mild, followed by a rathei
day
Great
lic; more than twice as large as
his great work is better understood.”
raw, uncomfortable feeling air on Monday.
Britain and Ireland: larger than France,
Charles A. Dana: "He was a patriot and
Lumber is beginning to come to the Capt
the
twice
than
more
Sweden or Spain;
The fundamental ideas of
a wise man.
Jellison piers. Ten car loads went on to tht
It has
size of Italy; larger than Chili.
Several cars loader
wharf Monday morning.
the American Republican system conthe commodious sea harbors of Fort
with paper from Millinocket also came to tht
his mind and dictated his action.
(roll,
o
Churchill and York Factory on Hudson dock
Monday, in preparation for the return
His wisdom carried the United States
and Bay, the Mediterranean of this conti- the Northland, expected in about ten days fron
safely through the war of secession
the largest is Lake this date, Monday.
His death was a nent.” Of the lakes
abolished slavery.
miles
is
275
It
long, and from
Winnipeg.
his
Dr. George A. Stevens returned from Florids
left
alamAv to the country, but it
40 to 60 miles wide, its area being about last Sunday, coming through to Bangor b}
criticism.”
or
a
fault
without
fame
miles and its total coast line night train and driving down the next morn
Eugene Ferris, in an article written for 0,000 square
that of any of the Great ing. He was at his place in Florida but om
than
th- America:. Press Association, says: longer
Mr
Lakes except Lake Superior. Salt Lake, week, arranging his business andjeaving
••Lincoln’s fame has grown with every
to the carpentry h<
extent James Marden to attend
the
one-fifth
of
is
in
Utah,
only
houi since his death and is yet growing.
desired done. We hope even this brief chang<
Next in magnitude
of Lake Winnipeg.
-.1
4-1,
1i.fo
man
nnt
may be of benefit to our physician.
come Lakes Manitoba and Winnipegosis,
alone from his acts. 1 hese but brought
Capt. Charles W\ Ames came over from Bel
It was the the former 125 miles long and 25 miles
him into the public eye.
fast, where he is spending a fortnight, las
miles
and
long
wide, and the latter 130
Sunday, to make farewell calls upon his man:
sweetness of his character, his mercy
20 miles wide. Of smaller lakes there friends in his native town before leaving fo
and simplicity, his loyalty to truth, his
The fishing industry is car- Boston and New York, en route to Tacoma
are many.
his
--

j
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A drama for the benefit of the Universalis
is under consideration. Further par
ticulars will probably be given next week.

parish

disappeared; then the ships were lost,
During the confinement of Mr. J. H. Ward
account or to Pacific
on foreign
well
to his house, Master George Hopkins ha
to
coast firms, or shorn of their lofty rigs
been at his news store, out of school hours.
do duty as coal barges. When the list
The Misses Mary and Harriet D. Hichbon
had to be abandoned foreign arrivals and
the Current Events Club in regula
entertained
clearances were reported in the regular
session Wednesday afternoon, February 10th.
shipping iist, under the heading of ForMrs. Albion P. Goodhue remains compare
eign Ports. Now there is seldom an encomfortable, although unable to taki
tively
try to be made under that heading. The
is very thin and weak
any solid food, and she
ports in Porto Rico, the Philippines and
the Young Peoples
of
The young ladies
Hawaiian Islands are no longer foreign
Guild will meet for business and work wit!
ports. The Mediterranean trade is car- Mrs. John E. Lancaster next Friday afternoon
ried on by regular steamer lines and
Sunday morning, February 14th, Rev. Harrj
tramp steamers under foreign flags. Enos Rouillard will speak in the Universalisl
These tramp steamers also bring cargoes
and His
pulpit on “Darwin, the Materialist,
from the Philippines and South American Contribution to Things Spiritual."
and
Steamers also do the greater
ports.
Mr. James Treat has had his residence

LINCOLN.
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[rs. W. C. Harding were
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had another ill turn la
p, ;nded by Dr. Walton of I
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f. Silver is on the sick li~>
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spent a day w
C. Harding, last week
p ufus Harriman called on
i oint last Sunday-Alfred
1 rippcalled on friends in krai’
d ay.
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OF BELFAST.
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The Republican votnotified
|:t-lI'ast are hereby
House in BelCourt
,(,e
)(
A. D. 1909, at
February 23,
Ton'13'
,;„ate a candidate for
the annual city elec11 !
eighth day of March, A.
-!
i„ nominate candidates

!

*»!*•*'
jthe

1(-cs.

Gentle Jury,” and “The Reveries of a Bachelor.”
The Parlor Musical Society will have a Mendelssohn program at its meeting in the Unitarian parlors Tuesday evening, February 16th.
Mrs. C. W. Wescott has charge of the program,
which will include selections from the oratorias
and piano numbers. All music lovers are cordially invited to be present and to join the so-

L:»tu
••

two Coun-

Alderman,

^

f the School Committee,
and Ward Clerk, for
the
,,st. two members of
tee for each Ward, will
Wards One, Two and
1,0 on Tuesday, Febru,u k p. m.; for Wards

A

[
j

f

!

,>.spective Ward

|

ciety.
T. Shales, past commander
Canton Pallas, No. 4, P. M., I. O. O. F., will
act as floor marshal at the Military ball to be
given by the order in the Opera house this
Thursday, evening. Music will be furnished
by the Lehey Sisters’ Orchestra of Waterville and a concert will be given before the

Ex-Mayor Lenall

of

rooms,

1909, at 7 o’clock, p.
business which
,ny other
ft,re said caucuses.
;t.an City Committee.

j
[
1
/

Home-made candy will be on sa'e at Memorial Hall, tomorrow, Friday evening, when the
ladies of the North Church will give a supper
and entertainment. The Juniors will have
some valentines on sale also.
Supper will be
served at 6 o’clock, followed by the farce “A

ball.

toHNSON, Chairman.
Vickery, Secretary.
PH'9.

v\
s

parish will

I niversalist

j

next meeting of Seaside Chautauqua
will be held with Mrs. E. P. Frost, 42
High street, Monday afternoon, February 15th.
The study topic will be from the magazine'
Dutch Art and Artists, the “Painters of the
Peasantry,” and chapter five of the C. L. S. C.
book, European Literature. Roll-call, quotations from Victor Hugo.
Paper, “Arminius,
Holland’s great Theologian,” Character sketch
of Victor Hugo. Reading, from Hugo’s poems.

The

Circle

the church vestry,
rUary ISth.at six o’clock.
,n

{

!

ffi:
made with the

been

give a concert in
April 5th. Further

to

j
&

Paper,

later.

o, ar

,,

Holland from 1813 to

1830.

The auxiliary sloop Cleopatra was in port
again ^pst week with fresh codfish. Her fare
included one fish estimated to weigh between
40 and 50 pounds. It was a better proportioned
.odge, F. N. Staples,
fish than the cod of that size usually seen here
bought the Charles E.
and Capt. Henry Gilman said it was a Georges’
street, and will ocMr. White has cod, although it was caught off Isle au Haut.
mre.
s
mother on Miller In dressing it a handful of stones was found in
the stomach and Capt. Gilman said—and was
corroborated by other fishermen that before
et with Mrs. A. C.
going from one bank to another the fish take
n.orrow, Friday afterin ballast! We did not think to enquire if
d-ffint husiness is to
when they arrive at their destination they dis,,:id all members are
charge ballast.
aining in the Belfast
Mrs. A. Clark, Mrs.
1. E. Roberts, Mrs.

I

|
I
I
I

February. Native fresh
rhubarb in February, with the thermometer
hovering around the zero mark, and making
frequent excursions below it, and the snowdrifts piled outside the doors! Impossible, you
say? The Journal wishes to differ. On Saturday Mrs. Orinca Bean of East Belfast brought
to The Journal office a generous handful of
A Rhubarb Pie

Aid will meet one
the home of Mrs. A.
rrow, Friday, after-

|
|
!

picnic

plan-

supper

presenting “College
city February 25th,
the play. It is one of
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Lincoln’s birthday,
holiday, the Belfast
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was a decided success
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Friday, each mem-
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12 pounds, has an
long silky fur. His

raids on
enjoys the full confi-

him to make

I

the following program:
Calling meeting to order by Mrs. R. F. Russ,
President of the Circle, and the exercises were
conducted by Mrs. J. F. McKeen, chairman of

Amos

i

recently

Comrade D. O. Bowen
Duet, guitar and mandolin,
Misses Daggett and Shaw.
Recitation, Lincoln's second Inaugural AdComrade L. C. Putnam.
dress,
Reading, Lincoln’s Boyhood,
Miss Charlotte Carter.
Five Sisters.
Quotations,
Piano duet,
Misses Rena Cunningham and Marie Sholes.
Stories of Lincoln,
Comrade Clark, Mrs. R. F. Russ, Mrs. McKeen,
Mrs. Gannon.

hundred costumed warthe ball in the evenleave the Pythian Block
the principal streets
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met with
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Basket Ball.

him to bed. It wa:
bad jarred the kidney:
suits are to be fearei [
the house for some days
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b»hn Cochran Chapter
American
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New Advertisements.

Blue

Pencil Prices

are

$18, $20 and $22.50 Coats

to be

bought for

There

are

$12, $13.50 and $15 Coats

to be

bought for

And here is

I

|

regent to support Mis
Emma Farnsworth Chapte
^w
put
•''tate Regent, and Mrs. Evi
stituting,
|
The summary:
Euth Iieald Craigin Chapte
M. C. I.
B. H. S. (59).
tate vice-Regent.
Th
H. Dickey rf 14 (3).•••••■lb
notification from na
Jpitfau,a
.rb Weymouth 2 (2)
Lothrop If 3
rs
lhat the application paper
i*
u'‘
Keen and Mrs. Ella Woodcocl 1 Stevens c
l^
6.
Collins rb
genera! W. Dickey lb 2.rf Rand c
JJky wir,! "1 l).y the registrar
j..
unanimously voted into th J Richards lb.
»f the treasurer, Mrs. A
Referee and umpire, Shattuck and Mudgett
read and accepted.
Th
Richards and
UP was New York, and th
alternating. Timer and scorer,
Belfast Higt
C
\' .by the names of person
Dickey. Time, 20-min. halves
Mis
of the
K?^mbaii?r
«earlv history*
is out for the High school championship
■:
read**Peter Stuyvesant’s Ne^
*
hi!
Fob
kMl. ^nd Mr, Henry Hil, read <«xh
State, with a good prospect for winning.
t,"'
y A- B. Street. The paper o f lowing is a schedule of the home games.
the regent, Mrs. E. F
**
was
“New York—It }
EHiW*Jeft was
one °f the most in
tj,
j?enes and represented an im
phy ^ .'J'ork. The next meeting, 01
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sample garments, values
little

as

$11.00,

SPECIAL LOT of Winter Coats

a

j

^ gQ
to

QC

in sizes

<fc7 •«7C
O

IU

«pf

36, 38 and 40. mostly 38,

^

unparalleled bargain prices.

$6.00 Coats for 2.50. $8.00 Coats for 3.98. $9.00 Coats
for 4.45. $10 Coats for 4.98. $12 Coats for 5.98.
s«£“Come

|
|

as

soon

as

you

can—these values won’t last

V,

THE.

_

ADVE,liTIS&R/
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Embalmer--

Coroner.

Cases and

Shipping

Slate

Burial

Vaults always in stock.

|
[

promptly, either day or night
telephone 48-3. Office 48-4.

Calls answered
Home

for

I also have

[set

a

Card Tables and Chairs
LET

TO

■a—iaM——hmbmk—i—————i

great safeguard against attacks of throat and lung troubles, but
const’pation wiii destroy the best of health. Ask your doctor about Ayer’s Pills.
a

for Card Parties, Sociables and Entertainments. Tables 10 cents apiece.
Chairs

cents_|

20

Red

|

$ .98

now

X

2.50

1.50

♦

1-25

.75

*

•

All sizes, variety of colors,
Long, short and 3-4 sleeves.

J
•

Cards
Dustpan1909.

March

i

stock of

$1.50 Value

;

•

♦

X

LAST CALL FOR

CASKETS AND BURIAL SUITS.
Metal

SHIRT WAISTS

{*

T. S. THOMPSON.

6tf

Everything modem in

you may cough tomorrow! Better be prepared for it
| Yet
when it comes. Ask your doctor about keeping Ayer’s
Cherry Pectoral in the house. Then when the hard cold
cough first appears you have a doctor’s medicine at
hand. Your doctor’s approval of its use will certainly
|
all doubt at rest.
He knows.
Do as he says.
I No alcohol in this cough'medicine. /. C. A yer Co., Lowell, Mass.

:

V_/

FACTS

Summer is coming.
The prophets say hot.
I've got pure ice.
I’ve got a lot.
Don’t be left_in distress
Wtih an empty ice chest,
But send name and address.
Let me do the rest.

UNDERTAKER,
Licensed

OF

Crystal Spring Ice.

Charles R. Coombs

IlMot Coughing Xoday ?

long—HURRY,

\ S >,Fi?edA.JohnsonJ’-,b“£.;

;

yrawa————H—aeaw——————————

Robust health is

up to

!

^J |

as.

at

--—

cloths, spoons and cards. Following is a list of ! advanced, but while the present stock lasts old
the captains, alphabetically arranged, and each
prices will prevail.The children and sister
name followed by the fort
number:
Miss of the late Matilda H. Clark publish a card of
Maude E. Barker, 1; Mrs. Charles Bradbury, 2; ! thanks. James H. Kneeland, Searsport, is
of
Mrs. M. E. Brown, 3; Mrs. E. P. Carle, 4; i
agent for the Palatine Insurance Co., Ltd.,
Mrs. Robert P. Chase, 5; Mrs. Amos Clemwhich has assets of over
!
London,
England,
ent, 6; Mrs. E. R. Conner, 7; Mrs. C. H.
of the HeaCrosby, 8; Mrs. Irvin T. Dinsmore, 9; Mrs. W. three million dollars-Members
thanks.
J. Dorman, 10; Mrs. J. C. Durham, 11; Mrs. R.
gan family, Prospect, publish a card of
H. Howes. 12; Miss Nellie H. Hopkins, 13; Mrs.
_The Waldo Trust Co. say they do not inGeo. E. Johnson, 14; Mrs. J. W. Jones, 15; Mrs*
tend to build a bank building this spring, but
W. K. Keene, 16; Mrs. S. M. Locke, 17: Mrs.
are interested at present in building a surplus.
S.'H. Lord, 18; Miss Grace E. Lord, 19; Mrs. H.
C. Marden, 20; Mrs. S. A. Parker, 21; Mrs. D. P.
_T. P. Logan has stored an abundant supply
Palmer, 22; Mrs. J. G. Paul, 23; Miss S. M.
of the best quality ice and will be prepared to
Fannie
Mrs.
Richards, 25;
Partridge, 24; Mrs.
Adolph Rossbach, 26; Mrs. Elmer Small, 27; supply his customers as usual.Hallett &
Mrs. L. T. Shales, 28; Mrs. A. A. Smith, 29;
Davis pianos at Lord’s, High street, Belfast.
Mrs. E. A. Sherman, 30; Mrs. S. G. Swift, 31;
Last call for Red Dustpan cards March 1stMrs. E. L. Stevens, 32; Mrs. Edward Sibley, 33;
Mrs. O. S. Vickery, 34; Mrs. C. H. Walden, 35; Read what T. S. Thompson has to say about
Miss Hattie White, 36; Mrs. F. R. Wiggin, 37; Crystal Spring ice ...Searsport Savings bank
Miss J. A. Wiggin, 38; Mrs. Edmund Wilson, 39; book lost.
Mrs. C. W. Wescott, 40.

There

There are some
be bought for

out the full program: Captains to be
the hall at 7.80 to locate their forts and be UUliar.
air
CU<US
j
ready to receive their soldiers, whom they are colors, lined and unlined, and of the best qualrequested to engage previously; if either cap- ity. Call early ...Carle & Jones have 10,000
rolls of new wall paper in stock at prices from
should provide their own substitutes, thus al- 5 to 35 cents.
They are also agents for the
lowing the game to be called at 8 o’clock,sharp. Peats and Thibaut wall papers at 5 cents to $5
The captains are to provide their own lunch a roll. The wholesale price of curtains has
«

!

"

The advertisement will tell you something
about them, and the goods and prices will
speak for themselves. The sale begins today.
.Fred A. Johnson, Masonic Temple, announces a sensational sale of women s coats.
He has bought a manufacturer’s surplus stock,
and is offering these coats at 65 cents on the
JW

t_J

I

Sjpry*

will be the order of the day for ten days at
The Dinsmore Store, and to thoroughly understand what that means you should call at the
store, corner of Main and High streets, and
see the bargains offered in high grade shoes.

With You.”
Rev. J. W. Vaughan.

|

Jhv. 'r,

thought of taking the production to Brooks,
but as satisfactory arrangements could not be
made that project was given up.

in

Shaw*did the best work for Winterport, while
played a strong game for M. C. I. Be|
tween the halves the Sebasticook five defeated i
eona
in
to
fiercely
41
21,
Hartland Academy,
.In Winterport, Februtested and fast game
\.
ary 5th, Winterport A. A. defeated Bangor
M. C. A., 27 to 19, in a fast and hard-fought
game....In Belfast Opera House last Friday
Pittsnight Belfast High won from M. C. I. of
field, 59 to 22. It was a fast and hard game.
W. Dickey and Richards, who have been subin the game and made good.
were
..

the Work of $1.00
at This Event.

Now you can get a desirable, seasonable coat tor
ABOUT THE COST OF MAKING! Just think of it!
Can
you AFFORD to neglect this chance? These Coats
/
are of a style that will be popularly worn for many months
yet —and then they’ll be seasonable for next Fall, too.
They’re in a good variety of colors—Black, Blue, Brown, Red and Castor. The
qualities are the best to be had—the tailoring expert. There are Coats both lined and
unlined in the lot.
FIFTY-FIVE WOMEN WILL SAVE MANY DOLLARS BY
SHARING THIS OFFERING. Be one of them!

;

f*

1,

THE STORE FOR MONEY
SAVERS
HIGH STRKKT, Uhl.fast.

X
♦

SEARSPORT SAVINCS BANK.

Card of Tnanks.
We wish to extend

our heartfelt thanks to
the neighbors and friends who so
kindly
assisted us in our late bereavement.
Thomas Heagan, Mrs. Rose Allen, Mrs
Bessie Twombly, Mrs. Kittie Pendleton,
Mrs. Helen Bean, Lemuel Harding, Lewellyn Harding, J. G. Harding, Mr. and
Mrs. J. A. Brewster.

all

*
■

per dozen.

Notice having been
given by the owner of
ieposit book No. 2491, issued by the Searsport
•avings hank, has been lost, and application

aving been made for a duplicate book, is ad'ertised according to law.
JAMES P. NICHOLS, Treas.
Searsport. February 5, 1909.—3w6

72 MAIN STREET, BELFAST.

1

NEW WALL PAPERS

9

5c., 6c. 7c., 8c., 10c., 12 1-2c. to 35c.

•

We are also Agents for R. E. Thibaut’s line of PEERLESS Wall
ai*d of Alfred Peat’s.
Prices 5c. to $5.00.

5
Z
^

hand are sold out.

Z

Yours

|2

Papers,

will have to as soon as the stocks now on
We have a complete line of the 25c. Shades NOW.

^

truly,

Z

price

SOCIETY

SUPPER

price

A

Belfast, Maine.

Regiment

BELFAST SAVINGS BANK.

a

of Two.

Congregational Church,
UNION

ORGANIZED

HALL,

Thursday Evening, Feb-

18, 1909.

ruary

WILMER J. DOR VI AN, T« easurer

HERBERT 'T. FIELD, Assistant Treasurer.

at

SEARSPORT,

1868.

ROBERT F. DUN TON, President,

Ladies’ Guild of the

Auspices of

|£

CARLE & JONES,

4%

Followed by Amateur Dramatics

a

Z

^he wholesale

4%

ANNUAL

Z

has advanced and the retail

CURTAINS

X

j

9

•

10,000 ROLLS IN STOCK.

5

OLDFASHIO N EcT

Deposits December 1, 1908,
Reserve>

$1,527,659.28
100,000.00

....

Tickets, Including Entertainment, 35c.

SurPlus.

153,734.18

Dividend No. 1, December 1, 1868,

Pittsfield, February 3rd,

Ames

>

)

« uiifbcii

Good Values to All

Here’s an offering no economy-wise woman will miss!
A lucky purchase secured us fifty-five stylish, worthy Fall
and Winter Coats for Women at a most extraordinary
price concession. We happened to strike a maker who
had these garments left on his hands. To clear them out,
he gladly suffered a big loss.

brought

carrying

Institute
games of the season, Maine Central
defeated Winterport A. A., -24 to 12. At the
end of the first half the seore was 11 to 10 in
favor of Winterport. M. C. I. made a line
rally in the second half and won out easily.

way home. On arriv
ted and a physician wa:

j

uci uia

ment, 15 cents.

iie left that he wishe<

■

Does

orchestra, with Miss Julia as a mascot,
furnished music between the acts, and for the
largely attended dance that followed the plaj.
The class clear d about $130. There was some

Military Whist.
The schedule has been
worked for 40 tables at the benefit for the
Home for Aged Women to be given in Memorial Hall, Thursday, March 4th. The captains
have been engaged, and the following requests,
if complied with, will obviate any trouble in

however, and there will be some changes in
the musical accompaniment. Several new
features will be introduced, and no trouble will
be spared in making the entire affair a success.
Admission to the supper and entertainment
will be 35 cents; admission to the entertain-

i'll from

I

Wonderfully

field’s

Lincoln's favorite poem, “Oh, Why
Should the Spirit of Mortal be Proud.”

Leslie C. Follett, Mrs. E. S. Bowker, Mrs. D. L.
Wilson, Mrs. K. D. Southworth, Mrs. W. K.
Keene, Mrs. Allen Patterson. “The Reveries
a Bachelor,” which was successfully given by
the Guild in the church vestry in November,
will be repeated by request with practically
the same cast. The tableaux will be longer,

eight pieces will furnee in the evening, with
Hangor as violinist. Th«
decorated and the floor,

Purchase of Manu=

facturer's Surplus Stock Brings

field-carried out their parts to perfection,
looked charming, as did Jessica, played
by Florence Libbey. The Duke, Tubal, Polly
and the policeman were also excellent, and the
down the house. Littlefoot ball scene

Reading,

redge, Lou Thompson, Bertha Wiley, Mary
Cole, Emeroy Ginn, Grace Chadwick, Mrs.

f

j

Remarkable

and

Toast to the Flag, Mrs. Thomas Gannon, followed by the flag salute by the ladies of

had his

:tt

■>

\

A

by

•••

Mrs. J. F. McKeen.

Miss Rena Shaw, Miss Daggett.
Quotations by six comrades.
Reading, Lincoln’s Gettysburg Address,

1

J
|

America,”

of Lincoln,
Quotations, All.
Duet, piano and violin.
Sketch

v.

uiioo

much enjoyed. Bassanio, as interpreted by
Houston Small, was one of the hits of the
evening. Antonio and Gratiano were most
convincing in their portrayal of their roles.
Portia and Nerissa—Misses Doak and Little-

Mrs. Harriet Carter.

Prayer,
Sihging.

Supper and Entertainmemt. Tomorrow,
Friday, evening, the ladies of the North Conthat any puss of less gregational Church are to serve a public supper
in Memorial Hall. Chicken, escalloped clams,
»m.: r-nvy.
hot rolls, fancy pies, cakes and coffee will be
.d to be given by the Red
! included in the menu.
The supper will be
"vening of Washington’s
followed by the bright little farce “A Gentle
vent whi^h has already
an able cast of thirteen,
ttention. The big street Jury,” presented by
including Bert L. Davis, Misses Anne M. Kittif led
the Belfast Band

j
|

he

Sensational Sale of Women’sCoats

if:_AkkiA

■

Misses Murch and Robbins, in their parts, and
Sylvanus Edgecomb as Prof. Ex-Ray, were

the committee.

J. W. Turner
Hazel Keyes
War March of the Priests from Athalia,
Mendelsshohn
Marie Sholes
Ben Parker
Song,
Doris Roberts and Annette Holt
Duet,
Serman
Belfry Echoes,
Hazel Bradstreet

He is less

r

windp^i

..

Nocturne,

tioal honors of the

and nation.

$50,000 to $75,000.

Mr. R. P. Chase decorated th3

Chase store, corner of Main and Church streetr,
to consider matters concerning the Waldo for the
Lincoln centenary. Large flags formed
General
County
Hospital, it was unanimously the background and in each window, flanked by
voted to leave all matters pertaining to the smaller
stacked flags, was a fine portrait of the
management of the hospital to the incorpora- martyred President. Mr. Chase is a great adtors and directors. All the Belfast physicians
mirer of Lincoln and this is the last opportuniwere present and the following from out of
ty he will have to decorate the store in which
town: Drs. W. L. Watson of Monroe; A. E. Kilfather, mother and son had done business for
gore of Brooks, Norman R. Cook of Brooks, B.
more than 50 years, as the building has been
E. Larrabee and A. D. Ramsey of Montville, A
sold to The City National Bank and will te
Millett of Searsmont and T. N. Pearson of torn down in the
spring and a new banking
Morrill. A meeting of the directors and in- building erected on its site.
corporators of the hospital was held at the
The Merchant of Venice Up-to-Date. A
courthouse last Monday afternoon.
It was
crowded house greeted “The Merchant of
voted that all the graduate physicians of Waldo county be made incorporators. The fol- Venice Up-to-Date” in the Opera House
lowing committee of five incorporators was Wednesday evening, February 3rd, and every
with
appointed to investigate the affairs of the hos- member of the cast acquitted themselves
pital and report at an adjourned meeting to be credit to their coach, their class and themselves.
held next Saturday at 10.30 a. m.: Selwyn The stage settings were attractive Portia s
costumes
Thompson of Belfast, Nathan D. Ross of Lin- home scene especially so, and the
The
colnville, Elbridgo S. Pitcher of Belfast, L. P. were most becoming to their wearers.
Butnam of Searsport and Isaac Hills of North- make-ups also were fine; that of the character
As predicted
port. .The hearing before the appropriations parts being almost faultless.
committee at Augusta on the resolve in favor last week the local hits introduced were much
of the Waldo County General Hospital has enjoyed. Although the dramatic honors were so
been reassigned from February 2nd to Wed- evenly divided that it is impossible to make
in
nesday, February 17th, at 2 p. m.
any discrimination, the work of Hugh Wight
was a matter of
Lincoln Day at G. A. R. Hall. Thomas the difficult role of Shylock
general comment. The other character parts,
H Marshall Post, and Circle observed T.inpnln’o
notably Raphael Leavitt as Launcelot Gobbo,
hall
in
Memorial
afternoon
with
Tuesday
Day

Mary Hayes

of

if conscious

as

of

handsome

tr-asured by Mrs. J. G.

1

not dis-

was as

A recital
The Orpheus Musical Club.
will be given by members of The Orpheus Musical Club at the home of their teacher, Miss
Amy E. Stoddard, Wednesday afternoon, February 17th. The program will be as follows:
Mabel Craig and Earl Hubbard
Duet,
Seeboeek
The Dream Fairy,
Margaret Craig
and
Helen
Harold
Jackson
Duet,
Kittredge
Behr
Barcarolle,
Marion Wyman
Duet.
Lavaughn Knowlton and Madeline Coombs
Wagner
Lohengrin Bridal Chorus,
Ruth Kimball
Verdi
Anvil Chorus from 11 Trovatore,
Helen Kittredge
Rathburn
Clover Blossoms,

last Satuaday

sales

he

k-

expenditure

customers with the

is

s

it

Bangor route the wharves at the bay and
river ports will undergo extensive repairs and
be otherwise improved. The wharf at Searsport, as before mentioned, will be extended 200
feet. Last week the Eastern Steamship Company secured a lease for 20 years of the wrharf
at Northport campground, and will build an extension of 100 feet with a frontage of 125 feet.
The Winterport wharf may be built farther
out into the river and enlarged. At this port
it is said an extension will be built south of
the present wharf and when completed the
buildings will be moved on to it. They now
stand on piling which is becoming insecure.
Work will probably begin all along the line
about the first of March, and will call for an

d to have

c

in

aud

Wiley

!

were

was

ers

-day.

i.m

they

treat

Steamer Notes. Before the turbine steamBelfast and Camden come on the Boston

al, special programs
will be giv<*n in the

!

and

a

tender and as delicately
flavored as any epicure could w’ish. Mrs. Bean
has successfully tried this and other unusual
horticultural experiments in times past. Last
year she brought to The Journal office the first
bunch of apple blossoms, which were brought
out in the house in the wrinter.

appointed,for

Lincoln’s birthday.

;u

recipients,

store for the

Memorial

left in

v

she grew in the house
of Ihe stalks and the

small curly leaves indicated that

rshall Circle wish to
-ugh The Journal to

■

j

pink-tinted stalks, which
in a week. The coloring

the cast.

in

in

Hospital Matters. At a meeting of the
Waldo county physicians, held February 6th,

A FALSE

To Ice Consumers

REPORT!

I have stored an abundant suppty of the
clearest and best Ice I have ever had and
am

has been reported that we were to erect a Bank Building this spring to cost from
in which
thousand dollars. This report is not true. The only Bank Building
The Surplus of a Bank is
we are interested at present is the Building of a Surplus.
indicative of its strength ; we have the Surplus.
of
Our directors have considered the subject and decided that our Surplus
It

tomers and the

20 to 30

a

new

to do

better protection to our customers than
building, and for the present, at least, we shall continue

Surplus,

•

Wanted at the

Total

$50,000.00
38,241.77

Good

methods of paying 2 %
Check Accounts.

our

Wages

FOR GIRLS AT THE

Estabrook Shirt Mfg. Co.

$138,231.77

responsibility,

Ask about

E stabrook Shirt Mfg. Co.

50,000.00

Stockholders additional liability,

supply
public generally.

Total Dividends

paid

to

1908,

$867.75

at the rate of

depositors

to

date,

$28,811.06
$1,324,888.89

cus-

GIRLS

present quarters, where we invite all our old friends to call, and to anyone who] isjlookconservative
ingfor a safe, reliable Bank, we invite you to call and examine our careful,
methods of doing business.

Our capital stock is

my regular

T. P. LOGAN.

tf6

small surplus and a
business at our

$38,241.77 affords

prepared

to

Dividend No. 81, Dec 1,

This Bank
of

4 °lo

paid

its 81st semi-annual dividend

per annum, and we

confidently expect

on Dec. 1, at the rate
to maintain this rate in

the future. All dividend interest is immediately credited to the accounts
of the depositors, and if uncalled for at the time will draw interest
the same as the principal sum.
The affairs of tins Bank have the careful and conscientious

over-

sight of its Trustees, who respectfully ask a continuation of the
patronage of its present depositors, and will be pleased to open new
accounts with any

Deposits

prospective depositors

received and

placed

on

within

or

without the State.

interest the first of each

month.

Deposits in this Bank

are

exempt from taxation.

TRUSTEES:

on

JAMES H. HOWES, FRED O. WHITE,
ARTHUR I. BROWN, BEX D. FIELD,

ROBERT F. DUXTO.X,

>

<„k-ky

be’a^specijrf Washingtoi

|

9

WALDO TRUST

COMPANY,

BELFAST, MAINE.
I

4%

4%

THE MAINE SCHOOLS.
State Superintendent Smith Finds Increase
in Number of Scholars and In Efficiency.
The annual report of Payson Smith of
state superintendant of schools,
shows that the whole number of persons
in the state between the ages of five and
and 21 years is 210,817 against 209,950 a
year ago, an increase of 867; the whole
number of different scholars attending
school is 132,533 against 131,671 a year
ago, an increase of 862; the average registered attendance per term is 109,667
against 109,918 a decrease of 311; the average daily attendance per term is 93483, an increase of 711; the average
length of the schools was 27 weeks and
one day, an increase of one week and two

MUSCULAR

8,235.

The number of different teachers employed during the year was 6,879, an increase of 124 over the preceeding year;
number continued in the same school during the year was 2,579, an increase of 43;
the number who had had previous experience was 5,766, an increase of 160; the

number who were graduates of normal
school was 1,648, an increase of seven;
the number holding state certificates is
1,121, the same number as last year; the
number who attended teachers’ meetings
was 2,980, a decrease of 474; the number
who attended summer schools for teachers was 442, a decrease of 482; average
wages of male teachers per month, was
$39.84, a decrease of 40 cents; the average wages of female teachers per week
was SfY.bY, an increase or lo cents; tne
amount paid for teachers’ services and
board and janitors’ services was $1,408,889, a decrease of $25,089.

A Cure

at Kennebunkport Which
Proves the Claims Made
for the Tonic Treatment.

Nothing better demonstrates that
theun.ati.sm is a disease of the blood
than the fact that it is hereditary in certain families. It may not develop until
Conditions of cold and dampness favor
it because nature is always fighting to
keep the body in health. When disease
does get the upper hand and rheums
tism is seated in the blood, a remedy
that will revitalize and renew the blood
Ib the simplest and best means oi; relief.
Mr. D. Warren Hadlock, of R. P. D.
No. 1, Kennebunkport, Me., was cured
Of a severe case of muscular rheumatism
by Dr. Williams’ Pink Pills. If you are
Buffering with rheumatism, you cannot
do l' et! er than take the remedy which
cured liim. Mr. Hadlock is now the letter
Carrier on R. P. D. No. 1, and is widely
known at Kennebunkport. He says:
“I

became

afflicted with muscular
rheumatism through exposure while
Working in a saw mill and suffered for
The rheumatism was in
four years.
my hands, arms and shoulders.
My
hands would swell to an abnormal size
»nd I i le pain in my fingers and wrists
} Was so intense that I would have to cry.
I was unable to use my hands even to
: comb
I was practically helpmy liair.
less. The pains were sharp and knifelike.
During the latter part of my
EXPENDED FOR FREE TEXT BOOKS.
! Bickness my heart was affected.
The amount expended for tree text
“I was treated by several doctors and
books was $117,656, an increase of $6,- Was given treatment with
electricity.
557; the number of schools having librar- They all thought they could cure me but
ies is 755, a decrease of 34; the number although I was under the care of a docof volumes in school libraries was 38,092, a tor for the
greater part of the four years
decrease 5,007; the amount expended for I received but little help. A
neighbor
new buildings, repairs, insurance and
urged :ne to try Dr. Williams’ Pink
school appliance was $417,975, an increase Pills as they had cured her of rheumaof $24,922.
I finally did so and was cured
tism.
The whole number of schools in tne after a thorough treatment with them.
state is 4,629, an increase of 27; the num- The
pills were the first tiling that had
ber of graded schools 2,152, an increase ever done me any
good and my cure is
of 83; the number of ungraded schools is
permanent.”
of
the
number
a
decrease
of
56;
2,477,
The fact that Dr. Williams’ Pink
schools located in rursjl communities is Pills will cure rheumatism is so well
2,644, a decrease of 36; the number of established tliat it is difficult to underdifferent pupils registered in rural schools stand how any sufferer can afford to
is 51,405, a decrease of 1,541; the number neglect the remedy.
These pills are
of schools lpcated in villages is 1,165, absolutely safe and harmless.
Dr. Williams’ Pink Pills are sold by
against 1,131 for the preceding year, an
increase of 34.
all druggists, or sent by mail, postpaid,
The number of different pupils regis- on receipt of price, 50 cents per box; six
|
tered in village schools was 45,570, an boxes for $2.50, by the Dr. Williams
increase of 1,736; number of different Medicine Co., Schenectady, N. Y.
pupils registered in city schools was 35,558. an increase of 667; number of schools
1, 1909, unless renewed, and 60 of these
school
improvement have been thus renewed and reissued.
having active
leagues, 528, an increase of 56.
The aggregate results of these examiThe number of schoolhouses in the nations for the 12
years in which they
an
increase
of
State is given as 3,834,
have been held, as shown by the records
in
schoolhouses
number
of
reported
155;
are as follows:
Whole number of candigood conditions, 3,277, a decrease of 22; dates examined, 4,308: whole number of
number of schoolhouses supplied with certificates
awarded, 3,785; number lapflags, 2,582, an increase of 319; estimated sing and not reissued. 1,881; number in
value of all school property, $6,382,993, force
January 1, 1909, 1,804. Making
an increase of $231,247; amount paid by allowance for teachers
holding valid certowns for school superintendence, $70,- tificates who are at work in other States
757, an increase of $906.
or have ceased to teach for any reason,
The amount available from the town there are
probably 1,500 State certificate
treasuries is given as $1,192,811, an in- teachers now at work in the schools.
j
crease of $94,104; amount available from
QUALIFICATIONS AND SALARIES.
State treasury, $626,743, an increase of
$48,315; amount derived from local funds,
As to qualifications and salaries of
$39,994, a decrease ot $1,483; amount ex- teachers Supt. Smith says: “The most
pended for free text books, $117,658, an pressing needs of Maine schools are a
increase of $6,557; total expenditures for higher standard of qualifications and a
common schools, $2,272,864, an increase
higher rate of teachers’ salary. These
of $40,917; amount of common school are in reality two parts of a single probfund voted by tow ns. $1,115,319, an in- j lem, since neither can be secured alone.
crease of $77,460; amount raised per Recent
agitation for higher salaries has
scholar, $5.28, an increase of 34 cents.
met with response in nearly all of the
cities
and
some of
the larger towns.
!
THE FREE HIGH SCHOOLS.
Even with these gains the average salThe number of free High schools re- ary of Maine teachers is still lower than
ceiving aid from the State is 224, a de- I that of any of the neighboring States
of six; number established by and it is still so low as to make
crease
teaching
towns, 223, a decrease of six; number unattractive in comparison with other
established by precincts, one; total num- occupations.
ber of weeks, 6,989, an increase of 531;
“A second measure for securing a
average number of weeks to a school, 29 higher standard of teaching qualifiesweeks, four days, an increase of one liixud vvuuiu uc liic auupuuu txx a. mtanuu
week and two days; number of scholars of requiring State certification in place
registered, 13,872, an increase of 748; of the present method of local certificaaverage attendance, 11,920, an increase tion combined with optional State examof 193; per cent, of average attendance, ination.
The former method is often
.86, a decrease of .03; number attending equivalent to no method at all. Persons
from town in which school is located, are often engaged to teach before they
12,479; number attending from other are certified as teachers.
towns, 1,393; number of boys enrolled,
“Only four States permit local certifi5,982; number of girls enrolled, 7,890; cation of teachers. These are Maine,
number who were graduated during the New Hampshire, Massachusetts and Connecticut. All other States make uniform
year, 2,073, an increase of 367.
The number of pupils studying Eng- minimum requirements for the various
lish was 13,161; number of pupils study- classes and grades of schools.”
ing mathematics, 11,832, an increase of
The number of unorganized townships
410; number of pupils studying history, reporting to the State school superina
cf
number
of
decrease
144;
pupils tendent during the year was 57; number
7,463,
studying science, 5,367, a decrease of 96; of townships in which schools were mainnumber studying modern languages, 5,- tained, 46; number in which children were
270, an increase of 544; number studying schooled in other townships, 11; number
ancient languages, 6,040, an increase of of different schools maintained, 55; num362; number studying music, 5,479; num- ber of children of school age, 765; number studying drawing, 1,114; number ber of children schooled, 566; number in
studying manual training, 282; number home schools, 530; number schooled elseof female teachers employed, 388; num- where, 36; average daily attendance, 462;
ber of male teachers, 282; average wages number of different teachers
employed,
of female teachers per week, $11.77; 68; average weekly wages
including
average wages of male teachers, per board, $7.75; amount paid for wages and
month, $85.16.
board of teachers, $7,706; amount paid
Of the academies, institutes and semi- for transportation of scholars, $520;
naries in the State the w’hole number of amount paid for tuition, $338; amount
schools reporting was 40, an increase of paid for board of children, $546; amount
three; the total number of W'eeks was paid for fuel and janitors, $494; amount
1,346, an increase of 78; number of pupils paid for agents, services, etc., $730;
enrolled, 3,281; average attendance, 2,- amount paid for books and supplies,
767.
$360; total expenditure for the year,
The courses of study of 208 secondary $10,964.
schools were submitted for the approval
.RECOMMENDATIONS.
of the State superintendent of schools.
Mr. Smith’s recommendations regardThese were received from 46 academies
and 162 High schools. All the academies ing legislation are as follows; “That prosubmitted courses that were approved. vision be made for the required certificaOf the High schools 143 received ap- tion by the State of all persons employed
as teachers in schools supported in whole
proval.
or in part by public funds.
SECONDARY SCHOOL WORK.
“That the minimum number of weeks
In regard to the secondary school work, required in the school year be raised from
Mr. Smith says: “Considerable confusion 20 to not less than 26.
“That in the cases of all school buildresults from the failure of this enactment to state specifically the authority ings to be hereafter constructed or rewhich shall determine upon the fitness of modelled provision be made whereby
a student to pursue the secondary school
plans and specifications are to be subcourse.
While other statutes would mitted for approval to the State Board
appear to indicate that this authority of Health and to the State superintendrests with the school committee of the ent of schools.
iffi'i_x
xi_l_
_i„x:_x_
,.i_■
town where the student has residence, it
IVIUlUlg
is extremely desirable to have this point unorganized townships be so amended as
to provide a method for requiring the
more definitely covered in the law provipayment of the per capita assessment;
ding for the payment of tuition.
“This law, establishing a new relation also that the provisions of this law be
among the towns of the State, cannot be made to apply to the tuition of pupils
administered with full satisfaction until who are qualified to pursue secondary
some provision is made for the visitation school courses.
In compel“That provision be made for the reor inspection of the schools.
ling the payment of tuition by one town quired or optional physical examination
taken
a
has
of
school children with medical inspecto another the State
step
which must be followed by another in the tion of the schools.
“That to the present compulsory edudirection of insuring to all the parties inAt cational law an amendment be added
terested just and fair treatment.
present the only method of determining which shall allow school authorities to
the point as to whether a school has a compel school attendance after the 15th
standard course of study is through in- birthday in the case of persons who are
spection of the printed course with such unable to meet a minimum educational
written statements concerning the school test.
“That the requirement regarding the
Some form of inas may be required.
spection should, therefore, be provided reports of municipal and school authorities be changed so that the financial reat the earliest possible date.”
Two examinations for State certificates turns may be based upon the fiscal years
The number of the several towns, with separate rewere held during the year.
of candidates registered for these exam- turns for financial and educational stainations was 290. Of these 270 took the tistics, the latter conforming to the year
examination in whole or in part and 242 ending July 1st.
“That the law relating to the payment
secured sufficiently high ranks to entitle
Certificates were of tuition in schools having approved secthem to certificates.
State
of
the
members
also granted to 160
ondary school courses be amended so as
normal schools, without subjecting them to permit the approval of such courses
for a period of one, two, three or four
to special examination therefor.
JLIIUV

HIV

II*

method of visitation and inspecoffering these courses be
prescribed; that provision'be made for a
careful and extended investigation of the
needs of Maine in respect to vocational
or industrial education with inquiry into
the methods being employed in other
States, such an investigation to be made
a

6.
Do not swallow what you spit up.
It is very dangerous for you to do so for
it will further infect you. Do not let
what you spit up get on anything, clothing, bedding, or floors. Spit into burnable spit-cups so that the spit-cups and
their contents can be absolutely destroyed by fire. Do not let flies carry the infectious matter of your sputum to the
food for you or others. Wash your hands

tion of schools

RHEUMATISM

Auburn,

days; the aggregate number of weeks for
the year was 127,250, an increase of

that
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committee under the direc-

the State educational depart-

MASTERS AND MATES WIN.
Those

on

Sailing Vessels

Do Not Need

Are YOUR children Pale?
Are they thin, sleepless,
and lack the healthy appetite a child should have ?

Masters and
Washington,
mates of sailing vessels along the Atlantic coasts may no longer worry over labor
union tactics to put them out of business
unless they assent to union rules and take
The
out licenses to operate their craft.
House Committee on Merchant Marine
and Fisheries decided adversely upon the
bill of Representative Hayes of California, requiring licenses of masters and
mates of vessels of more than three hundred tons.
Chairman Greene of Massachusetts had
received scores of letters, some of them
almost pitiful in their tone, protesting
against the proposed legislation. At a
hearing of the friends of the bill two
weeks ago the commitee tried in vain to
discover evidence that collisions and
wrecks were due to the fault of unlicensed officers, but it could not be produced.
Today the committee heard the opponents of the measure, which was fathered by the Masters’ and Mates’ Association, admittedly in the interest of the
closer control of coastwise shipping by
the organization, and'higher pay.
The
shipping interests ot Pennsylvania, Mew
and
Delaware
were
Jersey
represented
by Howard M. Long, who made the three

points that it
and captains

4.

impossible for owners
enough licensed
mates to handle their vessels; that the
bill would not insure safety and that it
would greatly increase the cost of operation.
He showed conclusively that experience was to be preferred to licenses.
Fields Pendleton of New York, who
owns

was

to

secure

and operates

more

than one hun-

sailing vessels, cited one instance of
a captain being detained in New York
ten days at a loss of $700 and of another
lying at Philadelphia with a corresponding loss because of like restrictions which
now had been removed in the light of
experience. He said that not five per
cent of sailing vessels carried insurance,
and that the danger was not great when
they were handled by experienced men.
The greatest argument against the measure, he said, was that every man who
knows his business is opposed to it.
E. C. Plummer, representing the Atlantic Coastwise Carriers’ Association,
said that the bill failed to distinguish between ocean and coastwise sailing vessels.
The whole policy embodied in it, he said,
dred

would be ruinous. Masters and mates of
steam craft are already required to take
out licenses.

Impure blood runs you down—makes you an
victim for organic diseases.
Burdock
Blood Bitters purifies the blood—cures the
cause—builds you up.
easy

The World’s Greatest Bank.
No longer is the Bank of England the
greatest institution ot its kind. In volume of business transacted, at least, it
is surpassed by the National City Bank
of New York, whose operations are
graphically recorded by William Hemingway in the current issue of Harper’s
Weekly. Eighty millions of dollars rush
through this mill-race every day, and not |
The giant safe,
one penny is misplaced.
which is protected by a door wTith twen- j
a
fortune
of nine- !
contains
ty-four bolts,
ty-nine millions of dollars in gold and j
half a billion dollars in first-class securities, and the description of the opening
of this each morning is a romance in it-

self.

TKOY.

Miss Angie Gracelon closed a ten weeks’
of school in Burnham last week, and is at
home again... Miss Isa Sanderson, a student
at the Maine Central Institute, returned to
Pittsfield Monday... Mrs. Otis Rhoades entertained thirty to supper at the meeting of Noith
Troy Reading Club last Friday evening-The
Willing Workers met with Miss Nellie Danforth Wednesday afternoon, February 10th-j
Miss Mary Ellen Shaw, who has been an invalid for years, is very low at this time... Dr. |
term

was in town Sunday... Hasty
Cunningham, Otis Rhoades, Reuben Rhoades,
Mrs. Mary Myrick, Mrs. Lilia Trask and Mrs. j
Mrs. Nora ;
Seavey are among the sick ones
E. Danforth passed several days in Waterville
last week.... Mr. and Mrs. Ezra Bickmore of j

Cook of Unity

..

Detroit visited Mrs. Bickmore’s mother, Mrs. :
M. H. Roundy, last Sunday... Mr. and Mrs. jAndrew Young of Detroit were at Ernest
Young’s last week.
CENTER

MONTVILLE.

C. Sleeper of Freedom was in town over
Saturday night ar.d while 4iere made arrangements to move into part of W. P. Jones’ house
the last of next
month. His sister, Mrs.
Helen Ballou of Rhode Island, is coming to
keep house for him... Mr. and Mrs. H. S.
Banton of Knox were at W. D. Tasker’s Sunday-G. L. Edmunds shot a fox Saturday.
Miss Rosie Wilson of East Knox is at Mrs.
Eliza F. Bean’s_Mr. and Mrs. Ephraim Hall
of Knox were at Mrs. E. F. Spear’s Sunday.
-A dog got into James H. Bartlett's flock of
B.

fine sheep and injuring two
more, besides pulling off the wool from several
others-The Soap Club met with Mrs. Ora
Berry last Tuesday... Miss Della Cain went
to Rockland last week to visit her sister, Mrs.
Shearer... .Mr. James O. Bartlett’s horse
Frank died last Monday morning after a few
hours’ illness.

sheep, killing

one

LINCOLN VILI/K.

Wallace Carverfof New York, formerly
of this place, is visiting her brother, Mr. Ernest Carver... Earl Hannan, who has been
spending the wirter in Bangor, has returned
home.... Mrs.*Effie Hartshorn of Belmont is
spending a few weeks with her sister, Mrs.
Putnam Frohock.
Mrs. A. R. Frohock is ill
with tonsilitis... Miss Jennie Andrews has returned home from Belfast, where she visited
Mrs.

..

for a few days. She was accompanied by
Miss Gladys Richards, who is to be her guest
for the coming week....Miss Vera Heald of
Saturday Cove is stopping with her sister,
Mrs. Gustin/Warren.

Postmaster C. H. Hooper of Castine
appears to be the hrst postmaster in this
part of the country to disseminate information to the public as suggested by the
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The Waldo County
[)e|
that they will hold a
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1

?v-1
publi/T irr«

Legal Affairs Committee
House, Augusta, Tuesday

u

at 2 p. m., on the foil
An Act to amend
and Special Laws of p*,:
real estate in the Count.

V

Chapt*/

'r.s

..,

Be it enacted

L:

by the
j
mother, Mrs. Nettie Staples_Miss Gracie Representatives in
v
I,egi'
I
and Willie Patterson are making a two-weeks follows:
Section 1. Section one
I
visit with their father, Mr. Frank E. Patterdred and ninety-eight of
son, in East Holden.... Mrs. Oscar L. Staples,
v
ial laws of nineteen hundr--'
V
4
Mrs. Katrina Bryant has nearly recovered who has been very ill the past few weeks, is re- by amended by
inserting
1
from her illness and is able to ride out. Her ported a little more comfortable.Mr. Will in the fifth line thereof,
try of probate” so that
mother is still with her.
C. Marden and family have moved to Belfast. will read
1
as follows:
“Section 1. Upon the
1
Little Dorothea, youngest daughter of Mr. Mr. Marden has employment there with ]
at)
the
governor shall app.
Alfred Clark, has gone to Oregon to live with James C. Durham....C. J. Downs shipped a
some suitable percar of crp.cingwood to Fairfield
her aunt, Mrs. Agnes Fleet:
parties recent- sworn to perform his <1.,
J
at once proceed to cau
Rev. J. Burford Parry preached a fine sermon ly-Farmers make the complaint that hay is
,
of the records now
not lasting well and that stock is not
Sunday morning, February 7th, from Job, fifth
wintering and registry of probat.
as good as usual.
as relate to real
1
chapter, seventh and ninth verses.
;
J cock,
county of \\
j the present
]
Mr. James Libby, the bass singer in the JACKSON.
merly included in said
j
j
A large delegation from Jackson attended to the organization of
church quartette, is sick with a bad cold and
J
the minstrel show in Brooks last Friday even- the year of our Lord
was unable to attend church last Sunday.
V '4
twenty-seven.”
hur^
Mrs. Cora Nickels and Miss Edna Knowlton ing and all reported a good time... The JackSection 2. Section f,.Ur
visited Mr. and Mrs. Washington Nickiess and son High school closed Friday for a vacation of hundred and ninety
•:>,
two weeks.... Mrs. Ruby Warren is still
by inserting after 1
'5
Mrs. Addie Nickless of Unity February 4th.
very
fourth
line
t.
thereof,
sick... Miss Myra Brown is visiting her sister,
Next Sunday morning at the church Professo that said section a
4
...
Mrs. Julia Rand, in Bangor.... Mr. Turner of follows:
sor Eugene W. Lyman D. D. will, with the
^
is visiting his daughters, Mrs. Hewes
“Section 4. Said corrn.i
Mapleton
1
pastor, J.Burford Parry, occupy the pulpit.
1
and Mrs. Wilcox
-The Y. W. C. T. U. are all supplies and cmj..
be
needed to
Mrs. Maude Morrill and her aunt, Mrs.
may
(
planning for an entertainment in the near fu- i| said work and shall I.
Jessie Bacon of Unity village, visited Mrs.
|
ture.Miss Hattie Bachelder is visiting her I ters of deeds and proha
j
Morrill's parents, Mr. and Mrs. Fred Nichols,
aunt, Mrs. Emmons, in Brooks.Miss Lizzie j ties reasonable facil‘ 1
the work without trot;1
February 5th.
;
j
Hasty of this town and Mr. Leroy Burr of 1 Section 3. Section
4
Mrs. L. A. Murch attended ttye Convocation Eastport were united in
marriage last Tuesday. j hundred and ninety-eigl
lectures at Bangor Seminary last week. She They are on their
after
by
t)
tour
in
inserting
Boston
and
wedding
was a guest at the luncheon given to the prinNew York.The W. C. T. U. will meet with ! fourth line thereof, ti.,
^
| so that said section acipal speakers on W ednesday.
Mrs. Laura Chase, February 11th... Mr. Percy
follows:
j
“Section 6. The gov
Alfred Clark of Unity has been very sick Hasty is in town
Miss Ola Webb is visiting I
f
1
with acute indigestion at the home of his her parents, Mr. and Mrs. N. A. Webb, for a | of the county commitWaMrv
<3
father-in-law, Mr. Marshall Lawrence. He is few days. Mr. Ferguson of Brooks spent the
copying of so much
offices of register of d,-,
gaining slowly. Dr. A. M. Small is attending Tuesday with Mr. and Mrs. M. S. Stiles.
■.

j

>•

•.

—

..
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may be used for raising a herd of
counties of Lincoln, ho i.
animals free from tuberculosis, provided him.
as affect the title to re:-,
LIKKim.
their calves are immediately removed
The Freedom Academy minstrels will aptions
of the presen!
Hon. L. C. Morse is in Augusta for a visit
from their mothers and fed milk which
were formerly embrao
soon.
Watch for the date. This is of several
days
does not come from tuberculous animals. pear very
Harry Paul has gone down counties
of Lincoln, ho
the best entertainment of the kind ever at- to North Searsmont
to attend to the spring
which work shall be e\Again, persons whose parents, or broth- 1;
and provisions of this
ers or sisters have died of consumption tempted by the boys of the Academy. Solos, sawing at his mill ...The young people's draSection 4. This act
gain just as rapidly as others when male§quartettes, clogs, cake walk, and all the matic club are rehearsing the drama “Down in
given sanatorium or other suitable treat- characteristic features of the up-to-date show, Maine.”.. .Miss Beatrice Bennett has been approved.
A. T. NICKERSON.
ment, and their chances of final recovery- will make up a program worth going a long confined to the house with a bad throat
Stcrtto
trouble.
are just as good.
distance to see.
-Don’t forget the Lincoln Centennial meet- THE PALATINE IN l R/,
2. Tuberculosis is an infectious
Juanita Temple met Tuesday evening, Feb- ing at the church next
*
disease.
That is a very encouraging
Friday afternoon at 2
LONDON, | \i,| \S1,
fact
because an infectious disease ruary 2nd. A goodly number were present o’clock. All are invited.
If Friday is stormy
ASSETS MCE* |:l
is a preventable disease.
There is, and a fine program was carried out, including the meeting will be held on Sunday afternoon
Stocks and bonds.
however, practically no danger of catch- a song by Mr. and Mrs. Arvillus Harding, reci- at the same hour —The stockholders in the Cash in office and ban k
!
ing the disease from momentary or tation by Effie Flye and a peanut contest by proposed new corn canning factory held a meet- Agents’ balances.
j
short periods of exposure to the infec- I.’.'O.I
Bills receivable.
o„,l
A~,r;n„o Un^m/,
nA tlin
in
Norton’s hall last Thursday night and
ing
as
is
true
of
some
other
Interest
and
diseases. one
rents
I
tion,
carrying the largest number of peanuts organized under the name of “The Liberty All other assets.
I
The careless consumptive patient is a
on a knife blade across the hall was to win the
Canning Co.” The company will be incorporserious source of danger to all other persGross
i
assets.
prize. Mr. Harding was the lucky one. Then ated under the laws of Maine, and the followons in the family or in the house with
Deduct items not admit ;•
him. The intelligent and careful patient ! followed a song by Will Sprague and a reading ing officers were elected for the coming year:
who follows faithfully the instructions : by Mary Knowlton.
L.
C.
Admitted assets
President,
Morse; Secretary, O. W. Kipj
which are given to him by his physician
LIABILITIES BKt
The A. A. A. Club met with Mrs. Edith ley; Treasurer, C. M. Howes; Directors, W. J.
j
is almpst absolutely tree of danger. To
Knowlton, C. R. Nelson, W. J. Greeley, J. C. Net unpaid losses...
illustrate, a person living in a properly Small Saturday evening, February 6th. They
Unearned premium.-*
,,.44-v.
had a fine program consisting of the biography Carey and E. G. Norton.A pleasant dancAll other liabilities
culosis patients is in less danger of con- | of Edgar Allen Poe by Miss Edith Smith; ing party took place in Norton hall last Mon- Surplus over all liahilu
tracting the disease there than he would poem, “Lenore” by Miss Effie Flye; Chant, day night, under the direction of Jean Perry
and Will Benner. A good attendance and a Total liabilities and sui.
be under ordinary home and social condi- “The Raven,” by Mrs. Hattie
Wiggin and Mrs.
tions.
JAMES H. KN! ;
Eunice Plummer; violin and piano duet by good time were reported by those present.
3w6
3. Tuberculosis is Preventable. As
Mrs. Edith Small and Miss Winifred Dodge;
MON
smallpox, cholera, yellow’ fever, diph- selection, Mrs. Hattie
Wiggin; reading, “The
Mr. George A. Palmer, postmaster, has not
theria, typhoid fever, and other infectiIsland
of
the
Mrs.
Eunice
|
Fay”
by
Plummer;
ous diseases are preventable and are now
been able to be in the store for a few days, as
“The
Pit
the
and
Mrs.
Pendulum,” by
largely controlled and prevented, so is selection,
he had an attack of the grip .Fred Coffin,
By H a rk\ f l!
tuberculosis preventable.
In our own Edith Small; piano solo by Miss Dodge, after who was confined
A Book Every One Si'»
to the home for two weeks,
State the crusade against tuberculosis which ice cream and cookies were served.
is able to be out again... Mrs. Freeman, who j Nothing visionary, noiliicwas begun by the State board of health
thought Htibstanti n.
tific and Kihih a!
Friday, February 12th, at 2 p. m., appropri- is sufferine: from heart trouble and nervous !
in 1889. It has been kept up ever since,
The
ate
Lincoln
exercises
will
be
held
the
Day
by
prostration, is very comfortable at present. Bible author explains m
and even with insufficient means to carry
by modern scie
.Mr. F. L. Palmer was out driving Sunday
on the work
half as vigorously and as students of Freedom Academy in the Academy
puzzled you.
Kev. *21 ;4, 22:2.—•• An
widely as it should have been carried on, building. An interesting program has been when his bridle broke. He could not manage death,
neither sorrow,
we are now having in this State about
prepared consisting of speeches, anecdotes his horse and was thrown out when near home. there he any more paii
J
500 few’er deaths from tuberculosis every and
patriotic songs. There will also be an. Neither he nor the horse were hurt, but the ; are passed away. Audi’.1 of water <-f life and mi
year than we should be having if the exhibit of the work of the school, including sleigh was
badly broken ...Miss Ethel Chase, was there the tree of
death rate from this disease were as high
note
business
etc.
has
been
in
who
books,
Dover
this
papers,
drawings,
teaching
winter, of the tree were for thas it was in 1892, when our registration
Bound in cloth.
400
for $1.00. Order o'
of deaths from the whole State began. There will also be demonstrations of labora- has been unable to teach school for two weeks,
The soft weather 1 Harry F. Howard, Km he
id
In the State as a whole the death from tory work. It is hoped that a large number of on account of sickness
pulmonary tuberculosis (consumption) the citizens will take the opportunity to assist last Saturday took the snow off here as badly
has been diminished more than one-third, in the observance of the day and to see some- as a rain, leaving the roads very icy
F. A. ! WE
and in the State outside the cities, more
thing of what the Academy is aiming to ac- Nye and Sydney Webber of Searsport were in j
than forty per cent. Isn’t that encouragtowrn Sunday
The High school gave two
complish.
WANT
j
ing? But it isn’t half as well as we may
Freedom Lodge, K. of P.J held a public in- dramas, fojjowed by a dance, last Friday evendo.
YOUR
4. Tuberculosis is Curable. Among stallation at the Grange Hall, February 5, 1909. ing. The proceeds are for the benefit of the
106 patients under treatment at The The following officers were installed by deputy graduating class_The quarterly meeting of
Maine Sanatorium from June 1, 1907, to Grand Chancellor, Stillman D. Flood of Belfast: the W. C. T. U. will be held with Mrs. R. N.
June 1, 1908, of those who remained as C. C., Frank W. Johnson; V. C., J. B. McDonald; Colson,
The house and land
February 19th.
long as five weeks the disease was arrest- P., Geo. Worth; M. of W.. A. J. Harding; K. R. of the late Hall Thurlough have been bought
ed (apparently cured) in 54 per cent, and
W. R. Sparrow; M. of F., E. J. Banton; M. by Flora Spencer of Bangor, who will move in To THE REPUBLIC
32 per cent more were much improved S.,
T. Bryant; M. at A., Charles B.
immediately. Her aunt, Mrs. Eunice Chapman
when they left the institution.
There of E., Chas.
were only six patients really in the early
Thompson; I. G., Charles Hamlin; O. G., C. E. of this town, a widow will live with her_Mr. want you to take a
stage of the disease. The disease was Knowlton. After remarks by Bros. Flood, Lan- Bert Littlefield has had a large crew and a bination with Till.
arrested (apparently cured) in all of gill, Hodgkinson.^Libby, Worth and Dolloff for heavy yoke of oxen getting out lumber this
these. Of 59 moderately advanced cases the, good of the order, an oyster supper was winter.
MAN’S MAGAZIN
who were under treatment five weeks or
served in the dining room below.
announced that »v
more, 40 of them had the disease arrestWednesday, February 3rd, the Civil Governed, and the other 19 were much improved
er for $2.10.
ment and Commercial Uw classes, together
Regu
when
left the sanatorium with
co as

..
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o

The

Coming Millennium
1
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..
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SUBSCRIPT!

they

good

prospects that many of those would with the teachers and other members of Freeeventually fully regain their health if dom Academy, making a party of thirty-two,
the sanatorium treatment was carried
visited the State Capitol at Augusta. ArrivThe average gain in
on at their homes.
ing at Augusta at 9.37 a. m., the party proof these 59
was 20 lbs.

weight

patients

But it is another story with
the far advanced cases, only one of those
left with the disease arrested; but nine
more were much improved.
This is a
strong argument in favor of finding out
have
whether
early
tuberculosis, and
you
if you have, of putting yourself under
treatment early whether the treatment
is to be in a sanatorium or under the
supervision of your family physician.
While better results for most patients
may be obtained in a sanatorium, if sanatorium treatment is available, there is no
reason for discouragement if you cannot
go, because good results may be obtained
in many cases under home treatment if
the patient religiously carries out every
detail of the sanatorium methods at his
and 2 ozs.

own

home.

And now, reader, if you have tuberculosis you are the man “overboard.”
Whether you sink or swim depends very
much upon you, yourself. Anyway, you
need a life preserver, and if you have
one it must be built out of the material
which you will find in the folk wing six
brief rules.
1. If your physician thinks you have
tuberculosis, recognize the fact that he
knows more than you do about the mat-

Mr. Hooper has prepared
lecture on the postal system with practical suggestions and hints about postter, and think yourself fortunate if you
age, money orders, registration and can
begin treatment early.
things the public ought to know. He
directions about
2. Follow carefully
has given his lecture before the students
rest and exercise. Over exertion retards
of the State Normal school at Castine
to tuberculous
and is to repeat it in the village schools. recovery and is dangerous
persons.
—Portland Press.
Live in the
3. Sleep .in the open air.
air. Be in the open all the time.
Capt. William Dix of West Tremont, open
Dress so you will be comfortable in so dowho is 82 years old, is mourning the loss
Then the extreme cold of winter
of his first tooth since childhood. Capt. ing.
will help more rapidly to cure you than
Dix reads without glasses, can walk as
will the summer’s warmth.
far and as fast as the average man of 50
4. Discard pies, cakes, preserves and
and at the prayer meetings lifts up his
the like. Live on plain food, strengthenvoice in song with the best of them. He
ing food,—bread, butter, meat, vegetasays that he sees no reason why he should
bles, eggs, and much milk. Your doctor
not live to be 100 years old.
will tell you further.
5. Beware of patent medicines and
“Doan’s Ointment cured me of eczema that
for consumption and
Of the certificates issued as the result years; that more specific provision be had annoyed me a long time. The cure was advertised cures
rob you of your money
of former examinations 308 would have made for determining the qualifications permanent.”—Hon. S. W. Matthews, Commis- coughs. They will
Me.
and lessen your chances of recovery.
ceased to be valid on and after January of students to pursue such courses and sioner labor Statistics, Augusta,

department.
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these;

bottle of it in the
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Willard Sparrow and Fred Flye attended the
Masonic meeting in Thorndike Thursday evening, February 4th.

physician

1. Tuberculosis is not hereditary.

a

4th.

cheer every person
tells him that he has
tuberculosis. These four facts form a
silver lining to the dark cloud which has
long overhung us. The cloud itself is
this other fact, that 150,000 persons die
from tuberculosis every year in our
United States, and that, of us who are
now living, 8,000,000 must die of tuberculosis unless we lower the death rate
from that disease as we should and as we
may if we earnestly try to do it. The
four facts which form the silver lining i
are

Atwood’. Bitter, and

County Correspondence.

...

$1.00

That is proved. It is merely communicable from the sick or from rooms and
things that the sick have infected.
Children born of tuberculous or consumptive mothers do not have tuberculosis if
they are immediately removed from their
mothers and from tuberculous homes.
Again, in animal industry, tuberculous

h>ed 'KF-‘
I keep

fited thereby.

Mrs. Lula Trefry, who has been visiting at
0. L. Staples, returned last Friday to her home
in Greenwood, Mass... Mrs. Abbie V. Hussey
Charles Sampson called on M. M. Small of
is a convalescent patient at the Maine General
Weeks’ Mills while away on a business trip.
Hospital in Portland, where she recently unMrs. Clara Stevens and her sister Vida of
derwent an operation
Mrs. Ethel Cushman
Worth
I
on
Mrs.
called
George
February is in
Unity
town, called here by the sickness of her

Board of Health of Maine.
Four great facts should cheer every
worker in the crusade against tuberculosis; should cheer every person in whose
family there have been cases of tubercuand

»{'!"'

Willard Sparrow hurt one of his hands quite
badly in his blacksmith shop February 2nd.

From State

losis;

?

and

WALDO STATION.

FOUR ENCOURAGING FACTS.

whose

The simplest wav to t
to the body and color to the cheeks is to
correct °nr'
weakness of the system. An occasional dose of
t"he t
Atwood’s Bitters gives prompt relief from headach T "L t
indigestion and kindred ailments. The stamiarj f
fotr constipation for fifty
years.
35 cts. a bottle

FREEDOM.

for symptoms like those/ It
will do the work ninety-nine
times out of a hundred. Buy
a flfty-cent bottle to-day.
It
has such a pleasant taste the
child will like it. If it doesn’t
improve the child to your
satisfaction, the druggist will
refund the money.

85c.

quite frequently

There is something wrong.

keep them free from infection. Soiled
fingers and flies are dangerous distributors of infection. This sixth rule is very
important for your 'safety and for the
safety of other persons.

Nothing like

Licenses.
Feb.

in soap and water

I

WHEN YOU ARE PALE

$2.00.

Sample copies

ceeded at once to the State House and witnessed the opening of the morning session of
the House of Representatives. The next
pleasing feature was the receiving of the
party by his excellency, Governor Fernald.
Then followed a visit to the Senate chamber,
the library, and the various departments. The
students seemed to linger longest in the rooms
of the fish and game department and the rooms
oi ine oiate jLiiuMiiuiugi&u

in

me

tatter

REPUBLICAN IOUHn
Bcilast. !Hame

PROBATE Mills
A DMINISTKATOK’S \
er hereby gives net
appointed administrate
I
SARAH C. AVERH
in the County of Wald-

rroi.

was very attentive, showing speciof the insect life of the State. Mounted
specimens of the gipsy and brown tail moths
Another feature
were presented to the school.
of much interest was the linotype on exhibiThe
basement.
tion in the
day was most
profitably spent and well worth the slight inconvenience of a few frozen ears and noses.

Hitchings

mens

Freedom Lodge, No. 24, Knights of Pythias,
has adopted the following resolutions of respect:
Whereas, The divine Master has seen fit to
remove from our midst, Ida M., wife of Brother
Alfred Clark, therefore, be it
Resolved, That we extend to our dear brother
and his family our heartfelt sympathy in this,
his bereavement.
G. E. Bryant,
D. K. McFarland
G. E. Worth,
Whereas, Our divine Master in His infinite
wisdom has seen fit to remove from our members our worthy brother and charter member,
Addison B. Sparrow, by which our order has
lost a devoted brother and our community an
noble, upright and honored citizen; therefore,
be it
Resolved, That we deeply deplore the loss of
our dear brother, who ever had the welfare of
our order in view.
Resolved, That these resolutions be placed
on our records, a copy sent to his near relatives and a copy to The Republican Journal for

publication.
v

G. E. Bryant,
D. K. McFarland,
G. E. Worth,

FOLmOOKET^TAR
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office.

Tested every half!
hour at the
form

its uni-

mills,
quality is guaranteed.

If you
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with it after

a

find

single
fair trial,
a

dealer will refund

bonds as the law directs
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all indebted thereto
ment immediately.

an

JAM I

Searsport, January

faulty

DM 1 NISTR A 'l RI
scriber hereby
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A
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EDWARD C. WOOD1U
in the County of Wald"
bonus as the law oiiert
demands against the est;.h
desired to present, the s n
ail indebted thereto are n
ment immediately.
F.l
Northport, January 12.
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scriber hereby give'
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FRANCIS F. HOFFSF"
in the County of Wald
bonds as the law direct'
demands against the estm
desired to present the sainall indebted thereto are n ;
ment immediately.

Your Grocer *•

NOTICE.

THOM
Morrill, January 12, lb<

MR. GEORGE A. MATTHEWS
wishes to

announce

\it.
A
1

NOTICE

that he has returned to

CAUTION
Belfast, and is prepared to do all kinds of carriage building, repairing and painting. SpecialWhereas,
my wife, Lmn,;*
ty made of rubber tiring vehicle wheels, etc., left
1
my home without ji>
at his shop on Washington street, where he
the
public that 1 shall i
will be pleased to serve his old customers, and notify
contracting after this date
also new ones.
ADELBKb
GEORGE A. MATTHEWS,
3w4p
Northport, Maine, Februar>
Washington Street, Belfast, Maine.
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THROAT TROUBLES
A serious illness is often
brought on by «
neglected sore throat.
All throat troubles
invariably weaken the
system and should not be allowed to
go un
checked.
A gargle made with
twelve drops of Sloan's
Liniment in half a glass of water
will break up
a sore throat.
Sloan's Liniment is an
excellent remedy for
tonsilitis, croup, asthma and bronchitis.
Applied freely to the outside of the throat and
chest, it draws out the inflammation, reduces
the swelling and relieves
any soreness. Twelve
drops of this Liniment in half a glass of water
makes a splendid antiseptic
gargle.
Mr. Albert W. Price of
Fredonia, Kansas,
writes: “We have used Sloan's
Liniment in the
family for about a year, and find it an excellent
relief for colds and hay fever
attacks. Two
drops of the Liniment in a teaspoonful of water
will stop coughing and
sneezing instantly.”
Mr. L. T. Hurst of
Coatesville, Ind. R. R. No.
1, writes: “I find your Liniment the best remedy I have ever tried for sore throat, either for
horse or man. I once cured a case of sore throat
on myself the second
day and almost the first
night, which had continued for over three
weeks, under constant treatment of three

THE STATE'TREASURER'S REPORT.

The Mission Maii Bag.

WEAKEN THE SYSTEM

Hon. Pascal P. Gilmore of Bucksport,
State treasurer, has transmitted to the
Legislature his annual report for the
fiscal year ending, Dec. 31,1908, containing a detailed account of the receipts and
expenditures of the State government
during that period, together with a brief
abstract of other matters of public interest pertaining to the department.
In regard to the bonded debt the State trea-

UNRECOGNIZED HEROISM.

m^hoiera Morbus^BJfil

The recent disaster to the steamship
Republic, when the magnificent display
of courage in the face of deadly peril
won the admiration of the world, recalls
less conspicuous instances of true heroism. Among others may be mentioned
the deeds of the late Dr. W. S. Ament, a surer says:
The total bonded indebtedness on Jan.
! distinguished missionary of the American
1, 1908, was $713,000.
Board in China. At the time of the BoxAs provided by law $70,000 would have
during the year 1908, but under
| er uprising he was the last one to leave matured
the provisions of Chapter 6, private and
the mission compound when the attack
special laws of 1903, $55,000 of the outcame.
He was among the number shut
standing bonds were redeemed prior to
and
in
the
rendered
British Legation
up
maturity, leaving only $15,000 to be paid
important service in the defence plans. during the year 1908, and thus making
the total bonded indebtedness on Jan. 1,
After the siege yjas raised, and Peking
1909, $698,000.00.
was occupied by the allied forces, Dr.
All taxes assessed against cities, towns
i Ament gave himself wholly to the reor- and organized plantations for the year
1907, have been paid in full.
j ganization of the scattered Christians.
During the past 10 years the following
He went from village to village and from
have been in the treasury at the
| city to city, beset on every side by per- balances
close of the year:
1899
himself.
In
$199,522.16
sonal peril, not sparing
one
1900
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Sec’y State Fire Marshals’
Ass’n of America.

Columbus, Ohio.
A

!

BILL.

withdrawn,

even

strated that

though it
had

demonbasis in fact.
was

they
To provide instruction for school children in fire dangers.
Be it enacted by This kind of moral heroism in the perthe General
Assembly of the State of formance of difficult and sometimes
Ohio:
thankless tasks is often found among
Section I. That every teacher or instructor in every public, private, or pa- missionary workers, both in the home
rochial school shall devote not less than and foreign field.
^
five minutes nor more than ten minutes’
'“'ON THE ROAD TO DAMASCUS.
time on one day of each week,
during
c
which the school is in session, to instrucdesigns are by I he McCall Company, New
Those who are studying the Interna■ terns
tion
be
of
obtained
at
McCall
may
any
Agency
pupils between -the ages of six
tional S. S. lessons will find in the Misand fourteen years, in fire dangers.
For the purpose of such instruction it
sionary Herald for February an amusing
r.nhions in New York. wit to recognize this demand, and every shall be the duty of the State fire mar- account of the way in which a Sunday
garment that is marked “Defender” is shal to prepare a book conveniently arin chapters, or lessons, such school in Periakulam, India, observed its
,t neral Styles.
The cut after
perfect patterns modelled on ranged or lessons
to be in number suffi- annual rally. The children, numbering
chapters
More
Satin-I'aced the living figure, and finished daintily
cient to provide a different chapter or about 300,
spent a very happy day in the
! lilies.
Colors. Mil- whether the price be small or great. The lesson for each week of the maximum
shade of the great tamarind tree, and
school
! urbans.
one
of
to
such
lessons
be
difference in cost is due only to fineness
year,
read by the teachers in such schools each went through their dialogues and singof material and elaboration of trimming.
■i f’he Journal]
week.
The books shall be published at ing and recitations and reports, and then
SPRING MILLINERY.
the expense of the State under the direc- rounded
ai'ly spring styles to
up with games and sports that
tion of the State school commissioner
-oason is welcome
| The fortunate possessor of a large and
were
noisy enough to indicate that they
shall
be distributed in quantities sufwhite
has
to
cover
the
hat,
chip
only
ally inclined. The
ficient to provide a copy for each teacher were enjoyed. Some of the ambitious
crown and part of the brim with white
: skirts and long “hip|
required by- the provisions of this act to ones wan tea to give a dramatic reprelilacs
and wistria, or else with pink give the instruction herein
appear in the few i
provided for; sentation of w'hat took place on the road
Stitched satin: roses and white lilacs around the crown, the distribution to be made by the State to Damascus on a certain
occasion, and
school
commissioner.
satin revere on a [ and will have apparently, a fresh imporSection 2. It shall be the duty of the they did it in good shape, too, for amatation
from
Paris.
As
be
may
judged, boards of
■r a
coat without j
no

1

;

■

j

:lk

or

facing on large
shown by au- small

satin

both

hats are
ones,

again

manv

shown

of which

and also

are

on

the

education,

authorities to
unia

<u;i

art*

see

or other controlling
that the provisions of

e moreen

in

tne

scnoois

teurs. When it came to the “voice out
of the clouds” they were not quite so
realistic as to send the voice (and the

within their jurisdiction.
Lines of cloth-cover- i turn down order and in colors. Flowers
Section 3. A teacher failing or refus- boy that belonged to it) up to the top of
are used in profusion, and roses are
again ing to comply with the provisions of this the tree overhead, but the voice came
-cams at the back of
the leader.
Large ones are placed in a act shall be guilty of a misdemeanor and from out of
in
new
models,
sight all right, as they had
row around a crown, with an ostrich upon conviction thereof shall be fined not
it
piece suits. Many
less
than five dollars nor more than twen- the boy hidden behind a lot of potted
feather or aigrette at one side, or roses
may be in store for
crotons and foliage plants that were a
ty-five dollars.
may be clustered according to taste.
part of the decorations. It was not such
:
use
is
made
of
Especial
O A S -i O I t 3E A.
foilage this seaa voice as to
MATERIALS.
bring the ordinary sinner to
son.
ThB Kind V'ju 1i3vg Always Bcrlii
.‘ears the
a sudden halt, but the
fabric leads for spring
“ordinary sinner”
LARGE TURBANS.
j
is not supposed to have such a conscience
prunella, Henriettas,
These are the sole novelty in millinery,
as Saul had, arid I dare
or mohair, and of
say it was propand the majority are of imitation jet
”f broadcloth and
erly effective. For very good reasons
772 STUDENTS AT THE U. OF M.
which
is
but
atthroughout,
anything
'.Lc checks will also
they did not attempt to present “the
tractive. They look heavy and coarse, China. South America and Armenia
Rep- great light, above the
i are of
brightness of the
patronage, whereas a turban of black net with fine
resented.
sun,” but the sun itself was quite bright
ne check to those
ornaments
is
quality jet
The annual catalog of the University
very smart.
enough for all the necessity of the occabut are only suit- Small
bowl-shapes are also of jet, and a of Maine, just issued, is a work of 228 sion. The
writer, Dr. J. E. Tracy, adds:
the largest ever issued at the
■i't wear. The de- small white ostrich feather at one
side pages,
University. The actual registration for “You highly cultured Americans might
goods has brought mitigates the tawdry look of an
all-jet the full courses is 772, divided as follow: not have
regarded it as high class, but
bally, one of the hat. Turbans will be made of flowers, Postgraduates 16, seniors 103,
juniors ill the same it was first rate of its
;! as beautiful of
kind,
tulle, or fish-net, and toques also, and 120, sophomores 165, freshmen 164, colof pharmacy 68, full course in ag- and you Yankees don’t see all the good
in wide or narrow
judiciously trimmed they will prove at- lege
riculture 21, winter course in agriculture, things, I can tell you.”
crs or
stripes of tractive. Ready-to-wear hats are of all 49,
college of law 115. At the summer
bead dots, stripes sizes and
some
with
broad
brims school 99 were enrolled.
shapes,
There are 105 COMPLIMENTARY TO THE UNITED STATES.
■

1

■

■

■

;ri’s.
■

scattered over

cd surface—above

,

|

"OPS.

and almost, flat crowns, others with high,
bulky crowns and narrow brims. Ribbon,

silk drapings
around the

and

crowns

almost every color ] trimmings.

long quills curling
are
the preferred
Verona Clarke.

several

shades, all
hues,
dd-rose, champagne

green

in many

dark crimson and
London smoke,
;aupe, possesses its
■iretive charm.
1

n

lingerie.
a more
insistent de-

1

gent women

10c. and 15c.

forready-

ARK FOR SALE IN BELFAST BY

daintily finished and
shape

and retain its

■

I

r’d.

■

ir

CARLE & JONES,

With present

■ally, women know Who by special arrangement have
lingerie makes or
the patterns all the time.

all

"f the dress.
’■

at

least,

has the

■MiKjI-xi U)N ENDS
1

WAITING

I

disordered Stomach

goes

The

Rockport

TO

SKND^fH]

Water Question.

students registered in the corresponding
course and 371 were registered in the
farmers’ week institution, making a
total of 1360 who have received more or
less instruction from the university in
the past year.
As to geographical distribution, 191
regular students are from out of the
State, of whom 127 are from Massachusetts, 20 from New Hampshire, 10 from
Connecticut, 15 from New York and 2
from Rhode Island.
Colorado, district of
Columbia, Maryland, New Jersey, Ohio,

FOCEYSKIBNEYCURE

_

w'i|ld
r0n,Udl-

f^hlng

mtestV

.

v

great compliment to the United
States that while the young Turks turn
to Germany for models in
reorganizing
their army they look to us for guidance
in educational matters. Dr. W. W. Peet
of the American board having been invited to assist in formulating
plans for
public schools and colleges sent to this
country for literature. Both the United
States Commissioner of Education and
the Massachusetts State Board of Edua

Pennsylvania, South Carolina, Tennessee,
Texas, Vermont, Armenia, China, New cation
responded with a generous supply.
Brunswick, Porto Rico and South AmeriFor eighty years the American Board
ca are represented.
The teaching force includes the presi- has carried on its work in Turkey in the
dent, 33 professors, 4 associate profes- face of annoying restrictions. School
sors. 12 assistant professors, 24 instruchave been burned again and
In addi- buildings
tors, 7 lecturers and 9 tutors.
tion are 21 in different capacities in the again, valuable apparatus has been deadministration department.
stroyed, and teachers have suffered perThree new scholarships are announced, sonal
violence. Now to be invited by the
two Gilbert M. Gowell scholarships for
in power to help construct a system
excellence in the agricultural courses and party
one offered by
the American pharma- of education for the government shows
ceutical association for excellence in the what impression American Christian
pharmacy course.
schools have made in the land of the
Entrance requirements are raised from
sult an. Dr. H. S. Bamum of Constanti26 to 29 points, English being raised two
points and another point advanced to nople and President H. H. Riggs of Eumeet the requirements ot the Carnegie phrates
College in Harpoot are also workfoundation fund.
ing on plans to submit to the government,

RoCKPOKT.Me. February 2. The sale
of the Camden and Rockland water comtaxable property in this town,
your stomach craves pany’s
I Indigestion or
Dys- scheduled for to-day, did not materialize,
'-vill ferment or sour a temporary
injunction having been
Makes Kidneys and Bladder Right
H
occasionally take a served on tax collector C. Fred Knight
to restrain the town from doing so.
*ating.
N. E. Agricultural Society.
Until last spring the corporation had
!*
good, and anything been
from taxation here, but
exempted
The annual meeting of the New Engnothing can ferment the municipal officers decided to disconland Agricultural Society was held m
poison or stomach gas, tinue that course and the
property was Boston February 2nd.
It was voted to
Ihzziness, a feeling of assessed on a valuation of about $130,000 hold the next New
England fair at
Nausea.
Indigestion the tax amounting to about $2600. the Worcester, September 7th to 11th. Resstomach,) Biliousness, company and town were unable to agree olutions on the death of a trustee were
‘-h. Fain in stomach and upon a renewal of the water contract
but the society had not been adand the hydrant supply was shut off, passed,
mPtoms.
vised of the death of Hon. Fred Atwood
fcht-.
the town
without and he was
leaving
practically
8t°mach are absolutely fire
re-elected a trustee. The
protection.
other trustees for Maine are C. P. MatActive remedy is used.
h
Meantime there had been one fire and
rvyj,
Elmer F. Pember, Banal1 the work of
the company claims that the town hav- tocks, Portland;
a healthy
It (jj (°es
Ammi R.
gor;
Whitney, Portland;
Vour meals when
used
the
could
not
ing
hydrants
^air, K,Sl
your
legally George R. Stanwood,
F. O.’
1
triangule will digest all assess the corporation for taxes. The Beal, Bangor; J. L. Portland; South
I-ui, ,.,al
Robinson,
town on the other hand claims that it
atl(l leave
«ouH.
nothing to fer- tendered a
Windham; F.
Auburn;
payment fully covering the George M. Twitched, Briggs,
Auburn; S. M
kty 5,j
service of which it availed itself.
CaSe of
King, South Paris; E. P. Ricker, Poland;
Pape s Diapepsin
Roland Ness, Auburn.
8tan talcin£ today and
^you
Foley’s Orino Laxative cures constipation
and
liver
about
actually
trouble
and
makes
the
brag
bowels healthy
your
8tr0ng s,V
Hon. Oscar F. Fellows, the well-known
for y°u then can eat and regular. Orino is superior to pills and
•?«H; *v.
tablets as it does not gripe or nauseate. Why attorney of Bucksport and Bangor, has
n
you want without the
diSt.0fI
take anything else? Sold by all druggists.
received from Secretary of State Elihu
0r
'r,t
misery, and every
Root, an appointment as counsel for the
^
(iaS that is in yOUr
^&t,d
Do you use an atomizer in treating Nasa* United States in the proceedings in the
1 8
*‘s
^oat tf,(1"
^oing to be carried Catarrh? If so you will appreciate Ely’s Liquid joint commission of the United States
U8e of
laxatives or any Cr earn Balm, the quickest and surest remedy and Canada, appointed to investigate the
^^tct
fdr this disease. In all curative properties it conditions and uses of the St.
4w5
John rivei
is identical with the solid Cream Balm, which and make a
report and recommendations
is so famous and so successful in
overcoming This appointment upon a matter of inCatarrh, Hay Fever and Cold in the head!
There is relief in the first dash of spray upon ternational importance is a distinct comthe heated sensitive air-passages. All drug- pliment to Mr. Fellows. It will involve
gists 7Ec., including spraying tube, or mailed extensive investigations and many points
of international law.
by Ely Bros., 56 Warren St., New York.
inKi‘> Minutes.
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HISTORY REPEATS ITSELF.
our

Sunday schools

who

a.re now
studying the book of Acts may
find some striking parallels to the work
of the early church in what is
going on in
the Orient today. For instance, the

native pastor of the

Ahmednagar,

First

Church in

where about 1300 people

worship every Sunday, surprised his people recently by saying that he believed
the Holy Spirit had set him aside, like
Paul and Barnabas, to do a distinctively
missionary work, and asked the church
to lay hands ilpon him and send him
forth. It was no small thing for a wellsettled pastor, with a comfortable salary
in a large city church, to volunteer for
pioneer service in a district remote from
friends and the railroad. It shows that
the American missionaries fn that land
are training native
helpers who are just
as ready to
carry the gospel to distant
places as were disciples in the first cen-

tury.

:jgs

II

your medicine chest for emergencies.
Guaranteed under Food and Drugs Act,
June 30, 1906. Serial Number 313.
Xs 25c and SOc a bottle
I. S. JOHNSON & CO.,

|lpl

everywhere^

Boston,

A
y

%

The New Idea
Woman’s

,

A new book by Miss Isabel G. Eaton of
Bangor has just been issued by the Outing Publishing Co., New York. It is a
story of an artist’3 wandering on the
Maine coast in search of rest, and introduces many familiar localities as well as
types of character, and some surprises
by way of adventure. Several little
romances are woven into the tale, and a
mystery unravelled. The book is beautifully decorated by W. G. Krieghoff and

the;

Republican JtjimiI

Both t?2£Sl 2.10

Those who have

NEW IDEA WOMAN’S MAGAZINE is Use best oi all,
magazines published lor women and the borne. Every

FOimH»NEr'»€AR

issue contains the Latest Fashions, the Best Fiction, and

If^HE
an

Dlreptlnns with each Vial

cnglish, German, Spanish,

immense variety ol practical instruction on all house-

hold topics.

Five

Languages.
Portuguese and French.
in

Every

issue is lit!Ed.ws»ii beautiful illustra-

tions in ItEl’-tonc and color.

A

tfo.

Big Magazine in

FOB
Price
1- Fevers, Congestions. Inflammations.. 25
a
2. Worms, W orm Fever, or Worm Disease 25 j
3. Colic, Crying and Wakefulness of Infants. 25
4. Diarrhea, of Children and Adults.25
5. Dysentery. Gripiugs, Bilious Colic.25
7. Coughs, Colds. Bronchitis .25
8. Toothache. Faceache, Neuralgia.25
L~~i—nrrnriiriThnrr win
9* Headache, Sick Headache. Vertigo.25
0
10. Dyspepsia. Indigestion, Weak Stomach.25
13. Croup, Hoarse Cough, Laryngitis .25
14. Salt Rheum, Eruptions, Ei ysipelas.25
15. Rheumntism, or Rheumatic Pains.
25
16s Fever and Ague, Malaria.
Whereas, Minnie E. Heal of Lincolnville, in
25
17. Piles. Blind or Bleeding, External, Internal. 25
the County of Waldo and State of Maine, by
18. Ophthalmia, Weaker Inflamed Eyes.25
her mortgage deed dated the twentieth day of
19. Catarrh, Influenza, Cold in Head .25
February, A. D. 1892, and recorded in the Wal20. Whooping Fough, Spasmodic Cough.25 I do County Registry of Deeds, Book 234,
Page
21. Asthma,Oppressed, Difllcult Breathing.25
300, conveyed to me, the undersigned, a certain
27. Kidney Disease. Gravel, Calculi.25
lot or parcel of land situated in Searsmont, in
28. Nervous Debility, Vital Weakness.1.00
said County of Waldo, bounded and described
29. Sore Mouth, Fever Sores or Canker.25
as follows, to wit:
Beginning at the southwest
30. Urinary Incontinence, Wetting Bed.25
corner of land of A. B. Mariner; thence south34. Sore Throat, Quinsy and Diphtheria.25
land
of
G.
L.
Heal, seventy-five rods to
erly by
35 Chronic Congestions, Headaches.25
land of P. and J. Thomas; thence by said P. and J.
77. Grippe, Hay fever and Summer Colds... .25
Thomas’ land north seventy-eight degrees east
A small bottle of Pleasant Pellets, fits the vest
twenty-nine and one-half rods to stake and
pocket. Sold by druggist a, or sent on receipt of price.
stones; thence north seventy-nine degrees east
Medical Book sent free.
forty rods to end of wall; thence south seventyHUMPHREYS* HOMEO. MEDICINE CO. Corn?’
four degress east to an oak tree standing in
william and John Streets. New York.
wall, fifteen rods; thence north eighty-eight
degrees east, thirteen and three-fourth rods to
town road leading to A. B. Mariner’s to Lincolnville; thence north thirty degrees east sixty-nine and one-half rods on said road to line
of the aforesaid Mariner; thence westerly on
said Mariner line, one hundred and eleven and
one-half rods to place of beginning, containing
forty acres, more or less.
Also another lot of land in said Searsmont,
bounded and described as follows, to wit: Be- j
ginning at stake and stones on easterly side of
aforesaid road; thence north eighty-five degrees east, twenty-eight rods to wall on left
side of an old road leading formerly by David
Wyman’s and T. Dunton’s to Lincolnville;
thence north forty-eight degrees west fortyseven rods to aforesaid A. B. Mariner’s land;
thence westerly by said Mar iner’s land thirteen and one-fourth rods to the town road;
thence south thirty degrees west fifty-three

ORDER 10-DAY and get
Ihc

j

TRAVEL
and be at home

or

be

at home and travel if
you have

One call

a

telephone.

over

telephone in

Beginning; containing six
acres and eighty-three square rods.
Also all buildings on said lots. Also all pasture land belonging to Westbrook K. Thomas’
estate, formerly situated on the easterly side of
said road to Lincolnville. Meaningand intending
hereby to convey the whole of said Westbrook
K. Thomas’ home farm, as described in deed of
Stephen Coding to Angelia Thomas, dated
March 16,1862, and recorded in Waldo Registry, Book 109, Page 491; excepting and reserving therefrom land deeded to Lewis B. Morse.
And whereas the condition of said mortgage
has been broken, now, therefore, by reason of
the breach of the condition thereof, I claim a
foreclosure of said mortgage.
Dated this twentieth day of January, A, D.
W. S. KNIGHT.
1909.
D. & M.
3w4
to

place

Haine Central R R.
and after October 5, 1908, trains connectBurnham and Waterville with through
for and from Bangor, Waterville, Port!
and and Boston will run as follows :
On

1

ing at
rains

FROM

1

1

BELFAST.

"a,m.
Belfast, depart. 6 55
Uitypoint. +7 00
Waldo.+7 10

3 20

8 44

2 12

6 22

A.M.

p,m.
4 50
7 55
9 05

p.m.

A.M.

A.M.

lr6oks. 7 22
tnox. +7 34
rhorndike. 7 40

Jnity.

1

p.m.
3 20
325
+3 35
3 47
3 59
4 05
4 13
4 35
6 07
6 16
6 10

p. m.

12 15
tl2 20
112 30
12 42
112 54
1 00
1 08
1.30

lurnham, arrive.
Clinton.
lenton..

Sangor.

7 48
8 10
8 28
8 38
1135

+

A.M.

Waterville.

Portland. 11 50
330
Boston ;-ED.
soston,
,W>D. 3 20
TO

ggs

BELFAST
P.M.

D.
W- D.

K

3o,ton
Boston,

9 30
5 30

700
9 00
..8 45
—

P. M.

Portland. 10 35

7 00

1 05

9 50

4 15
12 25

A.M.

Waterville.

Bangor.

6 55
6 45

P. M.

Benton..
Plinton.
Burnham, depart.

Unity.

rhorndike.,...
Knox.
Brooks.
Waldo.

Citypoint.
Belfast, arrive.

tFlag

1

7 02
7 13
8 25
8 44
8 o2
19 00
9 15
19 25
t9 35
9 40

t9 56
10 05
10 20
10 45
11 00
til 10
11 30
11 40
111 50
11 55

4 22
4 33
4 50
5 09
5 17
to 25
5 40
15 50
16 00
6 05

station.

Limited tickets for Boston are now sold at
£5.00 from Belfast and all stations on Branch.
Through tickets to all points West and Northwest, via all routes, for saie by Lewis Sanborn,
MORRIS MCDONALD,
Agent, Belfast.
Vice President and General Manager.
F. E. BOOTHBY, General Passenger Agent.

Eastern Steamsliip Co.

of

BANGGR DIVISION.

more to

you than its cost for

$2.25

a

year. In bad weather
it is a great convenience.

Steamer Bay State leaves Belfast about 2.30
p. m., Mondays and Thursdays for Camden
Rockland and Boston.
For Searsport, Bucksport and Winterport,
about 7.45 a. m., or on arrival of steamer from
Boston, Wednesdays and Saturdays.
RETURMMi

buy COAL

to

because

is

we can

now.

NOW,

offer

you un-

usually good coal. Coal that
has been carefully selected—

local manager
quote rates for residence service? with this
our

*

NEW ENGLAND
TELEPHONE

AND

TELEGRAPH
COMPANY

U

-X

...

IN WALDO COUNTY.
Farms wanted.

ORRIN I. DICKEY, Belfast, Maine.

point in view—to give

i.
iuuiiuoi

..

f
jaujiatuuil

1

lU

UU1

and to all other peoof
discernment.
Good clean
ple
coal and honest weight. Yes,
the right time to buy is now and

Steamers leave Boston Tuesdays, and Fridays at 5.00 p. m.
Leave Rockland, via Camden,
Wednesdays
ind Saturdays at about 5.30 a. m., or on arrival
>f steamer from Boston.
Leave Winterport Mondays and Thursdays
k

10.00 a. m., Bucksport at 12.00 noon.
All freight, except live stock, is insured
and marine risk.
FRED W. POTE, Agent,

igainst fire

Belfast, Maine.

customers

the

Real Estate
We buy and sell.

*

First Class Fare Between Belfast and Boston

is often worth

not let

Family

r

sudden sickness orfire

Why

Jar the Whole

oi

your

case

Reading

Republican Journal Publishing Company, Belfast.

_

rods

Bargain Oiler

a

Year’s

NOTICE OF FORECLOSURE

YOU CAN

Magazine

and

read the book have accorded it warm
commendation, and predict for it a wide
circle of readers.

OR HUMPHREYS’ SPECIFICS.

Bargain ior our I
Subscribers

r

abated.

stops the cough and heals lungs

H

sure

for the year 1908 amount to $657,584.33,
anu oi
mis assessment $93,197.38 was

attractively printed.

I

quickly relieve the most severe cases. It's just
>n Curing sore
throat, coughs, colds, grip,
bronchitis, tonsilitis, and kindred*respiratory troubles.
If you have a#ut, a burn, a bruise or other external
ache or pain, a free application of the liniment will
reduce the inflammation and drive out the pain
quicker than anything else. Keep a bottle in
vv‘^

as

OUClal

conditions and advance commercial inter-

The millions in

jPS

S

*

III'

297,837.17

exhaustion. He 1902
438,892.68
lapse
1 was tireless until he had rallied the Chris- 1903
637,678.38
1904
245,139.91
physicians (I was traveling) and it was getting tians and secured from the government 1905
430,245.96
1906
worse.”
597,971.02
their recognition with payment for the
1907
479,467.46
property losses they had sustained. This 1908
568,534.44
THE FIRE DRILL IN srHnni «
modest missionarv received from many
In addition to the statement of reTo The Editor op The Journal: In of the cities elaborate silk umbrellas and ceipts and expenditures various tables
are presented in the
report which show
banners covered with the names of those
view of the fact that effort is
the detailed expenditures and
being made
of
in your State to secure a law, similar to who thus publicly and officially expressed several of the departments. receipts
The report gives the resources of the
that of Ohio, making instruction in fire their appreciation of the marvelous serState as $2,144,655.20, and the liabilities
dangers compulsory in all schools, I am vices he had rendered them. It was for
$540,883.32. During the
$44,156 has
sending you the Ohio law and 16 of the such services as these, gratefully ac- been received for dog year
licenses and of
knowledged by official and non-official this sum $12,073.61 had been expended
40 lessons for which it provides.
Chinese alike, as well as by foreigners for damages done by domestic animals.
Very truly yours,
in Peking, that Dr. Ament was assailed The taxes assessed on railroad companies
W. S.
in the American press by Mark Twain,
whose cruel attack was based upon a
cable despatch that was later shown to
be an error. The charges were never

it

cause

JOHNSON'S 1
ANODYNE
LINIMENTI

tO
I I lc
pfliS
I • n jffi.! Jgi
■ i M<te:S |||3
I I H Ct; ifjjt
I f
Q JJ.'jgg
la* S H XifKfl
U O

due to extreme

Rogers,

over-ripe, fruit will

°t

198,879.01

1901

or

cure

j

instance he was found in

Green

Anodyne Liniment will
■■|r|| —Johnson’s
it.
An infallible remedy for all
<x^||s|^Kb|
similar disorders—cramps, colic, diar'QE§ly[[&f
A
few
thoea,etc.
■KHKuiQHRV
half-teaspoqnful doses

right place, here, assuredly.
THE

Swan &. Sibley Co.
FOR SALE
At a bargain, my residence, No. 10 Elm
street,
Belfast. This property includes 2 stables, is in
good repair, desirably located, and will stand
inspection. Business change only reason for
Belling. For full particulars call on or address
t C. E. PERKINS,
10 Elm Street, Belfast, Maine.
Telephone connection.
4tf

S. W. Johnson. M.D.
OFFICE NO. 2, ODD FELLOWS’ BLOCK.
Office hours every afternoon from 1 to 4.
Evening* I shall be at my residence, 23
Court

Street, to

Office

answer

calls.

telephone call, 256, ring 11.
telpenecall, 32, ring 22.

House

6tff

FOR SALE
30 Shares of the Masonic

Apply

TempIe’Stock.
to

O. E.

FROST,

Chairman Board oi Assessors of the Belfast
Baptist Church.

.^-g

SEARSPORT.
Capt. Amos Nichols
Tuesday on business.

went to

Waterville last

V

The schools in Searsport will close next Friday for a nine weeks’ vacation.
week to
Miss Elnora Waterhouse left last
visit relatives in Watertown, Mass.
and
Master J. C. Dutch, Joseph H. Sweetser
week.
were on the sick list last
Foote
Manley
Stratton of Tokio
C. R. Gannon and C. L.
at the Searsport House Sat-

registered

were

urday.
visited his
Mr. Wellington Ingraham, who
has reN.
recently,
B.,
Woodstock,
at
family
turned.
week for Bar HarGeorge Young left last
has employment as a paper
he
where
bor,

was

JSaJcintfPowder

r
1

AbsolutelyPure

H

It is economy to use Royal Baking Powder.
It saves labor, health and money.
Where the best food is required no other
baking powder or leavening agent can take the
place or do the work of Royal Baking Powder.

fl

|H

hanger.

of
Pike Bros, are receiving a large amount
wood at their mill yard in
stave
and
spool
Mechanics’ Hollow.

GRAPES, from their most healthful properties, give ROYAL its
active and principal ingredient

K

(fl

PRlCi

BLUE PENCIL

Wm

Don’t forget the dance next Saturday night
at Gilkey & Havener’s hall.

I
H
B

I

Again the time is here.

The time that is eagerly watched for by hundreds of thrifty buyers who have learned
SEMI-ANNUAL SALES held by the DINSMORE STORE are buying events worth considering: But the reai tj,

of this announcement is to be fcund in the FIGURES. The Blue Pencil Prices are astonishing— hut they do t
viction. Skip the talk IF YOU WILL, but let the Blue Pencil Fiiccs met ycur attenticn. And uir.cirbo it(.
no disappointments—every size is represented.

I

■

Blue:pencil price

jjj|

ON SHOES

fl

You

B
B

Know

9
S«H|

»—

3S9

About.

359
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TXtUUHA

for

|B

for

in

Miss Clara Atwood of Winterport
O. C.
Sunday, the guest of her brother,

town

on Water street.
assistant
Miss Sarah E. Brown of Old Town,
SaturdaX
in the Searsport High School, spent
friend in Belfast.,
and Sunday with a college
the rank
Penobscot Lodge, K. of P., worked
evening.
of Page on five candidates Monday
to exemplify
The lodge has bought a arc light

Atwood,

the rank.
at the Methodist
Harry Hill will preach
next Sunday on the subject
church
Episcopal
Aid and Southern
of Lincoln and Freedmen's
Rev.

education.
on their hall
Penobscot Lodge, K. of P., put
Saturday, a large
street
Main
on
fronting
when the lodge
electric flash-light to be used

is in

session.
Frankfort and

and Mrs. Hollis Black .of
oi wmwapui*
Mr. and Mrs George Fisher
to attend the funeral of
were in town Saturday
Mr.

George Carlon.
Mass.,
Miss Rilla A. Carlon of Cambridge,
Swanville were in
and Mrs. Sarah Briggs of
the funeral of their
town Saturday to attend
brother, George Carlon.
to haul the
Herbert Black began Monday
the steamextending
and
for
repairing
piling
at the old
boat wharf. They will be landed
on
Mathews' shipyard until operations begin
the wharf in the early spring.
architect of the
Henry McLean of Boston,
to be built
building
library
Carver
George A.
of the late
the coming season by the heirs
in town last week
Capt. George A. Carver, was
on business.
have placed a
The Eastern Steamship Co.
of this town to
contract with Herbert Black
of their
furnish the piling for the extension
and Winterwharves at Northport, Searsport
crew now in the
port. Mr. Black has a large
woods engaged in cutting the piling.
received recently by John B.
JanuAmes of the death in Hill City, Kansas,
Albert Ames, who
his
brother,
of
14th,
ary
in 1866. His
went from Searsport to Kansas
He leaves two brothers,
age was 66 years.
John
Robert G. Ames of Jersey City, N. J., and
Mrs.
B. Ames of Searsport, and one sister,
News

was

Mial B. Sargent of Searsport.
Carlon,
Capts. Samuel Mortland and George
old-time coasting skippers of Searsport,
in
who recently passed away, had commanded
of
the early tifties the clipper schooner Genoa
107 tons, built in Prospect, now Searsport, by
Master John Carver in 1839 for the late Capt.

two

vvi „,ir,her

one

of the best known of

our

old-time coasting captains. The late Captain
John W. McGilvery, one of the ablest deep
seawater shipmasters of Searsport, began his
Genoa
faring career when 12 years old in the
in 1842 as cook with Capt. Lanpher. She was
later sold to Belfast parties.
Cook has been working for the past
board of trade. Last week he called
at 3 p.
a meeting for Saturday February 6th,
About 35 were present, all of whom were
m.
interested. The meeting was called to order
Cook to
by J. W. Black, who called on Mr.
state the purpose of the meeting and after
busia few remarks they proceeded to

industrious

man

honorable in all of his

and

dealings. He is survived by his widow; three
daughters, Mrs. Ham of Winterport, Mrs. Harry Coleman and Mrs. Arthur Coleman of Searsport: two sons, Robert and George Carlon, who
reside in Massachusetts; also by three siste s,
Miss Rilla A. Carlon of Cambridge, Mass., Mrs.
Mary E. Mitchell of Searsport and Mrs. Sarah
Briggs of Swanville. Funeral services were
held at his late residence Saturday, Rev. C. H.

McElhiney
officiating.

of the First

Congregational

I50ICN
Anderson.
In Bucksport, January 29, to
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Anderson, a daughter.
Dorr. In Orland, January 27, to Mr. and
Mrs. Isaac F. Dorr, a son.
Dunbar. In Orland, January 29, to Mr. and

church

was

Mrs. liodick Dunbar,
Gerry. In

Frank Gerry,

_i_««

$100

OriMRV-Sn4W

~

Ames.
In
Albert Ames,

for

Rnrlrlanrl

.Tannarv

Shoe
That
;

Proves.
All

Hill City, Kansas, January 14,
formerly of Searsport, aged 66

Sizes

75c.

Good Taste Is
Always
Good

The $4.00 Shoe
BLUE

C, Atwood, H. C. Holmes, S. M. Webber, F. A.
Nye, who are to report next Saturday. The
board of trade will have another meeting in
the band hall at 3 p. m., Saturday, February
13th. All interested in a board of trade are

foundland via

or.

I,

Uivnm

V..,,

PENCIL

PRICE

$3.29
EDWIN

days.

C.

Ar, sch. Mertie B.
sch. D. H. Rivers,
Brunswick; 5, sailed, sch. Jacob M. Haskell,
Brunswick; 6, sld, sch. Alice Holbrook, Norfolk; 7, ar, sch. Pendleton Sisters, Savannah; 8,
sld, sch. Mertie B. Crowley, Baltimore (and
requested to attend.
anchored below Boston light); sch. Pendleton
The Ladies’Guild connected with the Congre- Sisters, for Savannah, is anchored in lighthouse
and the sch. Wm. L. Douglas for Balgational Church is actively engaged these channel,
timore is anchored off Highland Light; 9, sld,
for
an
interesting
days making arrangements
schs. Mertie B. Crowley and Pendleton Sisters.
social evening. It will be held Thursday
Baltimore, February 4. Sld, schs. Edward H.
Port Tampa; George W. Wells, Portland;
Cole,
It
is
Hall.
evening, February 18th, in Union
8, cld, sch. Wellfleet, San Juan.
proposed to hold what has been pleasantly reNewport News, February 4. Sld, sch. Wm.
membered as an old-fashioned annual society H. Sumner, Providence.
Norfolk, Feb. 6. Ar, sch. Frontenac, Port
supper. The hour set is 6 o’clock, and the fol8, ar, schs. Horace A. Stone, Port
lowing ladies constitute the committee having Tampa; Mark Pendleton, Pascagoula
for New
Tampa;
Mrs.
Andrew
M.
in
affair
the
charge:
Ross, York.
Mrs.
Charles
1.
stmr.
C.
H.
Mrs. Daniel
McSld,
Nichols,
Hilo, February
Virginian, ColSalina Cruz.
F.lhiney and Mrs. Clara H. Carver. The sup- cord,
Honolulu, February 4. Sld, stmr. Mexican,
per will be followed by a dramatic entertain- Tapley, Salina Cruz.
ment. The amusing and
highly entertaing
Ponce, P. R., January 23. Sld, sch. Ella M.
farce-comedy, “A Regiment of Two” will be Willey, Gulfport.
Savannah, Feb. 3. Ar, sch. Pendleton Brothgiven by local talent. The price of tickets for ers, New York.
the
the supper, including
entertainment, has
Jacksonville, February 20. Sld, sch. Lyman
been fixed at the reasonable sum of 35 cents. M. Law, New York.
San Diego, Cal., February 3. Ar, stmr. CoTo those who may attend the entertainment
lumbian, Colcord, Salina Cruz, &c.
and not be able to be at the supper the price |
Savannah, February 5. Sld, sch. Laura M.
Lunt, Norwich.
will be 25 cents.
Charleston, S. C., February 5. Sailed, schs.
“A Regiment of Two” is the farce comedy Humarock, Boston; Margaret M. Ford, New
sch. Celia F., Chehaw river.
to be given after the supper of the Ladies’ York; 7, sld,
Brunswick, February 6. Ar, sch. Henry B.
Guild connected with the Congregational
Fiske, Boston.
Port Tampa, February 5.
church, Thursday, February 18th, in Union
Ar, sch. Augusta
hall. The “book” is very bright, and those W. Snow, Havana.
8.
Saunders
town,
Ar, sch. Hannah
February
who attend will enjoy an up-to-date amateur
F. Carleton, Stockton.
performance by some of Searsport’s local tal3.
Sld, sch. Abbie C.
Bucksport, February
ent. Rehearsals for this show are very much Stubbs, Stonington and New York; 5, ar, sch.
in order, and are commanding the interest of Rhoda Holmes, New York, with fertilizer; 9,
ar, sch. Ralph M. Hayward, Norfolk.
the following cast, under Mr. Robertson’s diCalais, February 5. Ar, sch. Flora Condon,
nucuaau.
rection:
FOREIGN PORTS.
Arthur Sewall, a theoretical warrior,
Mr. Robertson
Barbados, January 24. Ar, sch. John J. HanIra Wilton, his father-in-law, another,
son, Boston; 29, sch. Charles Davenport, PortDr. Sawyer land.
Harry Brentworth, Arthur’s friend,
Havana, January 26. Sid, sch. Augusta W.
Charles Havener Snow, Port Tampa; sld, 29, sch. Silver Leaf

$1,1

We are careful, accurate and conservative in saying these shoes we are s
the greatest value we, or any ether store, ever offered. And not h ss
great variety of styles—the full assortment of sizes and widths, and si
workmanship (every shoe bting Goodyear welted). You will find the snappy, “'up to the minute" kr
the young men; comfoit styles for the old men; and a big assortment of the conservative evcrydav
\■
many men. Your choice of all leathers—including Gun Metal, Box Calf, Patent Calf and Viei Kid'.
the details in making are followed cut which gives to any shoes a look so hard to describe, yet so untie
ably apparent. Every size in every kind for..

13

fyr IVl G
■
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1

$1.$

BURT’S

FAMOUS SHOES
7 HE $5.00

|

THE

4.00

KIND $3.89
KIND

3.19

I

Gloucester.

Boston, February 3.
Crowley, Baltimore; 4,

width, at.‘.

_

Staples. In Swan’s Island, January 22, Mrs.
Henrietta Staples.
Stinson. In Winterport, February 3, Nancy
Stinson, aged 88 years.
Sylvester. In Camden, January 29, Annora
Prescott, wife of Calvin Sylvester, aged 55

AMERICAN PORTS.

size and

1

Style

THE RALSTON SHOE

Frank A. Rollins.
Saunders. In Sunset (Deer Isle), January
24, Alvin B. Saunders, aged 69 years, 5 months

and 25

% A #_You choose from freshly opened boxes. There are n 3 broken sizes \
shoes that have been laid away. Only new, handsome,
dressy sb
detail, faultless in their grace and dependable in c|ualitv. livery
desired leather is represented; such as Tan, Black and Patent Calf, Gun Metal and Viei Kid.
'Every she,
<
year welted. Every new feature, such as the wave top button pattern, the high cut blucher lace, :•>
short vamp effect—is here in a complete assortment of sizes.
In fact, every pair would be a'fn
seldom, if ever again, will you be able to buy such shoes for so little money. No disappointment.- y. >

Or W Om6n

23 years and 10 months.
Heagan. In Prospect Ferry, January 29,
Nancy J., wife of Thomas Heagan, aged 50
years and 11 months.
Jones. In Vinalhaven, January 30, George
Carl Jones, aged 49 years.
Marshall. In Deer Isle, January 23, David
Marshall, aged 70 years.
Monroe. In Searsport, February 4, Peter
H. Monroe, aged 58 years, 4 months, 14 days.
Patten.
In Bucksport, January 30, Mrs.
Julia A. Patten, aged 81 years.
In Rockport, January 30, Mrs.
Rollins.

upon the blood and

Tremendous interest should be awakened to this sale of shoes at $1.95, and right h.
j
on record for saying that every shoe offered IS WORTH, and was INTENEHEI) t
$3.00 the pair. Furthermore—they were made for a city store which intended carrying
y"
and nothing else. This shews how exceptional the style and quality must be—for eir.
mighty critical and demand the very best for their money. Some misunderstanding
lease and other matters caused the venture to fall through and all the orders for shoes w<
In most instances, as they were well along in the making, the manufacturers were oh \
them up ar.d put them on the market to be sold. Wo succeeded in getting 500 pairs
them by far the greatest shoe value we ever bought. When you see these shoes on s;
iintnh
morning al $1.95 we venture to say that you will not stop at buying one pair -but wi
and anticipate your shoe needs for months to come.
to go

1A

(Shorey), wife of Joseph Gilchrest, aged

ence

500PAIRSHIGH GRADE SHOE!
FOR MEN AND WOMEN AT $1.95.'

The

York, February 2. Ar, sch. Estelle,
Savannah; cld, sch. Star of the Sea, Arroyo
and Mannabo; 3, ar, sch. White Wings, Savannah; cld, sch. Harold B. Cousens, St. John, N. years.
making
bark Kremlin, Tort'Spain; sch. NorthH. C. Buzzell was appointed secretary. B.; 5, ar,
ness.
Sargent, In Castine, February 6, Wilb'am
land, Stockton; cld, sch. Emma S. Lord, Port
91 years.
Remarks were made by a number of others. A Real and San Juan; 8, ar, schs. Jennie S. Hall, Sargent, aged
Wadsworth. In Camden, February 1, Sedate
committee was appointed as follows: B. F. Stonington; Annie B. Mitchell, do.; Annie R.
a
native of Lincolnville, aged 71
James Young, do.; Mark Pendleton, Wadsworth,
years.
Colcord, A. li. Nichols, H. C. Buzzell, Oliver Lewis, do.;
o-

2.39

f.

aged 64 years, 7 months and 9 days.
Cleveland. In Camden, February 2, Mrs.
Dorcas B. Cleveland, aged 86 years, 5 months
and 15 days.
Carlon. In Searsport, February 3, George
Carlon, aged 78 years,7 months and 1 day.
Currier. In Brewer, February 9, Miss Sarah
Currier of Bucksport.
Gilchrest. In Thomaston, January 29, Flor-

New

Q

3.00

“

gess,

$100
will be pleased

SHIP NEWS.

f’V.n.Ulnn.

2.69

Burgess.
In Waldoboro, January 25, Burletta (Orff) Burgess, widow of James F. Bur-

Take Hall’s Family Pills for constipation.

a

3.50

years.

M. A.

year

$3.19

“

DIED

XT_

surfaces of the system, thereby
destroying the foundation of the disease,
and giving the patient strength by building up the constitution and assisting nature in
doing its work. The proprieters have so much
faith in its curative powers that they offer One
Hundred Dollars for any case that it fails to
cure.
Send for list of testimonials.
F. J. Cheney & Co., Toledo, O.
Address:

by Druggists,

In

EXTRAORDINARY SALE OF

Shoes

All sizes and styles.

Chester A. Quimby and Gertrude M. Shaw, both
of Rockland.
Sears-Rose. In Rockland, February 3, Frank
Sears and Bessie Rose, both of Rockland.

mucous

Sold

Dodd

$4.00^ KIND

Burr-Hasty. In Jackson, February 9, Leroy
Burr of Eastport and Miss Lizzie Hasty of
Jackson.
Field-Baldwin. In Belfast, February 3, by
Rev. D. L. Wilson, Frank L. Field of Belfast
and Mrs. Mary L. Baldwin of Bangor.
Henderson-Dickey. In Belfast, February
6, by Rev. William Vaughan, Charles E. Henderson and Miss Lydia E. Dickey, both of Belfast.
Post-Wiley. In Warren, February 3, Elmer
E. Post and Celia A. Wiley, both of Warren.

to
The readers of this paper
learn that there is at least one dreaded disease
that science has been able to curs in all its
stages, and that is Catarrh. Hall’s Catarrh
Cure is the only positive cure now known to
the medical fraternity. Catarrh being a constitutional diseases, requires a constitutional
Hall’s Catarrh Cure is taken intreatment.

ternally, acting directly

Dorothy

MARRIED

kell, Brunswick to New York, ties, p. t.; sch.
Carrie E. Look, Philadelphia to Mayaguez,
coal, $2 and port charges; sch. Jessie Lena,
Morgan City to Baltimore or Philadelphia, dry
cypress, $5, loaded and free towage; sch. D. H.
Rivers, Rockport, Mass., to Key West, with
stone, $1.20.
REWARD

a son.

and Mrs. George C. Robinson, a son.
Tibbetts. In West Medford, Mass., January
31, to Mr. and Mrs. George O. Tibbetts, a son.
Wall. In Rockport, January 29, to Mr. and
Mrs. Weston Wall, a daughter.

Shipping Items. Capt. E. S. McDonald of
schooner Annie B. Mitchell sailed from Stonington, Me., for New York with a cargo of
stone, January 28th, just before the blizzard,
and as he had a crew of colored men, who are
not much good in severe weather, friends at
home felt some anxiety. But he arrived at
the Vineyard all right, February 4th, and it is
thought he may have been in Portsmouth lower harbor during the storm_Schooner Mary
Weaver has discharged lumber for Mathews
Bros’ at Lewis’ wharf and will lay up there
until spring, when she will be taken out on
Gilchrest’s marine railway for extensive rer,

a daughter.
^ ^
Troy, February 8, to Mr. and Mrs.

Patterson. In Thorndike, February 1, to
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Patterson, a daughter. )
Robinson. In Bucksport, January 21, to Mr.

tery.

..

^

j

..

_:_

Nulfrr.ce.

a

On Tuesdry the Maine law court handed
down a rescript which gives mother blow to
| the so-called clubs where intoxicating liquors
i are sold, and rules that any place that is resorted to
purpose cf drinking inj toxicatingfor the mere
*
liquors is a nuisance.

in Bowditch cemeMr. Peter H. Monroe died at his resitery.
dence on Lakeside avenue, Thursday, February
4th, after an illness of two years with creeping
paralysis. He was a great sufferer. He came
here from Thorndike about twenty years ago
and engaged in the blacksmith business. He
was very popular among the farmers and had
He leaves one brother,
many friends in town.
Lincoln G. Monroe of Thorndike, and one sister, Mrs. Charles H. Monroe of Searsport.
Funeral services were held at his late residence Sunday, conducted by Rev. Horace
Welch. Interment was in the Sargent cemeInterment

C!ubs

Social

BELFAST

ar,

Cents

PRICE CURRENT

Corrected Weekly for The Journal.
PRODUCE

MARKET.

PAID PRODUCER.

Apples, per bu, 50a75 Hay,
dried, per lb., 7 Hides,
2.50a2.75 Lamb,
Beans, pea,

Beans, Y. E., 2.75a3.00
25
Butter,
5a7A
Beef, sides,
Beef, fore quarters, 5

Skins,
8
Mutton,
50
Oats, 32 lb.,
60
Potatoes,
60 Round Hog,
8
14 Straw,
9.00
16 Turkey,
26a28
11 Tallow,
3
18 Veal,
9al0
28 Wool, unwashed,
20
14 Wood, hard,
4.00a4.50
18 Wood, soft,
3.00

Barley, bu,
Cheese,

Chicken,
Calf Skins,
Duck,

Eggs,
Fowl,

Geese,

Lamb

Cheese,
Cotton Seed,
Cranberries,
Clover Seed,
Flour,
H, G. Seed,
Liard,

18
1.70
8a9
18
00

Pork,

Plaster,
Rye Meal,
Shorts,
Sugar,
6.00a6.75 Salt, T. I.,

Sweet Potatoes,
13|Wheat Meal,

0.00

riiwo

diuc rcnwii
-ON-

^STORM

RUBBERS

WOMEN’S 50c.
aii

RETAIL MARKET.

RETAIL PRICE.

10 Lime,
Beef, Corned,
Butter Salt, 141b., 18a20 Oat Meal,
78 Onions,
Com,
73 Oil, kerosene,
Cracked Com,
72 Pollock,
Corn Meal,

Codfish, dry,

12al3
7a8
lOall
65

QOr

Styles Owwi

1.10
4A

3|

MEN’S

13al4
6
13
1.13

Fresh
Goods

3£

75c.

CQa

VALUE

o"
Sizes

For Any Fur=Trimmed
in Our Store.

Slipper

Values run up as high as $1.49, and not a pair in the lot worth less than 98c. 1
moth balls for them next summer we have decided to forget the cost und close out !
Hence this remarkable reduction. There is a large variety to choose
ten days.
in each kind. Some are high cut, others are low, but all are warm!
of
sizes
average
soles.
flexible
fur—with

;

VALUES
Every
Size

1.45

TEN BLUE PENCIL DAYS, THAT’S U.L

5^

38
0
4

Tested and Proven. I

THE

DINSMORE

STORfcJ

9

a Heap of Solace in Being
Depend Upon a Well-Earned
Reputation.

There is
to

Able

W

AH different kinds,
assorted colors.
Wiii
bhom in the house all
winter and c a n b •
transplanted to tha
er.rden in the spring:
Tulips Japan Mile*,
llegoiilas (i-»rus,Oxall«,
lli*l>i)iil<-.i, Daffodil*,
r>e.-sta. I lly of (ho
> alley. Tuberose, Pansy,
Gladiolus,
Hyacinths,
N'urelssus, China Aster*,
Itleedini: llenrts, Fink,
Gllla, Jonquils, Zinnia,
Godot in, Nasturtium,
A lyssiim, Sweet
Sweet
William. t' * n d y t u 11,

1

Belfast

|

$50,000.00.

■"

“WantedAT THE

Estabrook Shirt Mfg. Go.

FOLEYSHONEP-'TAR

The (Committee n
will give a public 1
Fish and Game C.
House in Augusta,
at 2 p. m.
No. 14. On an act
gray and black stp;
By order of tin
3w4
HARin
<

25 Cents

readers have seen the ?
constant expression of praise for Doan’s Kidney Pills, and read about the good work they
In the U.
iliat in all the financial transactions
have done in this locality. Not another remedy
S. but 6% is done with currency, toe other 91
bank
and
checks
of
% being done by means
ever produced such convincing proof of merit.
checkdrafts? If you do not already keep a
realize
will
Mrs.
B.
E.
95
ana
now
Belfast,
one
Allen,
you
Congress street,
ing account start
Reginald Dudley, an Englishman,
(Br), Pascagoula.
from its convenience and safety why above is
Renfrew Wilson
San Domingo City, February 2. Ar, sch. John Me., says: “It is many years since I first tried
If you are not familiar with this systrue
Jim Buckner, known as “The Parson,”
Port
Pills
for
conDoan’s Kidney
Paul,
Reading.
symptoms which
tem come to us and we will show you. The
H. C. Buzzell
Nassau, February 8. Ar, sch. Ellen Little, vinced me that my kidneys were out of order.
Conrad Melzer, a plumber,
Rockport, Me.
Rupert Colcord
St. John, N. B., February 4. Ar, schs. Winnie I had previously consulted physicians and tried I
Ilf,Nr. Airratum. Jobe's
Eliza Wilton, Ira’s better half,
Lawry, Eastport; Norombega, St. Martins (to more than one make-shift to allay the inflam- |
'iVwiIce l’!u..t, ttotor
Miss Roulstone finish loading for Vineyard Haven); Abbie C.
Oil Keans. Monkey
and check the intense pain across my
mation
Plant, Chines'* G'neo and Flowering Maple*. Sweet Peas,
Grace Sewall, wife of Arthur,
been
as
sailStubbs, Bucksport (has
reported
Burning Glory, Coxcomb, Snap brturon, Verbenla. Four
will give your business, whether large or
Mrs. Bert Havener ing from Bucksport for Stonington, Me., and back, but nothing proved of any avail. When
O’clock*, Larkspur, Nkell.t, Air l’Unt, Moon Flower.
Laura Wilton, daughter of Ira,
Doan’s Kidney Pills procured from Wilson’s
small, careful attention.
New York); Wm. L. Elkins, Lubec.
cncr with this grand collection, 250 kinds FLOWED
Miss Webber
I nut, SEEDS.
Send 25 centi.silver or itarapp.
store relieved me, I willingly recommendMARINE MISCELLANY.
drug
IN THIS BANK ABE
|
lEPOSITOKS
a
German
Miss Shute
maid,
Lena,
FOSTER
SEED CO., MOUDT HOLLY, N. J.
Bermuda, February 4. Sch. Harry J1. Hay- ed them publicly so that other people suffering
ABSOLUTELY SAFE FROM LOSS
Obituary. Mr. George £arlon, one of the ward, Nash, Port Tampa for Baltimore, has as I did would know what remedy to use to get
CARD OF THANKS.
oldest and most respected citizens of Sears- put in here in distress. (The Hayward has relief. Time has not changed my opinion of
been reported passing in Cape Henry Feb. 1).
j iAPITAL
We wish to thank our friends and neighbors
I
endorse
them
Pills
and
Doan’s
port, passed away at his residence on the Bar
today
Kidney
N.
4.
The
schooner
Y., February
City Island,
for their assistance during the sickness and
Point road, Wednesday, February 3d, aged 78 Alice P. Turner of Stonington, Maine, for New just as strongly as when they first came to my
SURPLUS AND PROFITS $40,000.00 death
of our mother and sister, Matilda H.
*
1881.
years, 7 months and 1 day. He was the son of York, which ran ashore at Bayville, L. I., Janu- notice. I keep Doan’s Kidney Pills on hand
ORGANIZED
|
I Clark.
a heavy snow storm, was raised
Robert and Mary (Green) Carlon and was born ary 16, during
Walter B. Clark, brother,
now
and
then
a
few
doses
today by a wrecking company and anchored most of the time and
A. A. Drury,
in Prospect, now Searsport, August 2, 1831. here.
in
serve to tone up my kidneys and keep them
Edith L. Drury,
Norfolk, Vai, February 8. Sch. Horace A. proper working order.”
He followed the sea in his youth for a time.
Fred J. Clark,
One leg being crippled rendered him unable to Stone, Trask, arrived today from Tampa, with
60
cents. FosM. Sides.
dealers.
Price
Cora
For
sale
all
by
the greater part of her sails, topmasts and
do hard labor and he worked at the shoemaker’s rudderhead gone. The vessel encountered se- ter Milburn Co., Buffalo, New York, sole agents (
5IRLS
trade and also at harness-making. Since the vere gales coming up the coast and was blown for the United States.
death of his father he had been engaged in 2150 miles to sea. She made port under improRemember the name—Doan’s—and take no
vised sails and jury rudder.
Her cargo of
for ekildrmnt »/«. tmro. JFo M<a<M
other.
farming at the old homestead. He was a very phosphate rock is not damaged.
For months

LEGISLATIVE Nli’H

BULBS
Having purchased of THE STAPLES
PIANO

ANL>

MUSIC

STORE

their

stock of

Phonographs and
Victor Talking Machines

Edison
with

|

a

full line of Records, etc., we
a share of your patronage.

would ask for

J. L. SLEEPER &
3w4

CO.,

72 Main Street.

11 he City National Bank
OF

BELFAST

Calls for bids for the construction of its new
bank building. Bids for construction will be
separate from the heating and plumbing. All
bids must be sealed bids and must be in by February 13th. Each bidder must name the earliest
date at which he will guarantee completion of
the work, beginning the work not earlier than

April

1st.

A suitable bond will be required from the
successful bidder guaranteeing the completion
of the work according to contract.
Plans and specifications can be arranged for
at the bank. The bank reserves the right to
4
reject any and all bids.

The Committee

S
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[

f

i

|
|
I

■

hearing in its room
gusta, Wednesday,

t

a

!■•

No. 90. An act
Thorndike to removt
cemeteries.
Per Order of

3w5

the »
Kl.iSl'

_

The

Committee

on

I

1

will give a public hea'
Fish and Game Comm
House in Augusta, Wc

j
v

2. p. m.
On petition of C. M
ing for regulations upon
and tributaries In Wald"
By order of the o<r n
2w5
HARRV M
The Committee on li ■
will give a public hearing
Fish and Game Comm
;
House in Augusta, Mondu)
a
On an act creating
^
Waldo county and regu •*
on white perch, in Unity 1"Mt
;>v.
commit
the
By order of
y
3w6
HARRY M BF’M
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